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In those earlier ctE.,ys we bad trunks, too, great big 
fellows that had to be packed skillfully and roped ti.ghtly to 
keep them from being torn all to pieces. I wore out two per-
factly good trunks in my early college days. Some of my earlier 
schoolmates used to help pay their way throughyo llege by hauli.ng 
trunks, another passing institution, as you all know. A joke 
we used to rer1er,t every yenr was that when our friends ,~ere ready 
to pa,ok their trunks, weyf would come over e.nd help trrnnp in the 
contents for them, a figure borrowed, of course, from the method 
used in packing tobacco into horsheads, 
I cannot define ±::~:ticule. I suppose it means any 
6nw,ll container for necessary articles, usually ca,rricd along by 
a woman. There have been so many varieties since I could first 
remember that I she,11 not attempt to list them, One such container 
used to be carried along full of teacakes when the fe,i,1ily went to 
church. My brother was ail:vmys decorous as long as the tea,cakes 
lasted: no amount of feal· of the preacher o:f of what might happen 
when he got home could keep him quiet a.fter the teacakes were gone. 
]'rom [gµ±::tl)~~ to nineteenthly the wriggling continued, unless 
Mother grew tired of it all and sought the out-of-doors and a 
switch, Some poet ought to pay his respects to tbe tea,cake as 
a moral force in the preceding generation; many a good child at 
church owes his reputation to the adequate supply of these 
goodies stored in a reticule or handbag. 
Wha.t containers we shall use next it hath not yet appeared, 
but what we now use will seem eqtlally a.s f1Jnny then ss retictJles 
seeri1 novJ. And I wish some collector would start right now to 
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A Chapter on Boots and Shoes ✓ 
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Where are the cavalry boots that used to be the mark 
of the younc man all dressed up? Where are the brass-toed boots 
with reel tops that little fellows wore? tihere are bra.ss-tocd shoos 
c1,nd b:r.occ.:ins 'i ~:·-:rec1rly t:-.tll of thene lfasted down i.nt<J otie ov.:n tJrnct 
b11t only brovans c~n cl&.i1n to be alive in any ordinary oense of 
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r:orri.e CF1,nc11c:::i.tee coulrl ,,,.ffnrt1 to use t}1e.L:.c 1Ti.J.1u<,.ble t.iFie in 
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thnt all of this h2d been said and done ages before in Greece, in 
Rome, 8,no in T~nglando 11.Etbble-rousers were not peculia.r to 
J;'idelity, The odd thing is that little old l<'idelity, s.way 
on the edge of things, reproduced so faithfully so nmch that 
has always existed where democracy tries to find its way out. 
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Showing Off in Fidelity 
The game of showing off, or strutting one's stuff, 
is not a new one; back in old Fidelity we used to know all the 
intricacies of this fascinating sport. Our pa,rticu~ar kinds 
of showing off !'le,y not have been exactly like yours, but they 
probably resembled them. It seems to be innate in all of us • 
to try to appear a little better than we really e,re; this 
gives us something to live for, something to hold. out as a 
goal to be achieved. 
Somebody always had a horse to exhibit, While we 
were si ttlng round the loafers I joint,. the owner of a gaited 
horse would dash by, stirring up the dust between the two stores. 
Rarely some one would drive a good horse to a cart and would 
V\ 12-CA. \' 
make several trips through the village before stopping ~ef;~e 
the envious group of whittlers. In later times rubber-tired 
buggies enhanced/the value of a gaited horse; no make of auto-
mobile, however: expensive, ce,n ever give the same amount of 
distinction as was conferred on the owner of the first rubber-
tired buggy of a country neighborhood. Here is what I would 
call the thirdly-third degree of showing off: a young man drives 
up to the country church in his rubber-tired buggy, with his 
horse's head reined up very high; he cuts the shafts around in 
the approved manner, springs out of his buggy, assists his 
young lady companion to the ground with a flourish, and then 
hitches his horse to a tree, while all the less fortunatk 
fellows gasp or gape e,t the fine show. 
Child\en of ]'ideli ty were always 
\ 
bright, or, at least, 
their immediate a~cestors thought so, One village wiseacre 
/\/o, 11 
2 
said it was queer to him how bright children were and how dumb 
they were when they grew up. Bragging on one's aelf is seldom 
accepted in civilized circles, It was and is very proper to 
say great things about one's offspring, particularly if they are 
too small to go to school and thus show how dumb they may be in 
books. Some of the people at Fidelity could say fine things 
e,bout their grown-up children who/no longer lived in the neigh-
borhood. Some of these foreigners had made a lot of money, 
some had uncommonly J2eart children, and others had married 
bright and attractive wives. 
Ancestors were probably no better and no w11rse than 
the ave rage. Some of the neighbors rated themselves rather 
high because of real or fancied forebears the,t did astonishing 
things back in North Carolina or Old Kentucky, as Fidelity people 
always called the part of Kentucky east of the Tennessee River, 
Even in those days I wondered how such great ancestors could be 
represented by such ordinary descendants; my wonder persists, 
But the way people showed off in cooking was perennial, 
Not to be a good cook was to be far down the scale. And the poor 
husband came in for his share of praise by being a good provider, -
Pies, cakes, boiled ham, roast beef, fried chicken--what didn't 
people know how to cookf Once in a great while a new recipe 
got loose in our neighborhood: new brands of teacakes, or layer 
cakes, or cake icings. But for most purposes, when company 
was not expected, the same old roµnd of ordinary cooking was in 
vogue. 
Since Fidelity is now on a good state highway and has 
daily deliveries of ice and fresh "baker's" bread from the vounty 
seat, I wonder how my old neighbors "put the big pot in the little 
one" to show off when company comes. 
;vo,lv 
Books and Playtime 
I 
Not all of the old-time schools are gone, but the few 
that remain are bordering on extinction. The same old buildings 
of thirty, forty, or fifty years ago can be found, but the old-
time teacher has died of old age, and few younger ones have arisen 
to fill vaoant places. The maximum education of a rural teacher 
of a generation ago was hardly the equivalent of a good eighth-
gre.de dthploma; theoretically, at least, no one can teach now 
as a beginner without two years of college. Since the old-
fashioned school is decidedly a passing institution, I want in a 
few articles to recreate for the younger generation the school 
' I VI. we .,t, the forties and fifties and sixties knew and loved. Before 
I start, I -must explain the title: "books II meant the time spent 
in the schoolroom, presumably time spent in studying and reciting; 
"playtime" meant the morning and afternoon recesses and the long 
period at noon. If you will go back to the old one-room school 
with me, where there are children from five to twenty-five 
years of age in attendance, all under one teacher, I will first 
introduce you to books and then give you a long di#ersion in the 
form of pla.ytime. 
All schools had to be called to begin. The most 
primitive way, the one my mother remembered, was for the teacher 
to come to the schoolhouse door and call sonorously: "Come in 
to books," much as the officers used to, and still do, call 
people in to court, One such teacher used to rap on the wall 
of the schoolhouse with a stick as a signal that it was time to 
start. The way of calling books for most of us wa.s to ring a 
handbell; I still have the one I called my first school in with 
rJo, \ v 
thirty years ago, 
2 
It was a proud day -~-~he lives of the 
children of our school, forty or more years ago, when a big bell 
was installed, a bell like those that summoned the farmers from 
the fields, We put the bell on a post by the side of the 
door 
sort 
and nailed ~fecurely to 
of ladder to climb to the 
the wall, This gave us a 
roof when we lost our ball playing 
antny over, Nearly every child of the school district could 
hear this bell, for the schoolhouse was on a good-sized hill near 
the center of the district, It had only one other rival in 
the community, the bell on the union church on a neighboring 
hill, a bell that still sounds out in that neighborhood as a part 
of the county high school that succeeded the union church, 
Now we are in the old schoolhouse, It was not a pre-
possessing place in looks, At one end was a platform where the 
teacher sat, Behind her and to the sides of her stage ~were 
the blackboards, ceiling planl!!s painted black, Near the front 
was a large wood stove, with its mate at the rear of the room. 
Behind the doors at the end opposite the teacher's desk were the 
dinner buckets and baskets, with the water bucket half-way be-
tween, Equipment as we now know it was practically lacking, 
The crayon was usually provided, rather stingily, by the teacher, 
Sometimes we brought it from home, JJ:rasers were chiefly made 
from sheepskins. As my father killed several sheep every year, 
I was always provided with erasers fil]D. myself and my best girls, 
If I remember correctly, there v,ere two rows of llouble seats and 
two rows of single desks in our schoolhouse. We were a bit 
haughty over the fact that these desks were store-bought rather 
than home-made; some of our neighboring schools were not so 
fortunate, There may have been other supplies and bits of 
equipment, but I cannot remember anything to add to the rather 
bleak picture. 
Books and Playtime 
II 
I do not know what the methods of our present-day 
schools are, but I think I could conduct a whole day of the 
schools I used to attend, For each lesson the children were 
called to the front. If the lesson were spelling, we lined up, 
even toeing a crack in the floor, We had regular places in the 
line and turned down those who could not spell a word, We also 
had headmarks, that is, the one standing head at the end of the 
lesson was given a marlc of merit; he went to the end the next 
day and tried to worlc up again, To have the most headmarks 
was like being elected to Phi Beta Kappa in college. In fact, 
I was much prouderl of my superior number of headmarks in spelling 
than I was when ~ot my Phi Beta Kappa key, If we were quite 
small, we "spelled on the book, 11 that is, we called the letters 
and pronounced the words syllable by syllable and then were given 
some simpler words to spell orally. In much later times we wrote 
words on a slate or tablet, but oral spelling was the one big 
thing, We often spelled words that we had never heard of 
and probe,bly never would hear of again: 11t-i-n, 11 tin; "t-i-n, 11 
tin, tintin; 11 n-a-b, 11 nab, tintinnab; 11 u, 11 tintinnabu, 111-a, 11 
la, tintinnabulaj; •~i-o-n, 11 tion, tintinnabulation. That was 
my favorite word, though I did not lmow until I was grown that 
the word meant the sound of small be lls_~_j After all, the word 
was in the McGuffey Spelling Book and was supposed to be spelled; 
that was enough, I also remember ~phan~,iasis, ~atibility, 
and tEansl!!>JLta~. You see, when a borould spell big 
~ords like theseJhe had progressed far in his education. To 
be able to spell'. no farltlher · than baker was to be only about in 
what would now be called the second or third grade. Sometimes 
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we brought an old Blue-back Speller from home for some extra 
drill or for Friday-afternoon spelling-matches. In one school 
we had a dictionary class, in which we spelled, gave diacritical 
markings, parts of speech, definitions, synonyms, s,nd then-~~-=-~ 
the word correctly in a sentence. Whether we were taught rightly 
or wrongly, we learned to spell, an accomplishment that is pretty 
rare today, though I suspect that many of the' children still 
are wondering what eleemosynary and metempsychosis mean, 
Reading was always oral. We took turns reading and 
watching the others for mistakes. I raceJ.l one tongue-tied 
little girl's saying "Her wepeated" after one of her classmates 
had finished her reading, We stopped at each comma long enough 
to count one, sometimes actually counting aloud. 'rhe semicolon 
counted two, the colon three, and the end of the sentence four. 
"When Columbus discovered America(one) he had three vessels( three) 
the Pinta( one~ the Nina( one) and the Santa lil!aria (four)~ Most 
of the selections, fortunately, were designed for oral reading, 
for oursiwas the day for oratory. We memorized poems, wise 
sayings, orations, and even dialogues. Often when we studied 
a poem, we did concert work, either reading franthe book together 
or repeating what we had memorized. I wanted to murder the 
boys who would not memorize anything but would just hum or even 
use ugly woros when the rest of us did our concert reading. I 
taught my own rurai schools very much after the traditional way. 
One of the poems we memorized was "Try, Try Again. 11 
girl in my school always started the second stanza: 
"Onct or twict, though you should fail, 
Try, try again." 
One little 
I tried more than ~1 to break her of the habit, but I suspect 
she is still saying it to her children or grandchildren. 
Books and Playtime 
III 
Arithmetic gave us a chance to shine in practical ways, 
In fact, the old-time school was gaaged aJ]most wholly by the three 
R's. The slate and the blackboard shared honors in this daily 
showing off. The 
ceiling planks; so 
multiplication table looked good 
('O\IAW\V\? 
also did long~ of figures to 
on the painted 
be added 
and such high-brow things as mensuration, percentage, and 
square root, One teacher, still living and teaching, challenged 
me one day by asking me how much the stove pipe would hold, 
was not in the book, but I accepted the challenge, brought a 
tape:tine from home! and mee,sured the pipe, When I solved the 
That 
problem satisfactorily, I felt that mensuration had some meaning. 
Most of our arithmetic was hardly so practical, however, The 
most famous problem in Ray's Third-Part Arithmetic was John 
Jones I s Estate. It probably got more great financiers started 
than all other forms of cyphering. 
Geography was almost pure memory and was about as unreal 
as anything could be, We bounded all the states and countries, 
named capes and rivers and bays and lakes, but knew nothing about 
people, their industries, and 
east of North America? What 
their ways of living, "What ocean 
Gulf and Sea south?fwnat ocean 
west? What cape at the southern extremity of Greenland? 
Name all the tributaries of the Mississippi, 11 About ten thousand 
such questions we could answer, absorbing a little learning in 
spite of ourselves, the teachf'~a:d the book, We could name 
all of the states and their capita.ls a,nd even all foreign 
countries. ( This was before the World War and its resultant 
complications in European geography.) The Negroes of my time 
were still teaching countries and capitals in a series of rhymes 
f\/o, l'f 
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given in a sing-song. 
rivers and mountains. 
The ste,te lines loolrnd aieal as the 
When I crossed the line into Tennessee 
for the first t!llme, I we,s surprised at not seeing a line fence 
at the least. Mother's old geography used to e,muse us, for 
many of the states/we knew were listed as.territories, One book 
was called an "Atlas"; the reading part bore the strange title 
of "A Grammar of Geography." We drew maps galore. I liked 
the Western states, for they are cut out on rather stnd.ght lines, 
Without exactly knowine; why, we liked e;eography, even though 
we rather doubted many of the things it said, 
We learned many abstruse facts in history. We could fill 
the blackboards with dates, explorers, casualties in battles, 
names of Presidents, and other detached facts, Sometimes we 
had headmarks in history and geography and had to work hard to 
keep our records and those of the others, for we trusted no one, 
the teacher included. 
Facts were our stock in trade. In civil government 
we could name a,11 the officers in state, county, and nation. 
In physiology we could name the bones, the muscles, and both sets 
of teech, though we knew nothing about a, toothbrush except one 
made from blackgum or from hickory be,rk. In grammar we memorized 
rules galore, twenty-two of them in Harvey's text, 1'he strange 
thing about grammar was that no a.mount of study seemed to make 
our daily language any better, We could diagram and parse the 
longest summer's day, but we said, with no compunclions of conscience: 
"Miss Eunice, CE•.n me and Jim go get a bucket of water?" Facts 
as such seemed the bie; thine;, not an application of facts. 
Books and Playtime 
IV 
I do not know how much studying we did in the old-time 
schools, but we did a lot of pretending. To give the appearance 
of being hard at work, we would walk up to the front to ask the 
teacher to pronounce a word for us or to get some help in arith-
metic. This constant procession, equalled by the one going in 
the other direction to the water bucket, kept the poorly-built 
old schoolhouse in a constant state of unstable equilibrium. 
Sometimes mischievous boys stuck out their feet and tripped us; 
I shall not dwell on what happened next, except to say that no 
amount of punishment seemed to stop the recurrence of this 
infraction of rules. Talking was always forbidden, Some teachers 
had us tell at the end of the day how many times we had talked. 
Those who had fallen from grace used many ways to induce others 
to fall, like Eve getting Adam to eat that apple. 
All of us liked to study geography, for the big book 
could cover a multitude of sins, We might filch something from 
the dinner buckets and baskets, we could write notes to our 
best girls, we could pla,y with our popguns, or we might even take 
a nap in the shelter of the big book. I once caught a boy 
in my school brandishine; his knife at me, much to the amusement 
of the other boys; he got so interested that he flourished the 
lmi ve beyond the range of the geography, 
Note-writing was always in style, If we got in a tight 
place, we sometimes chewed up the note hastily and swallowed it, 
If it were on a slate, a grubby hand could soon obliterate all 
offending mess~1,ges. Woe unto him who got caught! He might have 
his note read by the teacher for the amusement of the rest of us, 
He mie;ht have to read it himself or might have to sit by the girl 
to whom it wa.s addressed. I suspected some of my schoolmates 
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of wishing for this sort of punishment. In the wall were out 
several slits through the ceiling. Into these the notes that 
bad been "received and contents duly noted" were slipped to prevent 
the teacher from finding them. When the old schoolhouse was 
torn down, several bushels of these notes were found between the 
weatherboarding and the ceiling. I wish I could have salva,ged 
some of these, partly for fun and partly to see wha,t was the 
general style of the notes that we wrote with such palpitating 
little hearts and such grubby fingers. 
There were never enough books. It became necessary, 
then,for two or more of us to sit together to study the same book, 
It was a great event when the one to use the same book was one's 
best girl. We used thumb cards in those days, a combination 
of a book mark and a device to keep the pages clean, Since we 
used the same books year s.fter year, we gradually memorized the 
greater portion of each, so much so that I can still repeat 
part of the table of contents of some of the texts. 
Sometimes visitors came. Nearly every boy or girl 
had a youne;er brother or sister who came for a da,y or two to get 
the hang of things. Most of these small fellows were quiet, 
but some of them got to crying so loudly that the whole school 
had to cease operations to calm ],ittle Brother. I remember one 
such youngster coming to school 4reseed in a boy dress, even though 
he had a voice like an auctioneer. Parents came sometimes to 
help bree,k in little fellows; irate parents dropped in to question 
the discipline(accented on the second syllable) meted out to 
their young hopefuls. The county superintendent came around 
one or two times a year and regaled us with good advice and 
a new joke or two. The great visiting day 111as at the end of 
school,when we said our pieces and got our treat. 
Books and Playtime 
V 
No, I(, 
We had never heard of athletics, but we did a lot of 
stunts and played many games, Long before .I could remember, 
the boys put up an acting pole, between two trees, There we 
learned to skin cats, hang by our toes, walk the pole with perfect 
balance, and do other things, (I say~ rathe{euardedly, for 
there are many men now living who know that I could do none of 
these, since I was too big a coward,) Town ball, ba,t ball, 
mumblepeg, hat ball, dare base, wolf over the river, antny over, 
pr,isoner's base(stealing goods), hare and hounds--we did not 
lack for diversion. Such highly competitive games as stealing 
goods ended at least once each day in a fair-sized fight, for 
somebody was always breaking the rules, such as stealing more 
than one stick at a time or ta)(king French leave when he 
was supposed to be a prisoner, Wrestling ended much the same 
way and was usually frowned upon by the teachers, In hat ball 
we "nailed to the cross" the loser, that is, the one who got 
most "pigs," or forfeits, in his hat, Nailing to the cross 
was quite a ceremony, our version of the Inquisition, The 
boy, usually one of the smaller ones who could not throw well 
0 
and consequently had acquired many "pigs," was stolid face against 
a tree, a,nd all the others threw the ball at him, The ball was 
one made from a yarn sock or stocking and sometimes contained a 
small stone or two, We soa.ked this ball in water to make 
it even more da.ngerous, The boy who could stand this ceremony 
without crying was game, like a kitten that could be lifted by 
the tip of its ear, 
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Wood and water were seldom furnished for the school. 
That meant that we boys had to get the supply, There was a cis-
tern, but it was nearly always dry or had dead frogs or rats in 
it. There were cisterns in the neighborhood that we could 
use. Two boys were dispatched with a buckejknd a long pole 
to carry it on; when they returned with the water, or as much 
of it as they had not spilled, it was passed around, I have seen 
the bucket dry long before it got entirely around; that meant 
another trip for two other boys. When the school lasted into 
cold weather or there was a subscription school after Christmas, 
we dragged up dead logs from the immense woods around the school-
house, One of the lare;er boys would hitch up four or six of 
the smaller ones like so many mules and drive them a-logging. 
Hickory-bark whips from the spring before or a bla.clrnnake whip 
from the f0,rm made the drudgery pretty hard sometimes, I hope 
some old fellow will read this and remember through the mist 
and his bliifocals how cruel he used to be. There may have been 
some wood actually cut for the school, but I cannot remember having 
seen any, 
But we forgot all this cruelty in the sheer joy of 
being out of school, 
imitated our elders. 
The same spirit animated us when we 
The protracted meetings that I have wit-
nessed at our school were often so realistic that the teacher 
had to interfere. One of the boys e~ ou1 BGhee-l, who was very 
deep in the gosling age, could imitate to perfection the angular 
singing-school teacher who conducted a school nearly every winter, 
On rainy days we had him put on his act at noon or recess, and 
the teacher enjoyed it as much as we, If extra-curricular 
activities are all events of school life except books, we had 
a complete assortment of them, 
Books and Playtime 
VI 
Since we stayed in school from eight until four e,nd 
sometimes got greedy and ate our lunch at morning recess, we were 
literally starving to death by the time we had fought our way 
home after school, A raid on the safe and the left-pvers from 
dinner was necessary before we helped with the chores, There 
may be saints in the calendar who suffered from a death worse 
than starvation, but from rather keen memories I doubt whether 
any of them deserve notice who died from anything less than 
starving, Cold biscuits, cold :potatcies, teacakes, gingercakes, 
anything will do to ward off a sudden and horrible death, But 
this mid-afternoon lunch did not count when supper time came, 
for we were ready for another heavy meal, with all the trimmings, 
I suppose that the :punishments for misdemeanors ha-se 
changed greatly since my time. Sta,nding up was our favorite one, 
I mean our teachers' favorite one, 'I'he humilaa tion of having 
to stand up in full view of the whole school was a real punish-
ment, lightened only by the notice that we thus got. Some-
times we stood on one foot; I have heard of boys who had to stand 
with their noses inside a circle drawn on the blackboard, but 
I never saw any such :punishment. One of our teachers told 
of having seen another teacher punish by butting the head of the 
offender againt the wall. Writing a word. or sentence for a 
certain number of times was common and probably useless, When 
a fight was stopped, small children often had to shake hands or 
even kiss each other before the whole school, The switch was 
stiml in vogue, at school and at home. It was no worse in one 
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place than in the other. In spite of all the bad things that 
have been said about Qorporal punishment, it was never as bad 
;+ 
as it was pictured. The children were used to~and got hardened 
to it. If the teacher had been the all-wise being he is supposed 
to be, he could have often devised better methods((°f discipline; 
but he had too many things to do to be studying up novel or 
high- brow ways of punishing infractions of school rules. I have 
attended who.le schools where no switch was used, and children were 
no better and no worse than the average. Whipping was often 
the only remedy that the teacher knew, and the child expected 
it as a matter of course, 
Like the dissolving scenes that the magic-lantern 
man showed us when he came a.long are these scenes from our 
school days. The boys and girls who took education so lightly 
are now middle-aged parents and grand-parents. It seems millions 
of years ago, but in reality it was just around the corner from 
the present. 'rhe school was not so good, the teacher had little 
education, but they were considerably better than nothing, And 
hundreds of us, who have better advantages for our children, 
would not trade our memories fer a king's ransom. 
unsightly, unsanitary building was ours, the only one we knew, 
It met us half way and gently led us into another world, away 
II' 
from the drab facts of every day, beyond the farthest hills that 
we knew, All sentimentality aside, it was our great bulwark 
against ignorance; though nothing to brag about, it certainly 
was ~~,e.:t to be ashamed of. 
rJo,fY> 
When Telephones Were New 
None of us have lived in times before the invention 
of a wagon, but many of us can guess how these objects must 
have impressed the people(t)vho first knew thelll. The telephone 
was invented some years before I was born, but it did not come 
into general use in rural sections of Kentucky until I was a good-
sized boy. I helped put up the first line in our neighborhood. 
We organized a local company called(really) the Sunripple 
Telephone Company; the local postmaster was the promoter and 
most of the company. When we tried to get a right of way for 
the line, we met some difficulty, because some of the farmers 
were afraid the contraption would injure their crops. One man 
who gave in and allowed the wire to be strung up across his 
cultivated. fields stoutly maintained that the corn was much poorer 
under the wite than elsewhere. He forgot to observe that the 
ground there was very poor and worn out. Since I was just a boy, 
I did not get to climb the posts and attach the wire, but I could 
hand up brackets and insulators and run errands; I could unroll 
the wrre and help with the stretchers, That made me a part of 
it, anyway, and I can still boast of having helped install this 
new invention. 
Vfuen the line was up, it was some days before our boxes 
came from Sears, Roebuck and Company or elsewhere, Meanwhile 
an old citizen died, As the funeral cortege was passing along 
by the singing wires, a daughter-in-law of the deceased remarked: 
"There goes a message, 
came by and by, anlhe 
for all of us, 
and I haven't got my box," But the boxes 
party line opened up new experiences 
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Our neighborhood very quickly widened. At one time 
there were forty-four boxes on our line. It was about all one 
could do to keep up with so many conversations, not through any 
desire to be nosey, but from sheer interest in what others were 
doing and thinking. The man who lived on the other side of the 
farthest hills that we knew sounded as near as the neighbor 
right by us. He and we were muoh more natural, after the new-
ness/. of the experience wore off, than we had been when we had 
met at the country store or the country church, for both of us 
had on store clothes then, while with the telephone we could 
talk just as we were. Before we knew it, we found ourselves 
vitally interested in the whole side of the county, for we some-
times listened in on conversations that went through two or three 
centrals, so that people ten or twelve miles away were connected. 
There was no use in having a contraption like this 
without using it. It soon became the means of afternoon and 
evening entertainment. Lgve affairs or near-love affairs grew 
up. It became easier to make a date by telephone than by sending 
a boy on a mule with a formal note. Some of us learned to talk 
to the girls in this way when we were entirely too bashful to 
speak to them in public and too cowardly to ride our mules over 
and hitch them to the fence on Sunday afternoon. 
Sillllcness, death, birth, marriage, visiting, .all had 
their part in the news that flashed over the wires. Neighborli-
ness was behind it all; it might have been a little provoking 
when we had to repeat our messages for the benefit of the listeners. 
It was ever so much better than the weekly paper, for the bare 
news items there hardly did the subject justice. Besides, we 
heard by telephone many things that no newspaper ever printed. 
And so, after so many years of isolation, the telephone bro
1
tight 
us together, and we learned to know and respect an ever-win.ei1Jing group. 
"Christmas Like It Used 'ro Be" 
"Christmas like it used to be" runs one of the artless 
poems of Frank L, Stanton, the Oep-rgia poet, That is what I 
want to tell you about, First there were the preliminaries: 
the end of school, with its treat and its speaking of pieces; 
the knitting and dyeing of new stockings; the preparation of the 
numerous cakes, Treats and pieces have already had their 
inning mn this column, as have home-knit yarn stockin@s, But 
I would like to add that it was much more aristocratic to have 
a pair of new stockings than to have only a pair that had had 
new feet knit on. When this last kind was dyed, the new 
feet looked blue in comparison with the twice-dyed legs. I 
wish I could even remember the names of the cakes: marble, pound, 
orange, banana, etc., etc, We children were allowed the rare 
privilege of scraping the bowls after the cakes had been "put in, 11 
Nothing seems so insj,pid to my middle-aged sense of taste as 
raw cake batter, but tha.t used to be nearly as good as candy, 
Often we ate so much of this stuff an,he remnants of icing that 
we had a good-sized stomach ache long before Christmas Day. 
On Christmas Eve some members of the family--older 
brothers or sisters along with Tu!other--went to the country store 
and returned with some mysterious packages of various shapes 
and stored them with great secrecy in the closet where we kept 
our -Olean clothes, Wnen I was big enough to have lost some 
of the few delusions that children were allowed to ha.ve, I went 
shopping in person' and gaped a.t the counters of to:irs and good 
things to eat, spending very carefully the few cents that I 
owned for what I felbt would be the best investment for toys, 
Somehow I expected Santa Claus or his henchmen to provide the 
ether,£ things, 
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Hanging up the stockings was a great ceremony. 
stockings were tied together when they were dyed; we swung 
'l'he 
them across a chair in the front room and sometimes set, when 
some one gave up a tip, a box for things that jmight be too big 
for the stockings. We retired to the trundle bed to sleep, 
secretly hoping that we could play 'possum and hear Santa Claus 
when he came. I actually did this once, and as a result I 
have felt sheepish 0,ll the rest of my life. That was the Christ-
mas when Santa brought me a monkey that could climb a string; 
Santa tried the monkey out--put him through his paces--while 
I la,y with saucer eyes and throbbing heart oti the trundle bed in 
the next room. 
Long before daylight the next morning we were up, eating 
our way down through the stocking, At the top were firecrackers 
and a small Roman ca,ndle; then came an apple, some nuts, some 
figs or raisins, an orange, a,nd some peppermint candy. These 
things seldom vari.ed, so much so that we expected them as a, matter 
of course. 
stockings. 
Santa apparently had a patented formula for filling 
Before breakfast we continued to eat, meanwhile 
getting a shovelful of live coals to take out into the yard or 
horse lot to fire offp our tiny little firecrackers. We always 
screamed so loudly when our big guns went off that we often 
dr11Wned all the noise. After breakfast we were eager to get 
into the box of goodies that we knew instinctively was in the 
eloset, but that treasure was guarded for the later days of the 
season. Rather stingily Mother or Big Sister brought out 
so!lle of the goodies, trying to make them last as long as possible. 
Too much eating nearly s,lways brought cramps, but that was a pa.rt 
of the sea.son. Howdy ones got drunk, older boys and men; we 
contented ourselves with crrumning and cramping. And so the 
sea.son ended, v.lwa.ys eagerly longed for, always enjoyed to the limit. 
Sounds and Music 
Descriptive music onn be and often is comi.c, but there 
are some great illustrations of it that we could illy spare. The 
~ \)ie.. 
"Ride of the Valkyries," in Wagner's ~ 1//alkure, 11 the incidental 
music f'or Miclsmmner !f.ir,ht '§. Dream, and "Morning, " from the r~ 
~nt Suite, are a few of these descriptive passages that I love, 
In the first one the whinnying of horses forms a motif, in the 
second the braying of a donkey, and ini the last the sounds 
associated with morning, What Vlagner and Mendelssohn and Grieg 
have made of these makes me wish that some musician could take 
some of our every-day sounds and give them their proper musical 
interpretation, There is the calling of hogs, for example,· 
which is often a long-dre,wn-out, sonorous thing, capable of 
musical settint, '£he calling of other farm animals is almost 
equally musical: sheep, cows, calves, horses, chickens, Even 
the calling of children to cl.inner or the summoning of the husbe,nd 
from the fields or the barn could be worked into something beau-
tiful, 
}Elsewhere I have ce.lled attention to the musical 
"hollers" of the Negro men and boys I used to know. The white 
farm hands developed a similar series of mournful, prolo~ged 
calls, each one a :[ittle different from the otharFJ'ri/ I must have 
known half s, hundred at one time, Once when a Negro boy was 
mournfully giving his call, Borne one asked him what was- the matter; 
he said, ra,ther oddly: "I'm just glad I'm living," On a 
typical spring morning, when we ha.d risen early and were e,t worl< 
in the fields not long after sunrise, buys called to boys, white 
or black, across the intervening fields, unconscious of their 
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contributing to anybody's musical education, Joyous though 
most of these boys may have been in actual life, the calls had 
minor tones that allied them with primitive music of all times 
and places. 
Much has been made by some musicians of the p{):l'.squeals 
and cries and growls of fa.rm animals, but I believe that only a 
beginning of interpretation has been made, A combination that 
I always treasure in my memories is that of the ringing of farm 
bells, the greeting of the boy at the plow, and the braying of 
the mule, Again across the fields com.es this succession of 
sounds, every fa,rm bell with its distinctive ;,Jyfi(fipf tone, every 
boy or mule with an individual shade of ~ifference from the 
others. 
Night, and the baying of dogs and)the crowing of co11:rksl 
On still wi.nter nights, when the very wind seems to have frozen 
and stopped, the deep hooting of owls, with a.n occasional dog 
baying the moon, probably to keep alive his poetic nature in 
Trivial the same fashion that the boy gave his calls in the morning! 
seems this to many who have not felt its s:i;iell; but to otliers, 
who remember 1-J.nd remember c,right, it seems the essence of poetry, 
the something in nature that "alway, alway sings." 
No,t"t--1 
Victuals, Grub, and Jfood--I 
What we eat may not vary. mucl1 in calories or vitamin$, 
but it varies enormously in dignity. It is a well-known fact 
that the very idea of eating is itself capable of many interpre-
tations, Some eat to live, some live to eat, but most of us 
have habits that lie somewhere between abstemiousness and 
gluttony, Similarly, we inayc110t alwa,ys eat in the same sphere, 
Sometimes we ra,nge from the super-dignified to the pililbeian, 
I must tell you about these various levels of eating, so that 
you may know where you are, socially ,;.nd otherwise, 
Most words borrowed from. the L~i.tin he,ye a tendency to 
be dignified; it is otherwise with victuals. It has now fallen 
on evil days" When you heB,r it, you recall certain homely 
foods, foods associated with the old-fashioned country home, with 
its well-stocked smokehouse and with plenty of frying-sized 
chickens running around in the front yard, Cabbage and 
cornbread and fried ham and fried pies are assuredly victuals, 
the kind that Aunt Mary used to cook and se'rve in abundance rather 
than in style. You are invited to "take out and help yourself." 
N~ napkins are needed, since most of the men at the table have 
red bandanna handkerchiefs and the ladies wear aprons, The word 
victuals may sound harsh to modern ears, but to many it brings 
a watering of the mouth, a longinc: for "square meals" of other 
days. The word, though, is "not nice" now and is tolen,,ted 
only out of courtesy to Grandma.. 
Gru1J has 8, plebeian smack, vii th a hale-fellow-well-,met 
sound. Gru1J is coarse but substantial food, cookod usually 
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by a man for man, rt is found at loggine; camps, at wheat-
thrashings, at log-rollings(whenever and wherever such now 
occur), and at other activities where men are both(the workers and 
the cooks. Pot2.toes cooked in plenty of gres,se or boi.led in the 
jackets, beans and bacon, plain hoecalrn, and sliced pota.to pie 
are grub. You know you are gettine: enour;h to eat, Grub tastes 
·better when eaten out of ti.n pans with iron forks and knives and 
spoons, with coffee served1in tin cups. Table manners were not 
meant for grub, but rnHny people have lived and died without ever 
ha.vine; eaten anything else. 
Eats are of recent origin and hHVB a sophisticHted 
air. We could almost say that eats are of college or high-
school l'Hnk. Picnics are responsible for eats. You take along 
Bandwiches and pi~kles and olives and peanut butter and fancy 
cakes of all kinds. Eats are served in fiber plates or are 
eaten rigl1t out of the ho.nds. If coffee is on the menu, it 
appears in paper cups, or, if the crowd is select, from actual 
china. 'l'he lunch is not complete without i.ce cream, served in 
cones or small cups. Eats are decorous, even to the paper 
napldns. By a figure of speech or transference of meaning, 
you may call boarding-house food eats. This should be used 
sparingly, however, unless it is to designate special. preparations 
on the part of the ls,nd lady, Ordinarily it is better to call 
what iB served o,t the boarding house gru]2_, or, using a pe,rt for 
the whole by another figure of speech, hash. . ---
Victuals, Grub, and Food--II 
Victuals, grub, and ~§:ts are served at mealtime; 
something-to-eat, usually shortened to sorn' n-d:.::c§-t, comes 
between meals, Grown people prefer food or dignified things: 
children like everything but especially som'n-d-eat, This 
is served to nllay that starvation feeling tlmt comes regul&,rly 
a,bout the middle o:f the afternoon. All sorts of thin,,,s are in-
cluded under this interesting rn.une, but I prefer chicken and cold 
biscuit for the :first course and ,jame,nbrea,d for the second. If 
there is cor:1pany and the second to,ble still holds its time-honored 
place, sorn!n-d-eat is usually eu.lled a handout, This is ordi-
narily more substantial than the ree;ular o,fternoon meal and serves 
as a life-saver until the second table is rea,dy, Whatever its 
local ha,bitation and its name, som'n-d-eat was and is a great 
institution and has never been routed by dieticians and 
physicians and trained nurses, 
And now, wi.th apfui!logies to Home :mconomics for my 
long de.lay, there is food, The big difference between food 
and its poor relations is that it is a ba,lanced affair £•,nd is 
served in style, There are chim,. plates, if such are available. 
And there is silverware, as mueh as one has and all that ean be 
borrowed from the ne'ighbors, And there is a menu! 'l'hink of 
a menu for victtrnls or e;rub! Food comes in stratifieations, 
ea.lled cours0s, It starts with soup or cock:lrnils ,J,nd ends 
with fruits or nuts, or it did th0 last time I ate food, You 
eat with appropriate gestures and with a certain knife for 
butter, a corte,in fork for salad, and with sevenll plates, 
sometimes. Yo11 are not invited to "'take out und help yourself,'' 
(Horrors!) J:nsteta.d, you D,ro rationed. Lettuce, cut up 
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with green onions and new radishes and doused with fried-meat 
e;rease or vinegar, is to be olassed as viotuals or grub but never 
as food, Lettuce must be served with some sort of oil dressing 
before it ceases to be plebeian, Bisouits · may be victua .. ls, or, 
if they Etre lare;e and hard enough, they may be grub; but when 
they are food, they a.re served on a silver tray lined with a 
pure-linen napkin. Sometimes they are not biscuits at all 
but are hot roihls with a little flap folded over a,nd with a. 
minute pat of butter inserted. Tlut f'oocl is contemriorary; 
you all know it yourselves; just watch the next banquet or luncheon 
or formal dinner you attend, or, if ybu arc thoroughly civilized, 
your next regular mca,l. 
All food is good, even victuals. What would camp 
life be without gru·b, or picni.cs without eats, or afternoon teas 
without food? If food is destined to be the aristocrat of the 
family, let him not strike too lofty a pose but let him remember 
thF,,t his rela,tives now degr2.ded to lower positl.ons have 1on£'. 
held high ro.nk ci.monp; certE,.in clB.sses of :people and among most 
cl~sses b.t so~e time, 
On Die Jlrothers 
As a younger brother I want to plead for justice. 
All u~ childhood I suffered from the greatest malady that a 
small boy can have, that is, being ,;, youne,er brother, While I 
probably got more than my share of pie and ca,ke, entirely too 
much for my digestive Bystern, there were other things that quite 
overhs,l1mced this favor, im,y some one has not DJ.ready cler1cmcl eel 
justice for the younger brother I cannot r:uess unless writers 
were themselves older brothers or else CB.me between brothers 
and thus were B,ble to pass on the treatment they had alrea.dy 
rrrne i ved, Now I was at the end of a pretty long line and lm.d 
no one that I could piek on; rny oldest living nephew was born 
after I was praetically grown, Thus I have been cheated out of 
my rights, but I ca,n at least ta lee the 1mrt of other poor, sub-
merged younger brothers, 
In tho first place, in my indictment o:r big brothers, 
I resent their making younger brothers feel small and young. 
'fhey are :forever remindinr: you of some thing that occur!'led 
before you were born. It seems that their favorite conversation 
centers about thine;s ths,t you ennnot remember, Then they are 
naturally ls,rger, anyway, and they lose no opportunity to remind 
you of their superior size and strength, If you cry, they laugh 
at you anci call you a baby, If you get sick, they assume that 
nothing else could be expected from a mere infant who has not yet 
lost all of his bu.by teeth, If you retaliate v1hen Big llrother 
is oick, he J)I'0111ises you a beating when he getG well; Rnd be 
usually kee1Js his promise, or, f.l,t least, you get the beating, 
And then there are the clothes, Yotmr;er brot.hors, 
from Abel down, hove borne this humiliotion, lf Abel ho.cl been 
the one to attempt the first murder, it might have seemed justi.-
fiable to nll succeeding younger /brothers. As it was, Cain has 
never had a real defender. I was never lost as a child; 
but if I had been, finding me would have been easy, JJiveryl:">od. y 
knev1 my oldest brother's overcoa,t, which had served t\1e fariJily 
down to me; 2.nd the next brother's coat, cut down a size or two, 
wcu3 equally familiar. Worst of all, I sometimes had to weEJ.r out 
a rni.ir of shoes that my older sister had outgrown. :3tylish 
occasions, vrhon older peo1ile struttBd nnd looked comfort1,.ble 
in their new toe:: cry, were ti.mes of wretchedness to me, wi. th my 
collection of fu.mily relics. 
rr11e 1Ji.rorst humiliation that ca.n come to any one ir1 to 
be ree;,,.rcled as So-;,_nd-:Jo' s little brothor, Die :nrother, 
by urriving a scant two years before you, is George Drown or 
Hen:c:<,' Lewis; just ure just Gc,orr:e llrown' s or Henry .i.,ov1is' s li ttlo 
brother, And if Bic; Brother does somethinc; gootl or bad, every1Jody 
as surnes t1'1at you cP.nno t do otherwise. \le seem to be urm.ble 
to get away from the 11:nglish idea tlw.t the oldest brother 
inherits o,11 that is vnlaablo in the family. I wonder 
whether Lci,'.'lrence V/ashine;ton used to introduce Gcorce_ e,s 11.is 
little brother. And do you rmriposc ths.t the sixteen other 
Frsnklins talked pn.tronizingly to Hen merely because he was 
away down the line. 
It is altoe;cther possible that big brothers are not so 
tyrannical us they used at be. 1-\.nywo,y, this def en.so of little 
brotliers is D. bit clels.yed, P.s oniLy two of uy brothers a.re left. 
Ilut I just had to champion the underest-doe; of all under-dogs, 
the yotm[;er brother, 
On Dignity of Disease 
Murder unrelieved b9 senti.ment is brutal; add a 
little wild-eyed patriotism, and it becomes a great international 
sport. More overeating is gluttonous, but if we got sick from 
eating e:reen Ei,pples, we have a source of rioetic sentiwent 
all the rest of 011r lives, Disease in general follows this rule, 
Our grandmothers thought it not nice to discuss bones and 
similar things, but how decent and dignified it sounded to say 
that Hr. X. had sustained a compound fracture of the lower limbs, 
Defore the refined cl,i,ys of Queen Victoria people were subject to 
spells of colic; that was what everybody called it, doctors and all, 
It vw,s not rege,rdecl as unythinr; to be proud of or to be ci,sbamed 
of, either. 
a spell. 
All normal, healthy people were 1:ikely to have sui,:h 
Then came the reign of Queen Victoria and nice speech, 
To mention such a thing as colic was to place oneself runong the 
booriBh, nnd our o.ncestors--Hnd our ancestresses, most of all--
did not want to appear boorish. Ilut modern science came to the 
rescue. Colic received a new lease on life; now we talk, even in 
the Ladies' Aid Society when tbe preacher ie present, about colic, 
except that we call it f:,utointoxicD,tion. JilY! H fellow could 
ahnost afford to die of such~a thing as that: it would look so good 
in tlrn obituary, Should one ffO under in a, fit,::ht with D,utointox-
ication, the neighbors would be envious and would believe in truth 
that the stronc:er force had overcome the weaker one; if one died 
of colic, everybody would feel contempt for fl, poor fellow who could 
not afford a fashionable disease, 
Tonsi1r1, o,}JJ)endixes, s,nd teeth are the inost ts,lked of 
nembers of our bodies. Ono refers to baving his tonsils out 
NO I /2,'f 
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in much the smne nonchRl,1.nt way as one mentions the fo.shionable 
collee;e from which he graduated. New dates are established by 
our operations, just as the Homans indicated time by referring 
to the two consuls for a certain year: 11 Tbut was the year 
d(I 
,,,Sister Srtrah hnd her a.ppendix operation, 11 Digestive organs have 
assumed a dignity they never had in the old days when they were 
mentioned only in a whisper, even though only ladies were present. 
The tendency of the appendix, a rather useless organ, to go 
cavorting around, stirring up such troubles as rheumo;tism and 
faintine fits, has brou5ht dignity to the ~hole dieestive system. 
I have seen the daintiest ladies, old &nd young, line up to 
view the preserved appendixes on a hospi.tu.l museum shelf. 
One of my friends SEi.ys he knows a man who turn,3d one➔ of his 
gallstones into a p~~cious stone for his rinc, I suppose that 
we take a sort of delight in these things, much as one of 
my former students kept i.n his purse a bit of Bhrapnel that 
had wounded him in the leg and a short piece of rib that had 
to be removed when he had pneumonia.c1.nd pletitrisy, 
When D.nything is wrong with us today, we do not blush. 
No, sir! If we have a boil, we cover it u~ with a few strips 
ot adhesive ta1ie or paint it red, literally, with mercurochrome 
or merthiolate and feel our superiority to the rest of the world 
not thus decorated, Disease e.s such is not soue;ht tii'ter; but if 
it comes, we make a fashion of it and get our names in the 
society column, 
' '' 
Whirokors 
What is so funny about whiskers'/ They are as no,tural 
as hair or finger nails, but to this cenerat:ion they s,re ptactically 
unknown. J1ven Va,n Dyke beards and skimpy mustaches as they 
now exist could be left out of account, for_they are too small 
to be clEssed with the beards we used to know. 'rhe term 
whislcers sould be applied only to the hirsute adornment that 
once marked out a man as a real personage, In those days it 
was considered an honor to have a long and flowing beard, And 
all ovmers of' bea,rds hc1,d a pm:rdonu.ble pride in U1eir chins and 
Before going to some dress-up occu.sion, they 
spent a lone>; time curlinr; or waxing or tri.rnn1ing their beards, 
in order to strike envy into the hear1.s of' others not so 
blessed with such a rank rirowth on chin and lip, 
li'irst and l&,st all Borts of beards held sway, In 
one generation the Uncle Sam, or shaving-brush, style was in 
order. I have seen tintype pictures of young men who were not 
old enough to vote but with n shaving brush well developed, 
During the Civil 'flar, judginc; by Brady:t.,s fllirlous pictures, bes,rds 
formed the chief distLnction among rn.en, There were the full 
and flowinE patriarchal variety; the floor-mop type, such as 
Lincoln and Greeley wore; Burnsicles--numed for tlrn f,reat c;enen-J,l; 
and so on and on. A little la,ter the l'rince Ir1peri,u,l, irnitidive 
of l'Ti,,.poleon III, came into vogue. Tho two-gun man of' the 
:plci,ins ,vore a villt,J.nour:i-lookinc; 1r1ustacbe 0 I knew one such 
fellow, tame as a dru12:storo cowboy, wbo could twine his mustache 
around his ears, A lone;, droopirw mustache, with clenn chin 
and a sombrero hat made a type as distinctive as a clerical collar, 
a flci.t felt hat, and Burnsides made up another. 'rhe Van Dylrn 
betokoned the college professor-lecturer, who tr1J.velecl into 
the remote provinces s,nd scattered culture, or the physician 
who spent his spare time between calls readine Russian or Ji':~ench 
novels. 
Now there are few beards, Only a, few patriarchs 
cli,ne to the old-time whiskers, At a protracted meeting or 
Baptist association we som'.'times see a few elderly men in the 
A1110n Corner who might hD,ve sa,t for the portraits of one of the 
nmj or prophets. Jly watch:Lng e,rouncl courthouses one sometim.os 
discovers tho.t whiskers are not entirely passe, But as an in-
i ,x <>-vJ O."\ 
stitution. they are~as Hree Silver hats and fascinators. ,Tudging 
by the Romans, however, we can expect c1, return of whiskers, 
probably not soon but at some future date. 1:'he busts of fe,mous 
Romans that have come down to us show that styles, like 
Sir Roger de Coverley's coat, come round and round again, 
Who know but that some be1,,.rdless youngster wr10 reads tl1i.s 
may live to wrrn,r a beard that would remind us older ones 
of Lonf;fellow or Ilryant'/ 
On the Smell of Dooks 
Much hos been made of the contents of hooks, but I 
ca,nnot recall hEwLng ever seen any disousBion o,f their odor, 
fi~_merson sa,ys something Hbout the odor of f';ood deeds. 'l'his is 
rather fa,r-fetcrrnd cts a figure of speech, but the smell of books, 
a sort o:f cHstinctive one for every book, io a matter of common 
experience. You prD,otical,-minded ones viill he,sten to tell me 
that this odor ,irises from the kind of ink used, the p>iper itself, 
or the musty places where the books have been stored, I SUl)l)OSG 
you are rir;ht, but I just must believe that some of' the odor 
comes from the contents of the book itself, If there is an 
odor of sanctity, why not ctn odor o:f literature, or religion, 
or even politios(God save the mRrk!)? 
Our ol(i fctmily 1Hblo h1ctd a.n odor all tts own, 
1 used to look at its pictur~s, which I thought to be photor:raphs, 
I notic01d the oclor and/unconsciously asr;oci,,,ted it with some of 
t11e rathnr lurid :pictures of J.-Iell" Even today, when I 
accident, lly oncounter a book witri a smell like ttw,t, 1 find 
111.yself reviev.'ing Buch scenes o,s Abrc:ths.m' s sv.crifice of IsD-c),c, 
l\clnm nncl '•:ve's flir;ht :from 'iGclen, v1ith a very kind-faced ,,,hgel 
in pursuit, or of the Last J-udgment. This last picture is 
especially vivid. l\ rather wily old fellow is inviting a 
group of people wading a river to come into his den, from which 
smoke, a1)pn,rontly not from cookery, is issuint~o :_Gspecic1. 1.1.y 
did I ,,ssociE,,te th0 sPiell of that pi.cture with the smell of that 
Sl'1okeo H,,ny ti es sinc,3 childhood I have smelled burnine; 
flesh, horsefl2sb, chj.efly, and it has always reminded me of 
trmt old hu.lf-tono plnte in tl101 fwnily Iliblo, 
l\}o,/'/,,lo 
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One day our teacher brou~1t to the little country 
scboolhouse o. COJ!:Y o:r UhE-tl-cesp2are I s corrq.11e l,e v,orks. l![y, how 
that odor m~-rstif ied us! I heard the teacher say strange words 
gbout somebody nc1med m1ylock and SOFWbody else called Hamlet, 
but I remembered the odor of tbe book better tlwnj'the no.rne s 
arn1 still associate Hamlet I s s1,ectc:.culn.r career and Shylock's 
pound of flesh with thu.t old book and its smell, 
In the bureau drawer we kept o Jmckage of old letters, 
Letters used to rn.eci.n so much more than tncy do now that f;\ni.lies 
ru_ther prided tnenEelves on the nurnber ::-:i.,nc1 the c1,ce of tbe lettex·s 
on ht1,nd., On sac:r0.d occn,s:Lons so.1nf:! of tC1ern 1.vere ·broue:l.1t- out 
and x·ec:1,dj .Pc1,infully, for the wrttinr; vd.th u quill J..!en was j_'Jrobttb1,~r 
nonP- too 1,lai.n ot first, and thn ,veo.rs~,;·cl faded th,1 ink, too, 
__ .,.,--
\/11n.t they were E•.bout ;i.t our house I ce.nnot rmne ,ber, but I 
lrnow that there wus a smoll about these old letters ttrnt me.ny 
yeers cannot clest~cy in memory, 
necently I reread my doe~- nared copy of ~Phorea.u 's 
\\folden, ti, copy ths.t I owned when I li.ved in the country near 
old li'iclelity, This experi.ence took me on 1&111:1.ny Hn exoursi.on 
into my boyhood, for tho odor that I first detected in the book 
when it cume through tho mail is still there, :Besides, from. 
n11merouo trips to the noods wit}1 n1e it hELd o.cquired the smell 
of fc.llen 1ec=1,iV(~S Hncl fc-n'ns EJ.nd moBD v.:nc1 spicewood ctnd nurv~rous 
flowe.:s that were Pressert in it. And a lot of :i.mrisi.ble 
thinc:s got mixed up with the l:i.ttlo old volw,rn, DO that a whiff 
of its distinctive odor brines bc:icl<; trees, lu.n.clsca.pes, 
hills, r;treo.,ri1r3, F.nrl n11 of my boyhood~ vou r11·obuhly v·ou Id say 
the book smells rnunty, o.nd you il..'ould i-,robebly be ri(ht; but 
y·oo do not hn.ve r11;,r r:10,rriorios. 
'L'he Country l'ostoff ice 
Within the last twenty years thousands of country 
postoffioes have been discontinued, r,.nd rural ma.il routes 
now reEJ.ch nearly everywhere, Hany people old enough to vote 
have never known the strcingc tl!rrill of goin[; after tho mai.l; 
all trmt is necessary is to walk to the nm.in road and open the 
mail box, In the days wrien the nw.il came only twice or three 
times a week one really got up a lot of enthusiasm for what might 
come. Letters were fairly rare, but they were treasured hi[hly, 
regardless of their contents. Rarely was one destroyed; tney 
were kept and read over a.nd over from time to time, Once a 
month cE1.me c::i, srnall story rna.e;u,zine, printed av,1c-1y up in J{aine, 
where paper is cheap, ':Te got two such, which would be readily 
recognizk.ble if I were to name them, I sought the opportunity 
to go after the mail when one of these was expected, for I would 
thus get tlrn first clw.nce at the continued stories and want to 
tell the other less fortunate ones ull I "ucl read, 11rr s. 
WLLsonlos, t, ,\:;Jrllo_, tearful e.ncl melodramatic, ran for twenty-two 
months :i.n lone of these small ma.t,azlnes and ,,,lvrn.ys left off ec1.ch 
installmenti.at the moment of greatest suspense. We had to we.it 
a whole month before we could sleep well, and then vie were left 
in an cqun.lly te,i.rful plc,ce in the novel, 
1G.9. Leo·oard' s Spot~, that rather moving novel of Heconstruc',tion, 
is a.hmys c1.BBociated in 1ny mincl with,;, certain cra,velly hillside 
where I was thrown by tlrn old family nae: while I WB-S buryine; my 
head in the twice-a-week newspa9er in which is v•ws appearing, 
I do not know v1lmt the 9hrenologists would say ,,.bout it, but 
e. certs.in plcwe o.bove my right eo.r i.s still sensitive to tales 
of the unpleasant days f o J.lowing the l! i vil War. 
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There used to be more importance attached to 
mailing letters and C8.rds ciS well as to receiving them, How 
big a fellow felt when he marched into the general store where 
the postoffice was housed and boue;ht some stamps or some postal 
cards! A cerUJ.in a.mount of l1cotchiness often lll~:~~~~; use 
postal cards, even thoue;h we know the postmaster would read tbern 
and also the postnw.ster at the other end of tl1e line, Thus 
one always could count on three readers: the person addressed 
and the tv10 postrna,sters. That was taken for granted, just as 
listening in on a. converBu.tion on a JJarty line, then nnd now. 
When some of us were just a.bout c;rovm, the picture postca.rd 
came into s tylc. Then we really were important, for those 
·first cards i,vere of many kinds. Some were in the form of old-
fashioned slates, with messages printed poorly, the B~s and N's 
turned around the wrong wa,y, One suoh card has sup .ilied me 
with many EJ,n illustration for my clv,sses in grararnv,r. The messae;e 
read: "The more I see some ,,eople, the better I li.rn my dog," 
Pi.cture postcards got to be a means of decoration for the 
front room, since they were exhibited on racks made for the 
purpose, This postcard rack vied for years with the stereoscope 
ancl its pictures in popularity. 'Nhen tbe beau on Sunday after-
noon was he,rd to ,c,ntertain, lie could be sbovm the cards on the 
rack, with the privileee of readir~ their messages, Harely 
these days could. one be sure thEJ.t his written words would be 
ree,d as long c:1,fter they vvere 1;,1ri tten c1,s worr.f!tithese messvEeS 
on JJostcFrds. 
1Po many of us, 1Nbo g:et the mai 1 once or of tenor a ckt;,r, 
the importance of the institution seems much less impressive 
tlw.n it used to, We take it as a matt~r of course, forgetti11g 
how we used to wait breathlesaly until the postmaster could 
sort out the few .letters and newspapers. 
JJ'eeling llig 
Children of today 11:robably :i eel us bi.f', when they ~ 
are allowed to do things slightly above the level of their ages 
as we used to; the only difference between them and us is that 
the styles h,cwe ohanged, and, consequently, the things that made 
us feel very mucl1 grown up now appear insignificant to our 
children. When there was a worll:ing--be,rn-rai sing, whea,t-thre shine:, 
log-roibling--, we smD,11 boys were allowed the great 1,ri vilee;e 
of acting as water boys. Only the man who carried the corner 
in the ~arn-raising or c11t the bindings in wheat threshing 
felt bigger than the water boy, tGlsewhere I have su;_,;c;ested 
that a monur,rnnt of co rrnicl erable 1118,gni. tud e should he erected to 
the memory of the W8,tor boy of all time, .from the buildinf': of 
the Pyra,mids down. When ]'8ther salted the meat after supper on 
1101:-l<illi.ne; clays, tbe rw,a,11 boy was allo,'!ed to carry tbe lontern 
and lwncl B,,,lt frorn tbe bu,rrel, Then when we went across tbe 
fields to sit till bedtime, again tbe boy was given this 
enviable task of carrying the lantern, 'l'he drum mu.jar of 
a college mriy step hi.char tban vie dic1, but !rn fee1B his i.mport1,nce 
no nore., We felt large when we were allowed to collect tbe 
ec;r;s, especi.0lly if IIotller prornisecl us some~ ~ candy 
when the er;gs were traded in at the country store, :r,;very boy 
liked to make up orders, and girls were even more skillful than 
boys in this time-honored way of selling people some:,hing 
they clid not especially want. Fm.ther usually had to finish 
out the order by purchasing the packages that we could not sell, 
But we got our reward, in the shape of a ring that left a green 
band around aur fingers or e, water pistol or some otber 
contraption that worried the family until a few days of' use 
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destroyed the much-sought-nfter prize. 
Work on the farm sometimes brought us our first chance 
to co,rn something, I made my first fifteen cents by dropping 
tobacco plantsj{"n,l'/felt rich D,nd important, After l eot a, 
ii 
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little lare;er and dropped plants as o, mutter of course, without 
any prospc1ct of imm.ediate reward, somehow the poetry of the 
tnsk fD..ded. A simi.lar experience came when I took the dovm row 
in c:atherinc: corn, I have always v1omlered whether my older 
brothers really could not hit the Wb-{:c;o.,1ith their corn or deliber-
Jlefore atoly threw the e1c,rs c!O I would have to \iick thorn up, 
long the down rov1 became monotonous and even )ja.teful, It came 
to be th0 a2rrnho.l of c1, snw,11 boy. A friend of mine once said 
that an acquaintance of ours should not have gone to college but 
should ba.ve been kept on the down row et corn-gatherin[, 
corn can be c,t,thered at only one season, l suppose ths,t tl10 
same young mnn could drop tobacco pls,nts in sprine;, build 
smude;e fires in swnmer to keep the gnats off the cows and 
calves at milkinc time, and pick up chips for the winter kindling. 
Distasteful as all these t0.sks ultimately became, they were 
very alluring when we first did them, 
The element of daring th1c,t sor10times entered into 
feel:tnr big left mt~,ny a scar, for the srnall boy VJb,S not always 
able to carry off his plan, C!.1:i,·,1bj_nr: t:roes u,co,inst pc1,rontal 
advice wi1s fine and daring sport so lonr us one got back down 
without any disasters; ~~en a torn shirt or pants or skinned 
kaees revee,led trJG offender, someho•;1 tl'w rJig feeling got n,,ther 
sma.11. tJ:imilar..ty, cb.evd.nc; onc 1 s firfjt t.obc1,cco c;;::tve a 
la~;e feeling that shrank pretty fast after the chew took effect, 
Llaybe life t:rr1o·r.ic: C'I'o•un-ups is o, sox·t of daring to do ·whb.t hns 
never been clone the same VU:.i~Y before, a c::cown-u].) verGion of 
f'eelint:· big. 
the DJ.acksr,1itl1 Gbop 
As the hot·se is beco1ninc lessmnd less important, 
the blEi,clcO'f;\i-tb shop, 1rn int:l!11atroly co1mected •vitb norscrn, is 
becorning rv,re o There was a time when the shop shared with 
the general store the honor of being a loafers' joint, Os-
tensibly the people who gc1,thered at the blackSl!1i th shop had 'lf;me 
-.,,,cJ 
on business, but one was in no hurry to get hie work done and 
leave the fascirmtinc; conversati,on that vms always e;oine; on, 
The blacksmith ,shop lw,d :its ovm poculiEJ,r odor, 'rho 
coB,l used in tb(~ forge wc:i,s a ser,1i-J;)o1.~.rdered, vi.le-s1:rinlli.ne; 
stuff that made a heavy smoke, Soon the 1;vhole 1)ui.lc1ine; wa,s 
saturated with this odor and the smell of horses' hoofs, This 
odor vn,,s c1,s disibiiilctiv0 for the shop as vms tlrn odor of the 
smokehou s0 or the livery starJle. No one seemed to Mind it 
ancl pY.'obahly VHJ,s not aware of it. 
The bla.ck'f>i<:)\ith vn1,s a man-of-all-work. His stock 
in trade wa.s, of course, shoeing horses and weldin(: iron; hence 
his name o There was still, a Generation ugo, somethine of 
the mediaeval wonder u,t tbe b1E,,c:c511'.1\ith's Etrt; not every one 
conlcl weld iron or clo the l:lany other s!dllful things Umt the 
we:re pretty fnir cabinet Hn,l,cers c::.i,nO could repe,ir o:c even n1c:J:e 
D.n:r of the fu:rni ture in the ci,ver:e.c~ e home o l{akinrc, \/ h&rrovrn 
vnt:3 just c::,n orcJins,J:y pci,rt of the c1.:rt of v,orkine: in iron 0 Our 
J!:idn.1.i.ty sroith D,lso re.n C\ crist HJill on(certF.:i.n du,yo, uo tbEtt 
his shop could t11rn out nearly evar:•thine; not Brown on the 
farm or boug,1t at the general store, 
The small boy v1ho went c1,.long with an older brother or 
his fe,tl10r to the shop wets sometimes allowed the privilege of 
working the bellows. How big he felt as the horGeshoe or bit 
of iron became reel and then near .l.y white with heat, while the 
flames danced among the cindersl 'l'hen tbe s1)ort /ant inued with 
the b.lac k&Jt\i tb Is hammering on the hot rneto,.l, while the sparks 
flew in all directions, sometimes falling on bare feet. How the 
iron sizzled when it wa,s dropped into a, tub of wa,ter to temper it! 
All blacksmiths could ''tickle the anvil,'' that is, add 
a lot of grace notes by striking the anvil between beats on 
the iron being harnniered, Hothine sou"ded 8,ny more like music 
of the numeI'ous noises associated with old-fashioned viays of 
If one had not develoved this form of skill, he was 
still :reggrded as an a.ma,teur. 
Our blacksmith was a sort of philosopher, I suppose 
that his daily association with horses and mules gave him 
H goodly portion of horse sense that we all admire, whether it 
is borne by man or benst, Re had the rare gift of l,wghter, 
Hany a man VJould have cur,,,ed man 8,nd the earth for wh,J,t he 
had dra,wn as his lot in life, but he lcrnghed bis vieak little 
giggle an<l went a,bead, 'Vhen poli tic,I.l or relig:Lous prejudice 
cot others in H stew, the bla,c::Si~ith laughed o,E;ain, often 
clearint: the al,1,10sphere f,,r tl1e rest uf us, On Sunda,y mornLne 
at the country church, when some fine JJoi.nt of theoloe;y \Vas 
about to disrur,t tt1e conrn1uni ty, 2{':o.in he 18,ughed, n1akine; 
some of the brethren feel sheepish for sucb outbursts of 
fervor(another name for temper), Y/ho '·:nows but that the 
philosophy of tbe toiler at the forge was just what we all 
needed'/ ]for Borne reason I remerr1l>er tbis simple sr:1ith and nu,ve 
forgotten many another perrJOn who owned more and had more ndltice, 
The Old Water Hill 
In few neighborhoods outside the mountain counties 
are there left any of the old water mills that used to be found 
on every stream. I can recall when a single small stream, 
nothing more tcrn,n o, creek, had three active mills, two of them 
grinding both wheat and corn and having, in ndd i tion to a saw-
mill, a cotton gin, One of these old mills is still running, 
now well over a century old, A tree.sured memento olfl old times 
is its toll cup, worn smooth from long use and bearing a date 
little later than that of the earliest settlm~nt of the section, 
Jly the mountain brool<s the mills still stand, and 1 have Been 
in recent years the once-familiar sight of people going to 
mi 11 with turns of corn to be grounf nto meal, 
Going to mill WB,s nearly as great s,s going to town. 
One was likely to see fewer people there, but with those few 
he was thrown intimately for several hours, while his turn and 
others were e;oing through the mill, •rhe typical turn ws,s 
a two-bushel sack full of shelled vorn, thrown across a horse!.s 
back and used for a saddle, After the corn was ground, the 
sack was still full, even s.fter the miller had taken his toll, 
Riding home was easier, for a bag of meal is a soft seat. 
A more pretentious tri_p to mill was rnade i.n the farm WfJ,gon, when 
several neighbors mc,.y have had turns to send, With a half dozen 
se.cks of corn to eJind, the boy who went to mill could count on 
beinc gone 1,,11 day, 
'.l'hGre were numy thine:s the.t one could do at trie mill. 
It w,s,s al,,,wys great sport to wo.tch the niil.ler with his thumb of 
gold, n,s Chaucer i3e,ys, feel tbe meal c:1,s it poured out n.nd 8,d,just 
2 
whatever machinery was too loose or too tipht, in order that 
the same quality of mP-a.l mie;ht hn c;round, l'iring of this, we 
could wander over the remblinc; millhouse and look out on the dam, 
Under us the woenls were rumbline: ci.nd tl10 water rushinc, Lec1..ves 
an~t-;::~,;li were floti,ti.ng on the v11ill IJOnd, rea.dy to swish over the 
fnll, Sometimes we were allowed to use tne ca.nthook to push 
over some of the drift nnd irnac;ine ourse.Lves raftmnen or 
f-lE,.tbou.tmen. When tbis became comnon, vie could plci,y e:arnes of' 
Odd and ~ven with corn grains or exchanpe stories with boys from 
other sections or work µ1·actic&l jokes. V,11en one is very hun1:r.v, 
raw corn meal tastes good; do not try it unless you are.literally 
starving, for it ho.s a flavor much stroh{;er tlrn.n wlien it a1-rpcc<.rs 
in cornbrec<.d, By and by the turn is ready, and you ride 
back on your fat sack of meal, to feast for days on the product 
of the old water mill, 
'J~very time I cet c1- chance, I buy some water-ground 
corn mea,l, rm.rtly because I like its coarse, unsifted feeling 
and partly for old tiues' sake, The cornbread you and I now eat 
rne,y :iw.ve been mo.de from meal e;round far faway, but in the old days 
we lived with the corn from the time it was planted in the soil 
until it \''lbS trc1,nsf'orF1ec1 into muffins c,,nd hoecnke and corn _pone. 
Biolory in our times makes rnuch, anc1 rightly so, of life historins. 
We who used to go to the old water mill c,-)rtcd.nly knew the life 
history of corn, a poetic history that has never been sufficiently 
written, 
/\Jo, 13 I 
Planting the Garden 
An annual event that s.lways brought much joy to the 
\ 
smaller farm children we.s the plantine; of the e;arden. After 
the boys grew up and could work in the fields, gHrdenine; Wf;.s 
recarded as sissy. How romuntic seemed the very soil a.s it 
was turned over after its Long winter rest! The plowing, the 
making of ridges, the opening of the small furrows for the 
seeds, and the droppin1:, of the seeds themselves became a species 
of poetry, common but mysterious and mystical, 
to observe the various forms and sizes of seeds. 
I ,,,lways liked 
It was 
hard to keep me frorn openine; the pack,1,ges bei'ore planting ti.me, 
for I was eager to see and feel these potential little bodies 
that produced accurately "after their kind. 11 
li'rom · the eo.rliest plan tine; to the lv.test severv.l weeks 
intervened, Lettuce, cabbE1.ge, Emel musto.rd could be sown on 
tl1e toba.cco phmtbed, and peas, potatoes, beets, s,nd radishes 
could soon follow in the open garden, But tender things like 
beans had to wait until danger of frost was over. Good Jcriiiliay 
was our naighborhood I s officiLl day to plant beans. "rhe late 
su;,n,1er, after all the spring e,arden had been used up, WE,.S tl1e 
time to ,0lant rnustfi.rd, winter a,nd surnr,1er turni.ps, B.nd sometimes 
other vegetables. One old 1nrrn of my c1.cquaintance set July ,:36, 
rain or shine, for trie clay to plant turnips. 
Poetic as all of this is, there is another side quite 
as poetic, the folk side. Nesrl.y eVGI'y vegeta.ble WES planted 
eccordinE t, some folk rule or custom. I'otr",toes and root crops 
shoulcl be planted in the dark of the moon; veget'3.bleS that 
grow above the e;round are light-of-the-moon plants, Corn, 
ho~ever, erows a stalk according to the time of its planting: 
2 
henvy ancl Ghort if 1)lanted in Lhe dark of the moon; slender 1J.nd 
tall in thP. light of the moon. If e,ny one e;ives you vegetable 
or flo,ner seeds, do not thanl~e giver; to do so will prevent 
the seeds from doing well. When you get rea.dy to ple,nt :flepper, 
be sure to get thoroughly angry if you WfJnt the pepper to be 
hot, (Pnrenthetically, it wns usually easy enough to get 
up a little temper when the burden of planting the garden fell 
on the head, or heads, of the household,) It is not advisable 
to pla,nt watermelons a.nd pumpkins near ea.ch other, for the 
bitter taste of the pumpkins will invade the sweet of the vmtwr-
me lon:ii. Lettuce grown on o, plantbed will taste like tobacco. 
Plenty of it does so, t,nywa,y, The odd-sha1)8d gra.ins of corn 
e, t the stem end will produce odd grains c· nd should not be 
allowed in the seed corn, Similarly, the smaller grains at 
the end of the ear will produce sma.11 erains. 
regular gr&.ins in the middle are to be planted, 
Only the 
It would be a e;reat study for some one if he would 
test all these strange beliefs, some of which are evident 
superstitions, others with a grain of truth, Good Friday as a 
time to p1a,nt tender things is not so ba,d, for there is seloom 
much severe w,mther after that day, Like signs of rain, all 
garden signs fail sometimes, but that does not render them in-
valid to most people, One weather prophet of our time said 
it never rained c>.t night in July, There is enough truth in 
this to prevent most people from testing it, for summer rains 
are usually afternoon showers, However, some of the hs.rdest 
rains I have ever recorded fell on July nights, even in the 
neir;hborhood where the wisoacre lived. Probably the gardeners 
do not want to be convinced and would rather attribute success 
or fhilure to the light or dark of the moon, 
. I. 
t"hc-:: r:.J:'01,1n tic tr• )C) tbc~1 f'ouncl 1 :ro' ,i np, he:r·e :_: n(l v, t once believed 
C()1J.l(1 hL\/f: co'tr1.:'~ i.1ilt-:.nd D. fcvr C(-;nturieB lt:1.ter, they could hu,ve 
found enoue:ti for severctl c,::,:r.-goes, GS.tJGCici,lly on worn-out hill 
lr--i .. n{\ v1l1ere only Sb.Sf:::iE;,fTD.S D.ncJ nur:=-.1i.111rnon hushcEi t;,rn hu.:cdv _,_ .I::-' ,, 
to crov.r o 
hifJ1ly tt:1is bnvern.i.::0 9 \--ihich, ho sr:.ys, ifJ u fc . .vorite VJith the 
Sl11E:.ll bo;.rs \7bo clecJYl OU t chimncyf3 0 It, is effective in wnshl.nr; 
cto,1n th1j soot they h8.V8 ~.cc1uirect in their dirty ts.sko Howovor 
Du1·i::ock bi tterb will hclv in tuis 1n·oct~ss, but nothinr< 
Coffee is~ good bavornco 
l'Tot to lik:e it uubjnc-tB o.n:J to r-., sL1·onc DU.f3picion 
of rlisJ.oyo.lty to ti1e Dri11ciplos for vhicb our 0.nccs·tors fc>ur:?1t. 
i:Joinn 1\1i"lcricn.nn Wf)Ulcl lJJ.'Afor to re1)l,::ce tde rer·i F~t:r.'i..!)Ob o:t' our 
side is sn.sBc;.frr:.s bushes to be cut in th(1 spring before the 
plowing starts. Look around you today and take note of the 
by 
great men; nearly every one of them got his etartAcutting 
sprouts, -persirmnon a.nd S£1,SS8.fras Bprouts. The sl<:l LL required 
nnd {the pD,ti.ence stcu·ted these emi.nent men on ttJe W-".Y trw.t 
lfld to f,,me, Undoubt c>d Ly the fDtbers of these s;s,ine boys 
were ereRtly surDrisod ~}1en fame E.rrived, for lcee11ing boys 
fow peo~1le ~esooio.te D:ith either tet, or 011rout-cutti1Jf'o In the 
u,rc: too poor to l)I.'oduce crofJS of V<:J.lue r:,udden;l,?" b.losso1,.i 
beat efforts,. 
bUf3f)Cf3a 
the :f.'0ncns r,nd out j_r.1 tho t~p i_:_ nd f:il3ldn o I'fo color of ,:-__ utunn 
c1ist~Lnctivr:: 
Old-.li1c-,uhionnd ):'c..th(-n~s 
It i:s ec1.sy to pl,'.,ce n hnlo i:-1,rotn1ci tbn hecJ.ds of tl"h': 
fc-;.th,-;rs of yor)terdny~ "_!_1;-·rticul:::..x·ly c:ftcr 1-"1e tw.vc-~ for{i_,·otten or 
\'Ihen we r,to:p to tnink the rncJ.tter over, 
we r1Uf;<t recoFnize thc,t the olcl-fc,sl1ior1ed f<: tber suited hiB 0Yn1 
ti1110, and _ulo,ce but v1ould be 0J1 G.Yl/:i.crlronir:.nn in our ov,1n time., 
We of rny gonera.tion rrew up under thA 0huclo~1 o.nd the 
li.ght of the Civil Y!,,r, ]·Co st of the futlHn':3 hvd been in tho nrrny 
rumrched c,.,,,,.y to Llle b;,.ttlefields, 'J.1ho t1·1rill o:f trle \'!Fir 1c_Etec1 
do½n until 1900 a.t laatt. U1· 0 s,";ccEJ tJ.ncJ llis men who strove v1ith 
t;:oc1B cou.1(1 ht1.rdly hbve felt any gr0.;-Jte:r.· _pride in the:Lr 1..,.chioveH1e11ts 
tht1.:n cl id the Ge ex- ;::cold i-::X'b or ther3e younc;er bro the rs of r11en r,1bo 
lr,id clown their 1:i.vos for v.•ha,.t th,o,y believed to be rie;ht, 'l'be 
Vii li tt1.ry orgu.ni7,ntion of ti10 1:1rrny 1//[_. 13 trn.nsferred. to the :f t..';r,1i 1,v: 
the boy,s CL:rne or -went. b.t the f" c:,thers 1 coFirrlt-.. nd s, like the 
servants of the {!,'.reat i·:ibn in tYle J-1ib1e. Ono did not ,~s~ or· 
fntt1ers of y·ustercl0J' did not spare th~ rod. 
l'hc o.ld-frrshionecl f<-:.therj in DDite of lliB li1,dted 
ro lit i cs :f o rwed a lr,xe: e 
r_i
1he stirrinc; 
tirnes of nccons·tr11ction mi~c1e every onr~ t,.live ·to politicul events. 
'l 1 he11 there v"ic1_e 1:,.l,_:u)ys the 8ubject of rP-lii-;ion to c11scur➔ s, not 
j\Y ov,n 
Jhen politicb or 
the convers~tion ir1 the di1·ection of the Civil 1iur, t toric on 
Pioncerinr: 1;,ic;,s juE:t behind 
us ,_,1Jr--nc1 stories of ndvonturc~f; in the vcoodB or on tl1c river 
v-10re c,.lv1ci,;/H in ))l<ico, rec,-rtrc11nss of tl1e nui"i.1ber of tineD vie 
'l'lrn fatlrnn, of i,. cenerati.on ne;o h,,d not been bitten by 
tbe lJue; of civic iMprovmYH311t o T1he old bcl1oo.lhouse v,rt::,s no better 
x·0rne1nbcro In f~i.ct, it w~G not ne&rly so ~ood, for no pnint 
the old structure sornewbato Tbe olc1 church or1;,.n v1uG D. now 
trling~ th;_1,t is, until it Cu::velopecJ. quinsy Ltnd other cliseasos 
f'rorn sittint: in U.10 clunp litt.L,, ctrnrct1 clovm i.n the ex·eek bottol!l. 
J1:ost fHtbers believed tl1c1.t their j.'irst c1uty v-.icJ..f.-; to their f(1.111i.lies 0 
\)hen breB.d n.ncl rnent vH,:.s bupplied for tho lc1,rge ffi.l(d.ly, 0,nd t:,. horse, 
bridle, hnd Sb.drlle furnishecl A~ctt boy when lie ~us twenty-one, 
the futber felt he hsd clone well; e.nd he hacl. He thollght ttw.t 
j.f e,,.ch f,,ther of u fuMily v:oulcl de equu.lly v,ell, the v:orlcl 
v1ould c0t ,,long all :r:ip;ht, v1ithout r,ny neic:l1bo:r:hood eJ'forts to 
improve society. 
Tt1e doc·trine of· work ~,~s G littlc1 overdoneo 1.L1he equally 
Hecrea,ition wa,fJ 
looked U;/OD v.s c1.ll:10st sacrilegiouse l•'rom eu.r .Ly 1110:rning until 
very h1.te t,,t night vie toilec1 ut frnrnething, sli;Jpine; in) f3ome play 
in tt1e foru of neic;bborhood worki.ngs~ DUcb as bu.rn-rair1ingn, 
log-rollinc,s, corn-shuckincs, and quiltinfB. 
but felt th,,t we wcn·e c'oi.ng f;o1nethinr unholy. 
All of ttlis Gouncls c,ttd ie. fo.r r._;_.\-'.)Ei.Y fror,t our tirneB .. 
The f-:nno.11 country .n 1 ;ir:l'lhorhood iB todc\;' lin'.(od with tbe endu of 
the e1:--,.:rth, c,,nd the fu,ther of to(ic;:_y 11 ust be ;.-;_ citizen in u \'forlcl. 
infinitely 12.:reer tbL.n the old.-~J'c.sb:i.oned father ever dreo .. me(l of, 
Saint Russell ]3rtrlo~, 
cu1ci there were saints for every kind of le.:1rning--8t. Ur:;,ttlerine 
for crown-upr, 1.,.nd S:t, Nicholc,B for children, v:bencc :Jun:tH Clntw, 
And there were so.ints for trnvel, und certain farm ~ctivities, s.nd 
Bo on nnd on. J1ut thAre ~as no st~int, so f'ar ~s I know, f'or 
idlers. l wish to propose the m,.me of Sa,int HusGell DL,.rlow 
for this positj_on in the ca.non of Shints. I do not Jcnow wl1en 
or whero l1e lived; be probE1.bly hod v. mysterious life, 
be devised L\ knife, buncly ,,ml. or1ea1), App1,.rent 1y be vwnted to 
confer some bem➔fit u1Jon his fellow-n1en b.nd thus devirJed D.11 
instrument that was ei'fectivo but not fancy, capab1e of indefinite 
use in whittling. 
A Hussc-~11 T-~c .. rlow t,:nife cr:.n be used for all sorts of 
thin(':B. On tho :[ b.rFl it is in cons tunt use, for overythine; 
needs r~ond i.nc; f:.t f30fll8 time. A D<-i,:rlo 1:i k:ni :t e cc.~n open CEJ1S or 
po.re nails or cut leather or woode It is the uiost useful 
instrument one cou tel mrn, llut i. t is not tho pre.cticu.l uses o:f 
the knife t~10.t one thinlcs oj~ when he l1eurs th0 name of :·{t1ssell 
B,,.rlow, the s_peciE_.l l)X'OV~t.YlCC of tl1e knife ifJ \i'.ihi ttline .. iJ:i.nce 
tho loLfore' joint is the best 1110.ce for whittling, the knife 
doos its best work the1·e. Just v{ha.t vrbi ttler::.\ ever ri1ci_.de vti tb 
their knives I hc.1ve nev10r kncrwn., It would be sacrilegious 
sbuvings .. VFh:L tt1:lnr,, 1:L\:e fishiog, i.s un encl in i t,rnlf, Lrt 
f o J' art 1 s :-:H.:'- ice o Skill a.s such is not reqttired. 
gooc\ G1.cint rnado the knife to c;ive tho lo,.f0rs uomething to eta 
while they listonec1 f'u:c the fiftieth tirne to Borne re1ru-J,rkc:,ble 
yarn about the Civil War or about pioneer days. 1ro require 
any c~viclencc of one's skill in '-"lhittling would be unkind to the 
,r have -. 
rnengvJt10,__oD.rned EL J:ow hours of loisure and wish to use it in 
I 
artistic efforts, 
I have been trylne, to think or s. suitable mernoria,l 
to the saint of whittlers. A b~.s-relief showing the devotees 
D,t thGir worship at thcs loa,fers' joint would be appropr-ib,te, if 
an7 ,,ne could be found who could c,;.nre Bo skillfully. 
goods-box should be used for the pedest£cl on which to erect o, 
stattle of so11e sort. 
be worked in D.rtistically. Tlut no 111onur,tent in wood or 1%,rble 
or bronze would do the saint justice. A n1emoriLi,l of reo,l Vt-}lue 
v1ould includr: b, s11ecd{ine; part, tlJe dl'}>.Wl of' the ";/b,rn-spinner, 
and would be f1evorec1 viitt1 the oclor of tobo.cco. 
can be discovered that woulcl show all of this. 
I v1i11 he,_ve to loave the type of memorit,1 to some more fertile 
brain; it is anouu~ for me to propoee the canonization of 
this lonG-neglected saint. 
Yum-Yurn 
The p14Jfpose of thib Ecrticle, be it said honestly, is 
to rrw,l(e your mouth v1ater when you remember tt1e tllinc;s you used to 
eci,t. Pew rioets have sung of the things we old-timers liked. 
Poets are 8. bit snooty, a.nyway, and are ufraid to talk about 
eating 8:XCept when d£,inty foocls 
us are artistic,and least of all in ea.ting. 
:i'lovv very few of 
·,;;rtw,t we likod, nncl 
enjoy re11rnn1boring with wa.tory rn.outbs Jmuy not have rivulled the 
colostiri.1 r,.mbrosia Bnd nect,,,r celebrated by the oncient poets; 
but we would not tre.de our memo:rieG for n.ny ~-,.rnou:nt of etheri(;J.l 
Bturf like E<.n1:brosici. e,nd nectc.tr. 
to oe. L in courBef:3, I nust bep;in 1.d.th the rr1ec1.t course. 
1 porofJl!lll'.l-r,nd-' taters would be ;c,. r;ood starter. Jiec-.,1 'po ssurn, 
rec.i,l c:rciVY, Unless you have H. CE1.st-iron digestive 
sys·tem, you bE1d be·tter t~ke warning 1·rom 1ne hDd eo slow until 
you c:et mljustec! to this ratber solid diet. J3ut vihen you can 
tc:1.ke it, yum-yum! Now'tuters are good enough alone, ezpeoially 
those cooked in ovens with coals of fire 8bove and below. 
jo,nl 0,nd turnip e;reens forrr1 a rev,r;;ona.ble sul)stitute for 'J;:ioss1:U11-
Etnd-' taters if' you must sive up your fi1·st ct1c>ice. 
l)lain corn hoecE;,ke or cone J)onn. 
woulrl do no }1£,rm a.s 8. side dish. 
A c11p or bowl of potlicker 
Orui11blo your J:>.Lu,in corn brl~c-td 
into the sou}) r, .. n,J. un.t in an.::r mc::.nner c1,_:.:iproved in your cournw.1-iity. 
All tbis first courso is to fill; the real w,b,l 
for a boy begins ,~ith the sne0ts. All boys hci,ve h senGitive 
Svn~ot :muffins, fried p:ies, e:inco:rhreD,d, 
teacD.keB, e:reen-EJ,pple pies, friedccc1kes( v1e rv:ver cc:1,J.lecl them 
dou~hnuts)--why ci1.n 1 t a fellow r:et enouf~h of these. P~ven in 
/ 
1ner,1ory my rnouth waters frichtfully, r,l1110st enoue;h to wo,rrc;nt 
a bib Stich as those we used to wea.r. On my birthd b,y 1 alWc'-J'S 
vmnted sweet nmffins; I usuully c;ot them, or as much of my sho,re 
a,s I could f,;et before uiy older brother started on them, After 
school it was c;reat to stop that mid-afternoon starvation feeling 
by eating three or four fried-apple pies, Gineerhreed, cut into 
lon{:~ stripB £1.nd coo1<:ed as gingercci,kes, vr1;;1,s my fHVorite "kind. 
If o,nd v<ThGn there ·wa8 cider, hovif the tv,o blencL::cl ! Cider ,::1.nd 
ginc;erbreed) Jllessed pair, renkint_: with turkey (jJ1d cnrn-
berries, h::;,rn n.nd ee;e;s, liver c1nd onions! 
The old standby for afternoon lunct1es wa.s jam. w·e 
h;,,d a su,)ply, ii' I rer,e1,1ber correctly, tl1at ciom0how lested from 
SGC),8011 • Cold biscuits and bluckberry jo;rn nw,y not sound pr"lc-table 
to hit:hly eesthetic ones, but if you heve lived on the ferm 
in uthflr dti,ys o.nd corne 1'1ome from school sturved to ctea.th, you 
knovv vrlly jc-:.m v.nd breD,d even now cc,n stir n.c~ioories. 
A sweRt tooth was often ss1isfied with molasses 
candy. ,Just hov, to @J,kc it so. it will have the proper hardness 
is a secret I never &,cquired, partly because I always ate my 
candy up before I got thro~gh pulling it. But I have eaten 
it when a professional candy-rae,Ji::er would ,/)have 
add to its goodness, Popcorn balls made with 
can also remove starvation a few more paces, 
had nothing/to 
molasses candy 
These are some of the things that still taste good, c,ftr 
l-lov-1 coarse they must seem to sorne people, but 
how exquisite to those of JS who grew up VIhen food V/[,,S to 
fill up and satisfyl 
Folk Types--The Indian 
'!le sometir,ies tliink tbrt the Indh,n did not become 
prominent in li ten,,ture and tract i tion unti.l he was E,, vanishing 
rernnnnt of c1, former gre,ndeur. ~n reality he was idealized in 
One of the oddities of our American litenature is a play called 
l-'onteach, wri. t ten by ilrtj or :,,o bert Hoge rs in 17 66, the year Lift er 
he bud ijolped crush the cons~1ir0.cy of this valiant Indian chief--
tain of the West. No latet,•ri ter hns rn1c,,de more of the noble 
saVD.[;e thun this hardened Indian f i1;hter, 1l'he whites of the 
rrlay are dccei tful, overbcuring, rmcl worthy of the contem,;t 
felt for ttrnm by tho su.vu.ge chief. :Before the l'levo lu tionln·y 
Vhi.r :Pl1iliJ} rr(0neau was s:ineing the j_):,t'nJ.Bes of the Indian, in such 
11oems a,s 11 '1'he Indic:,n ]Jurying-Ground, 11 11 The IndiL1,n Student, 11 u.nd 
Just at the turn of the nineteenth century 
J\.lexo.nder \1lilson, a. ~) 0 otcu \VCD,ver who h,:,,cl come to .1\r,-wrica, 
found the vanisl!ing red rnc>.n very ponti.cal, e13_1)ecieclly tho 
I11diL.ns of ffc\v York Otate, viho Vlere c1.t thc:J.t time) beinr: forced 
fron1 tlleir ancient hunting grounds 11 ~ore than u ~enerution 
before Cooper vms si.:ogi.nc: the ,i:n·aises of the L1dinn· i.n th:is very 
u.reo, '.V:i1son v1c.1,B 1srit ing rather cruel i tr.:i,ble verue v.bou t the nD.ti ve 
warrior •nho reluctc.ntly ViCJ.S leE1vin2: tbe places •Nhere he a.ncl his 
a.ncestorn hci.d lived for unnu1abe:red centuries .. Dry2, nt, "'/hi ttier, 
0oo1)er, Si1nros, ~~ircI, Etnd Thorec·,_u o,re only c-'l. fe•N of the 'Nriterg 
v,ho found tbe I.ndir 1n a r;rec>,t J.iterury fic:ure a centur;y or rrwre 
The culHirwtion of ttiis v,r1ol0 trudi tion was the Y1ri.tinL 
?, 
legends anc1 trnd i tions co1 l.octed by c3choolcrD,ft cimonc: the 
Ojibvtt:1.ys of the Le,l<e Su.:_J:rior reeiono Cooper hn,s often been 
19,ccused of rne,.king hiB lndhn9, too noble, c1, cri ticis1,, that 
certc,,inly would not app:iffco the Ind it.ms of Ui1nms un<:I :llird. 
In the no'\/'els of these two nwn the i,mericE,.n c:u.voce is a brute, 
with f ev, if D.ny good qutt.11 tie f.>. Without doubt each of these 
hncl det<➔ rrciined to modi,fy the entrnncinr: picture of tlle sayage 
as Cooper h~.d po.intcd it. 
In 1norc recent years ·th8re hus been 11 deterr,1ined effort 
on t"hc part of Gcholt<CB to reco1~d f[;,ithfu11y the r.ctuci.1 ;;-;_chieve-
m.r-;ntB of the Indian,. Ind ic:111 vrus i c hv s co1ne to bri, ve u r OE: .. l vnl u c, 
and such r,1us:i.c:i.r:1_ru3 F1,s JJ:ieurrnnce hu,ve done fllUcb to nw.ke everybody 
a,riprecio,te tlJ.e hr:.unting melodieB of the nD,tives of' Arneriee,. 
J?olkloTists have been equt:1,lly buBy in t1:J.kinr:- down the Btories 
thn Inclians l'H-tVG told for <~.ges. Some of the scholhrs in this 
field 111:we hGd IndL,.ns tell the storios in their nl,,tivo 1,;nvuuco 
and lw.ve recorded them in c•, written code or oven tw.d tl1er,1 ropro-
duced on c1. victroll0. Indian bhs~etry, pottery-n1akinc, ~nd other 
'I'bougr, our 
reD-l knoT1lcdc_;e of the Indit.:.n is lnte in dovnloJ)ing, it is 
sure to infl1J..-_.;11ce 111c_;.ny of our <:\-rti~'ii.;ic crev:t.l.ons in fut u:-e yee .. rs. 
The folk conception of the IndiDn for a lo □~ tima blinded us to 
]
1olk Types--Hamrn.y 
Hc:<.rnri1y cd3 cJ,n ins ti tut ion ir:1 rc;,~_1ic1ly oe,ssine;, especially 
in tlle border st~:i,tes, tbo11e;h .s1-1e still ib fL.irly v.Jell 101ov1n in 
the li'r,1.r ~Jou th. J)robnbly fo,N uf this eencr:ation .knov.i her :;J.s she 
use<\ to be, '.-Che n1oc1 ern co .Lore cl me,id so.1netir,ie s t::1.kes 11 er place 
of the family, EJ.ftcr the Civil Wtu o.s well c,,s before, lcler 
young charges were r·earccl , .. ccorcline to the trc1.c1itions of th,i l\ig 
House o.nd c1,lso r:1,ccordinr: to Hc-,1.:uimy 1 s ov1.n rit).d ideas of v.1hD.t is 
311e never tt'loue;ht thc:::,t white <.1,nd blc:i,cl,c children 
s11ould be reci.rod t,,li 1.<:e; blc.1.c)c v,as blc1.c 1,{ and wt1.ite \-JLB ·wi1i te to 
ttnd ·white teeth. Iler voice v;as one of her aoat valur.-.lJle 
chnra.cteristics: she coul.d be be&.rd, un(i uhe knew it. l[er 
frs,nkness and freedom of speech resernblod tl"Jose of an b.ncient 
court :fool. }LD.ny L1. time her renu-.:,rk1=: r-mst ht.-),ve cut pretty deepl~,r, 
but it ,rnuld hc0.vo violv.tecl "'· tno.ci i ti.on to coml e"m her for 
frnnknef:'.B .. 
w1::1.s _l,::novrn ctPHn1c; her o\1 n IH3ople for the qlu:,lj-ty of the ~:ieop1c ~)he 
ever f'or[;ot 
lese oJ' tr'.to 
:~>GTfJ OYl(.i,l ~C~-~ ~~ .. ~ No 
,' II 
the ft-,,r·1ous ,:_)co.::_Jle sl.te ·l:H:--:.d rc,,isec1 Ci,ncl nussed. 
V ._\~< 
c: __ ct1J.H_l~ ot t.1 e:c :,}bi tc f o 1kb, she cou lt-: fJrove 
/\ 
tCJ fl, 11 
Otherwise she would not 
Just hov,1 rnuch c..utliori ty ,·fa.Pll\Y lwct l do not kno:,; 
it 1:e.r;,.1,s probt!bly conBicJ.eTU.bly less tru-.1 .. n she 1:rretended. it \l 1,UJ,[3e 
Her 'bif Yoice c-::nd her hug~z:y frEtrr1e enforced v:iore DJJtho:rity tb1:-.n1 
n/o, 137 
1Sho 1ncf; c,. c:reu,ture of d.i.(•_;nit;/, especiu.Lly in the 
11resence of th(~ white fo11,<E or of hc;r 0\1111 1·ace ,.,--1ho \Vere not. so 
hirhly tuvorocl by beine: tnwted vd.tl1 Uw >1hit,, fol'rn' chi.lcLc,m, 
ho:r O\'tn ru,ce,. 
sb.ortcowiine;B" 
,:;i,nd i/l/:.1,s f1-·i.irl.y bristlj_nc 0.1·,ritb _)lu.ti Ludes on ci,11 occc,,sions.. _i-!ot 
heinc very Bcir~ntif:Lc-r-"!ii:1(1.Ad, fihe did not chco;<: over he:c ;-:n·evioun 
p:conouncements to st-;e v-/hcbther si1e vn.:,s c·o:nsistcnt .. 
sing, nnd did sin:- tha o1(\ n1.clodious i3unL,B t1-.tctt she tu1d her 
touoi·1eB of Africc<J:1 rrie-1ody .. If flhc did not knou enoue;h v,or=' fl 
her ~or0s fit the tunB ~be WGt3 sinrinr 
}!eeroes nhe rn1):r:esented t{)o cJ.ncie-nt t.rc1Ciitionr:-, 
ften _pretty bD.d.ly· r_:;,crt1.Fib.ledJbut c_cnl1inc 
.in their uouncl. .. 
of :._-,.11 .stc .tet~ o.nd F:.rc:RBil -ihbtever her o,·m :i.clenE, vrnre, she hi.cl 
thel'l co1>Jple1tel.)' in tho tradition that mE,.clo hor a trusted 
t b f t ' ' ' l \;-.lo-'YLIA '-'\ f . serve,n , a mem er o · · ne inner CJ.re. e, -el-.--~ o·· c;enu1ne rec-;pect. 
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Old _ i ~eli ty 
l f e, t , :is r o .,_ r , • d in cour t:r ;;_c p let r 
fro ;,., for .P.r , tuc in. ho he d retu'rned for .... visit ..... wer 
nee of tort: or ore ,T 1:. rs . ,· t ,er oddly , t 1e very 
plc..ce .1e 1,~d vi.. .. i ted h re , s n~, o n 'idcli 10 lo ·.no n 
lJ~' not P,,. n'" e . e reviered the _or er r~ncteur of the 
little vil lq~e , 
hP., rd of, set r,~r Minrl or: i th le 1ori S t let & ! uld 
h, ve ~ i ed a m_ t:irc 1 dt% th , i 1, • the nineteent century • 
.,) nee FidP-lit~r le S c. ty_ ic' l vi llt ee t fAllF>Tc tion or t .. 0 c o , 
c fe , or s about it' ir1t not int rfP.re it 1 :rour o ,11 e o i s 
.Lt . s self-.ufficient pl ce , i th ever·rt in'-
fro ... f our r.d ri. t rii 11 to r wet on f" c tor.· . 'ho nee. r st 
r ilroEd u1til ~ oo -P:i fl_eo boy w s t nt~r- ive il s 
• d r.ev r on t e o-c 11.d 1 o·ern conv nicnces • 
,m= t t need :d or i · it o· t , ..... ine old i eer 
v, :· of oj 1 t 1in .,, • branch 1' s 
..,, urc. for .. er for , Sc.1.'i i 11 o"' rii::t 11 ill; it 
ot~ ti .. l 
no I. fr.:.r 
, ,y to a c rdi f i!l, hPre tha ool fr our o n . .iee. 
c.S nroe into rolls for i ni f; .ve:r. , tob, cco ct...1y r 
u. on ... le 1· e plent tion to ive e. ,nt to 
Slc.V~ s n~ th ir 
slc...c i;: . 
•scenc .. nts in t .. int r r o t s , en l... Ii'l 
'I' C •in+•• sect 'ls a rn~ce . Cry evil , but 
not ve:·1 nAC"'S try ; c.y i t, x •s , s ,,.vi lf on" jur , .... n<'l 
f f t i 
of o. l +,ion . 
f 17 I ct ·, n~ vill,~e &t res 
.tituted it i ort nee 
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0 0 .nstitutions vt rt? 
All of u tr c.. b.re of th, .t:Jd.Ssl •t: oi i ,sti tu tio .. , ut 
(' 
n equhlly interestinc study uL concern its lf , i th th, orif i s 
o .... inrtit tions . Just hy doc :rte in tni is beco. e the rule , and 
ot 1ers e uall~ inter ,sti 1r; f .. il to 1 tJ.t 'r.L lize':- vO ola is 1u Enity 
and Ro lot in ~r - nistnry ,re the oriti &S of d. r of our custo s 
tnEt it i. n rl i ~os.ible to recreate the Ectu 1 co ~itions 
thht ent i t o the , ~i, 
ltn utre start , or , Mor1 
of tr tions . .For example , ho,; 'i 
oc Lf lee .. ly , r,o o id a / '/ti/if/./ given 
l'ngu· e b co , diff rentifted f o its ne< r . t rel. tiv s'r e 
' ncve pl~ntv oi d t~ to sho io ... uc ,ci dr u • e... a.S r nc 1 
En .,p· nish er du( lly dev loped f 1 o t 1e c rent L tin , but the 
Le tin its lf , s ori i , 11,, ,rt of so e ot.er 1 l(U e stock 
and c1-m di1f r nt throuth r Eny dec'aes or c 11turi : . her. one 
thi. ks 01 t .if' , l1 , f inu s .i self s uzz l ed 1; s mw ne tr1 ·s to 
Pretty soon he is-
cov""rs hi elf kin to .ore e l J t ., n tn ,re ere in th orld 
·t thP. tine , ci,t 1, st , ti oreticfLlv . Try tot ,in 01 , t1.£ 
tL 1c1 inity h,d no do esticcted EnL.1.:ls , no cultiv<t 
4 
ltnts . 
,ven the turk,: , for erl" re :r ed . t e 1. st fo 1 to .i o Ptic· ted, 
i s no, ·no n to , ve be n t, 1e by th , I d L us lon lo 
co i 0 ,uro
4 
< ns . .)iihi Ltrly , no f. r t .food crop h· s Pen 
dev~ lo ed it in nistorical ti C, . . .,ny related ~l~nts ~v lo L 
been kno,n in tneir ilr .t~te , but/ even sci tists h~VP, not been 
~ble to bride th Gtp bet een tn , ild ,nd tne cultiv~ted 
in their ex ri ents . 
corn , is still teosinte , and I~dian corn rDni.s little tendency to 
return to its il s tut ➔ , though.: 1e\ pltnts in evP.r~· field 
~~ sho~ sorA ~ifns of their, ild oriein . 
\ 
CustnMs tre Rnrouded in even treater Mystery . 1fow aid 
coo~ery he[in? nov did tn~ racR lelrn th~t certbin thinrs vere 
<' 
t;ood food , r ncl otrie "6 ere not'? uow dia tne ide, of 1onot:UW 
d eve lop'r ul e theorists would ;: reue tl.t..t our develop. ent h, s 
follo,•1e tne linef of let st resi st,t.nce , but un~r f ;_ ir- ninded study 
of customs would soon prove this tneorM fc.1.ls1~ . 'c boos , Known 
definite h;_ rdsr1ips . Very selc oM is the ~-il ht \1E y in c ,y code of 
conctuct the ersiest w.y . nne ifrther bi ck one eoes in lEnruLce , 
the More con,. lie, ted it is found to be . In like minner there is 
l refatllr en plexi ty in tne custo ,s of nc Ve 1 t1S t H. r, ir, tho:::e of 
~f'm the ,1or .... e-dn,.,m vehic.le 1 i'1c 11;;: y ields to the r:10tor 
cer , rJ.l of us Vi ill feel that L E:l"CEt era 11, s been clos1::d; but 
the r.otor car is only i further adc p .. ,ation or tbe \'heel . no ir.v ·ntea 
tne wheel? \c..d io uses the ... ir E veL , but tr.ey he ve c 1, c:. s ueen 
tiere, nd have be .n used crudely in ot .er ti ~s . ,lec'ttici ty 
is our serv,nt tnc: if ,11 obout us , but tr.e renotest SEV&f-e 
Cine under th8 s~ell of lit tnint ind knew ,s ~uci ~bout it bS ,e . 
_. nv,,ntors , c=fter "11, are r ere E.d,,1,ters of icte, s louc. . 10 n 
by hu :c- ni ty but inadequE'tel~- us J( • 
. e ltu h tt riptroles th&t cnildren irn, 1ri ,itlve i,eo .. le 
kno, , nd use , .mt our si11 lest idt..H, s , nd statAP ,nts h· ve 1;s1,c lly 
evolved f roll just , ucn con( lorr. He;;,. tio,i& . ~i ~licity of speecn , of 
manners , of reli[ion , of politic~l or{anizition, of sociLl life 
h, s core h boriousl1 r c:nd c.., preceded by/. 1.ore cor .... lex Methods . 
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A Vil1D,f',e \Iei .. e: 
v1gs no exce:pl~ion to this rule9 
one of tlie l,<i·r:er f ti.rrns J.D tL10 bot tom, buL ho li veci i.n C,, 
snc1,ll, ncv, house, n,bout UH, on 1y n e~11 thine in 1i1idel.i ty 9 dovn1 
not horn .in t!'J.Cj col'.1munity but hc-J! 00111.e f:rorn sor1e Blx or 
lle also had tlle e.dvan-
tEqr,e of bei.ng fully t:ro,vn and lilf,.l'riecl before lw r·iove,1 into 
Jiic1clity; thus lie ciicl not erow up v;i tri nwerence for e.ny of 
our local idolso .J:~very coML:unity needs t:d, lec.1..st one T)erson 
1nho neither knows nor cesreB for the ei:r1enttiflo, 
the rigid rule2 of· society 2.re concerr1edD 
so ftJ,:C 
h11t t 
Ll,. ,,,1 
'dC :C 
id :Lt,. 
. , 
.l C 1;( 
10:.L'( if 1JC 
l JOJ:'l:; l-'l'(JJ:dJi(j_tl(;U 
t:;j_ ui.n t.:-:;_<'j_.-
1.:.,, to /l/f.fly/9/}!,i 
1,;-:i.01encc· to i1i.f':: ne,tivu 
r . 
0 u:.c 
·.}O::CLC Lti] J_, 
J hr.c1 r.ot .Lout, 
nd jc_;,: J!D ;_ re 1TCt. tu1.1.['h 
cotton 
fcJL'L o L ten 
O\,Jn colors, 
-'t 
t 0 ,inc, 
Ii/ o, ' 'f-"I 
/i..ncl near1.v ever,y bo,;r of 1ny e.cqun.intex1ce nr: n P.r.Jlt:!'lcocl 
]_YufJ'inry s:rr101ce out of one's 1nout1'1 nnc1 es;JE:c:i.D 11,y out of oue ts 
for 1'1erlicr:l 1,1en, 
.T.1i. :ff_) 
It BU/l'.[_f8f:~ts so:iJJetn.i.np Orj.eritt-.i.l b:v its oclor; 
to thn 2.r,-1nk:cr it s1;cc·eHtD burn:i.nc· off fieldr:: i.11 th0~ HJirin[:~ 
lfullein is a pre2t rle8l like tobacco in 
)l1U.cl 
'.'fe t·ricd to nnke c:i.r<•:::rettr;r:_: f:ron1 our Ft lJ_r::11n D.nci Tr.,.bbi t 
/ / 
tobr·cco)((rJut ·,·.ii.th rr:.t,·ieX' l)OO.r succer:1r;; fr_1J' tho J>t,·;-H-;r -,·re UBed 
\~ . 
Anothe_·c kinn oJ c.ifJ- :.r 
I1J tl1e boLtorn.f-1 
cr1 . .nno t. solve~ 
·1. Country ]'11,:rson 
rl1 orlF1,;f J \101.1:l.cl like to t:rlcJ nnothe1· ci-11.-'-:cc,cter 
:-Jketch to tl1e 1:1rJ.11;r thn.t l1r<VP u.:i)-:)en.rc:~d in thiB co.Lurnn, :fot· 
thR l:rn-1.n I ri.rn to teJl you e.bout re):1:r·enentnd ti \rhoJe 1\enerr,tion 0 
He y.rr1s n. reti:rP.cl -,-r1tboc1iPt Tirr;:_.-,c11er vrl-10 1111-.:.d•· flts bor11e in old 
After hiR suparar1nue.·~ion be 
took up h:is c:r1.:rlier ct 1 lJ.ln[r, D11(! liv·e(: to e r:i[)CJ o:Ld C,if.'.et 
bP,cocd .. ug for h< ny of uu _yqur!Ffiterl3 r1 sort of modPrn rep~-· 
\1c-c:,d c).ven [·1.Lr,1 Ci, riJ.r:n_i.ty ::•:,nd r,iilitc1,ry ben.r:i.r1e, t(H:-;t even 
[:HA\fr,ncr::~c.1 [-:re could not overcor1eo 
l.i_e llr,.d n. s1oYI 1 oier1i.J':i.t:-)c\ vo:Lce 1 
old 1£,,,,i. ly .F:i.ble. 
One of hiE: .int;~r02·t.ii1c_: ;·u..:b.i.te tb,?t 1.-1t,.s onc.c r· ·)c-.rt 
of r:,ll circ1.1j.t rid8r1:: r.:ncl :Jret•che:-cG :i,11 cenerr,.l ,.,,,, s trts 
t11r,t ·hn l:i.nnd fo:r un~ but hr:: r:lr:o fH;nc; fi solo ,just bei"o.:ro 
youne;eT r··0r1eTr.t:Lon f~o1.1ot/ii1;'1es sr:1i.l.e<.-i. vr:::ry b:r'o;_/,d1.v \1i·1en !1e 
·In 'd :re t.•,lci h:r thof_;r~ \'il1o l.<Lt1;r,7 tl.1c;t (1is :lnl20 
\)Ulfli t of 011r 1i.tt1r~ countrv cbu11ch o:n 2ot11B s·:";ri:r-Jf_ li10:rninc;, 
1.--"' 
.Cot lo l , .. 1.:,0 l 
enorr1iou;:3 quLJ1tit:i.cs of ChJ:·j.ut.nw.;J c;oodj_es
0 
Thooc 
v;Lo LiJJCnd tbc.i.r d(,.,_;1 L out 11: l.hn cold 1..:rol_l;-,.bly .::,tJll clint: 
b, :COO"!'i \:ith 
VJ_cj_tinf t't'1:i.r: on one; of Llte uo.ldcst c1a,yu 'oi' tl1e ·.'-.1ir1ter., 
outdoor den tell ne Ehoi:·t;;,i Ol.' ,_, .J ' "' v .. :J\1 [, r..::,J.'C LU.Ct:Lc:i.c-;rit 
Vii),n;' c.Lotheu t,£10,t v1u looked .Like J;ui.,cl.u.-icn. 
0Lir1 tle \·.1ore )i(-3(i f1i-nncl chtrts, or 11 bod:Les 11 11 0:n tOJ) Of 
lfl \,;Jere e(\\i;-. .lly \Vel1 c..Lot•:od 
I th.in],:, t}11:,.L I fi1·st felt a..11 5..ntu:r:ebt 
cl1ildron Ehou1d :.:::e-:JIJ before UL' £: . .lviu}/E t.110 ho:crors o.f etnr11c:.l 
lJettj_co,_,tE: of rcC! f1c.,nnel .. 
It m.i 
to rcprcf::ient 
.:he.r.·e D.1'0 t.1:J.(J lb .. './Cl'L 0:1.· hot 
1nn \18 l'5tooc1 E ruun<1. the HChoul(J,;llSr~; cto1,rc'? 
i.F, th:"! nnH to 1)r; c':x._:)ected; ou:c btc;,[(8 of (!uve.lu1i1 11,1:nt cou1cl 
the co1nr>~- nion or the cun <> 
first on ,until o.nc nir:ht 
build b lOG MbDBlOU, 
t°l'VO extrm·,1cs u,:.r.'o r,.ll t.he crJmh).r1L,tionn oJ" tll0 · uL,'1r1.le lot 
'! 
pen,/U\o tvrn roor,u, ,ln fi,c,1;t c.nd u lior;,-trot between, Urn two~ 
stury £1·ont v1itl1 a~<> 
? 
1·1 tee\ .. 
\/J.tb i.:ocret_.,_fJj_nc G;;ti~:e of life ,-,.nc! (i(]s·i.1·c fu.c cot1 :r·ort, 
~ 
J,oc:::,l cuLto'.·,11:-; lc,,ri: cly 
L of one story. 
svi·t of b 
fj_r'ep1acos on eacb stor'Y~ 
f:Jt~rlc o 
_;iL.r( ly 
LL nrd.rh.ho:r'(Jood ex:i O !~;::, ti_r)~,t cloes not 'ct(-;_VC OlH._; one en· t,_.!(_) o].C:'. 
1-J:c\ck Hr_ n:::cions, .n·.,:ce J,n t}JfJ.ir ,-;:.-rl,y l::.1..-.j:0- ::. rH1 1:1u.i.te c.,.f:' J_ •• .._,.1:·1::.J in 
:::>01·1c-; IH.-•.r-t;r-;.. of t 1·1,·: ;-:t.: Le tocl,_-~,, ~ :::•'o:i.' ; .. .ll ·I'L-ct:ic.'..-1 ,;)tLc~_-,o,·:sc;:; 
1:1=:nti1C nr~t:i..l t/v:: l:..~··-L <i,~:c:_·,dc:J lJi' .. L :>eu11 t)·1c; .-1L.Cl:; uf t '°'"' 
1ur 110 1i.:-y-_; ~ fo l.L)111_-;d i1 turn ;'\:1 L 1r:· bo::u;d ,. nc~ 1~1·1 fr;_·r;c 0 
l:::f!t t.11:couch Gevnr::,l i onn)';_ ti.o.ii.r:· 
•_)eo--- le i.n ceTt:- :Ln di•_··r-:ctJ.on~ 
11 c)Cod,:.1,db 11 1111 11 _p 
..... 
i l t ·j nr . i\" __ ,,' 
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'._,.,J .. i. . -
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Vater out of' a. f&ucet is certainly purer a.nd more 
8,bunds,nt thc1,n water from a c1prinr~, but something poetic has 
dise,ppeared in the process of confining the strema in an iron 
pipe, Springs formerly he,d a much more important place in 
our little world thB.n they have now. ',Chey often determined 
the locs,tion of the first settlements, but many of the pionce:r· 
sprines have dried up since tt1e ~✓ oods were destroyedo Other 
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Almost a Pioneer 
Miss Lucy Fu1'111an, the famous Kentucky author, once 
asked me whether I had collected the folk experi"ences I 
diecuse in thie column from my immediate ancestors, When 
I told her that all of them had happened to me, ehe could 
hardly believe me. The same thing has happened over and 
over again since I began these articles, Thie little essay 
is to show the doubters that I have lived through what would 
ordinarily be called two or three generations, even though 
I am only middle-aged now. 
The Jackson Purchase, where I was born and reared, 
was opened for settlement in 1819. Much,{ of it remained 
in primitive wildnese down to my own time, Large areas had 
'y\o3"'-"> t 
been treelesef\ or "barrens." After the whites settled 
there and stopped the fires from burning off the pra,irie 
every year, timber soon grew on the hills and flats, just as 
it has always been found aldng water courses, When I was a 
very Blllall boy, some of the older people pointed out to me 
the stumps of the first trees, trees that had been cut to 
build. a milldam across one of the snall rivers, Wolves 
oooasiona.1 ly were reported in the Tennessee Ri·ver bottoms 
and were driven to the hills by high water. Wild turkeys 
were fairly common in the Coalinga, timbered areas that were 
out over periodically for wood to make charcoal for an old-
fashioned "hillside" iron furnace. Wild turkeys sometimes 
came by our home, On one occasion Mother got out the old 
muzzle-loading shotgun, laid it across the yard fence, and 
aimed at a wild turkey; not until after the hammer fell did 
she remember that there was no load in the gun. 
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Primitive pioneers were quite common among the 
population. I have never read of any kind of odd character 
in history or fiction that did not have his match in our 
section. The lank, lean, hungry-looking fisherman and 
trapper, fond of tobacco and corn 
would have felt at)home in one of 
liquor, was a type that 
Cooper's novels. The gun-
man was not unknown, rll@'Jging from a dapper youll8&ter with a 
new pistol. to a hardened old-ti'.1118r who may have had a court 
record. covered wagons passed through the neighborhood, 
going West. Ox-tea.ms were common, egpecially in the 
bottoms when logging was going on. Buck and Bawl, Tom and 
Jerry, and other ne.mes for ox-teams wwre as ordinary as 
the names of tractors or oars today. 
Wasteful extravagance of natural resources was 
the common thing. Enough valuable timber was wa.flted to 
make the present owners rich, even if only the less 
valuable lands .had been left in timber. Hillsides that 
never should have been cleared soon washed into gullies. 
the little streams fil1ed up with sand and mud, making 
"'-c.,ye,S 
hundreds of valuable fa.rm land worthless. The actual pioneer 
spirit was no worse there than elsewhere, but I could see the 
whole process of wastefulness from the beginning. The tragic 
thing about much of the Jackson Purchase land is that 
the sub-soil of sand and gravel. needs the protection of 
timber to keep the hills from crawling away. The raising of 
tobacco on fresh newground caused much of this erof.,{/sion, 
now so far advanced in many places. .In my boyhood I often 
played in gullies, some of them big enough to bury a dozen 
houses in. A few of the smaller ones have been stopped 
by wise farming, especially the use of lespedesa, but 
some a.re too large for that sort of thing. 
The Folk Mind 
I am eager to know the folk mind. This eagerness 
is partly scholarly and partly gossipy. I wish to know 
what and how the folk think so that I can judge people 
easily and justly. But even more than this desire to be 
just is the desire to know for the sake of knowing. So much 
has been written about folklore that is openly false that I 
would like to be able to show its falsity and set some one 
right. It is a fad in our time for nany people to pretend 
an interest in folk things, when in reality some of these 
same people are ashamed of any folk connections they may have. 
No high and mighty attitude toward the folk will ever 
accomplish anything except a widening of the gap between 
classes. A belief that only the lowly and the ignorant are 
of the folk is utterly false; all of us, at some time or 
other, probably many times a day, are dependent upon 
the traditional as opposed to the scholarly or the scientific. 
A pseudo-folklore is about as genuine as the charity manifested 
by people who go slumming in order to see how the other half 
lives. 
A very good ex,eriment to try would be to put down 
for a single de¥ one's impulses and decisions that are 
obviously prompted by tradition and not by any book 
knowledge. Suppose that you cut your finger or get stu,!ng 
by a bee. Do you use the medicine that science recollllllends, 
or do you fall back instinctively on what the neighborhood 
used when you were younger? When some sudden trouble 
oomes into your life, do you use the fine philosophy that 
you have built up, or do you (ltt~i¢t/p~ resort to the 
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traditional comforts? When night comes on, be sure to 
remember that nothing will bite you or snatch you away, that 
night is just as safe as day. But you probably are still 
consciously or unconsciously afraid of the dark and might be 
made a little more syapathetic with the folk if you would 
study folklore at night rather than in broad daylight. 
The mob spirit has been always known. Most 
popular heroes have been able to control this spirit to their 
own advantage. Not to do this has often meant defeat or 
death. But the mob spirit in public affairs is no more 
#~/powerful or more obvious than the folk spirit in milder 
or calmer ways. Older than our oldest fashions in dress, 
now long forgotten, are fashions in thought. Houses, 
clothing, transportation, even speech may change rapidly, 
but folk attitudes are so much older than any style of 
clothing or transportation that they seem almost instinctive. 
Who knows but that our folk attitudes are our most impressive 
inheritance from an age so far back that recorded history 
knows nothing about it? 
Christianity has now been the religion of a large 
percentage of huma,nity for hundreds of years. But nearly 
every person you a.ml know, in spite of his church membership 
and his standing in his connnunity, has folk beliefs that are 
older than Christianity. Our little superstitious obser-
vances go back, often, beyond civilization itself. Christianity 
has adapted some of these observances to its own use and has 
reinterpreted them, but there are many more that still exist 
and influence nearly every life. We were folk, pagan folk, 
long before we became civilized or Christianized; .hence we 
show our origin much as a pig shows its origin. It seems 
almost impossible to breed out of us our basic folk feelings. 
Family Mannerisms 
All of us are imitators, conscious or unconscious. 
Probably most of what we do is a direct imitation of something 
we have observed in others. Long before we were old enough 
to think about it, we had acquired the mannerisms of our 
immediate family: bodily movement13, speech, even philosophy. 
So easy is it to fall into a family rut that only the very 
brave ones, or very hard-headed ones, succeed in being 
original. Most of the family mannerismsj are,of course, 
traditional and very old. Some of them are racial, others 
are tribal or clannish• still others are distinctly of one 
family. Many of our ways of doing things are practically 
collllllunity-wide in origin; in this category are such thin~s 
as habits of eating, of :ma.king excuses, of giving comfort 
or condolence. 
nation-wide. 
In a standardized society, such things become 
Did it ever occur to you to compare your mannerisms 
with those of others, calmly and sympathetically, I mean? 
There are thousands of ways of doing things; your way is Just 
one. How do you tie your shoes and which one first? How do 
you dress or undress yourself? How do you peel an apple, e. 
peach, or an orasge? How do you express joy, or satisfaction, 
or fear, or sorrow? There may be some individuality in your 
ways of doi.ng these, but the pa,obab:11.ity is that you follow 
within bounds the ways of your immediate family. So persistent 
is this tendency to follow what was done in one's home that 
it forms the greatest obstacle to the teacher of English in 
breaking up undesirable le.nguage ha.bi ts. Some time when you 
really want to do something that is diffioult, try doing every 
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small act in a way diferent from what you ordinarily 
do it. For example, tryi,iag shaving differently, using the 
other hand, beginning in a different area, making a wry face 
on the other side. Probably this effort wl.11 put some 
interest into some of the dull drudgery of every day. The 
habit saves energy and time, but it also becomes dreadfully 
monotonous. 
At varioud times in my life I have watched the 
"manners" of certain families. A Negro family of my acquam.Ji.imoe 
had exquisite courtesy, as most Negroes do. Every one o:f 
this fe,mily bowed in exactly the same way, spoke words o:f 
"thank you II in the same way, even pulled off their ha ts 
in the same way. I believed then and still believe that I 
could have recognized a~y/member of this family anywhere in 
the world by these distinctive little oonnerislllfl. Another 
family I know have very facile mouths. They can twist 
them into any shape and imits,te any odd character of the 
) \ neighborhood. When I :#ave tried 
,f,<1' 
my mouth somehow does t-G- know the 
to do that, I have :failed; 
arts that have been developed 
in that family. 
Long-continued absences from one's immediate :family 
may develop personal eccentricities, but it is astonishing 
how long we keep intact the little ways we learned to do 
things years ago. Recently I was building a plEiy shack :for 
my boy. I needed several things that I have not seen made 
in over thirty years; almost instinctively l was able to 
make them, even though my experience in carpentry has been 
exceedingly limited all through life and especially sinoe 
my boyhood. It is literally true that you can take the boy 
out of the country but cannot take the country out of the boy. 
What he lea,rned then sticks as long as he lives. 
Washing Behind the Eare 
Dante pictured many phaeee of punishment in hie 
INFERNO; I wonder whether hie mother or big sister ever 
washed behind his ears on Sunday morning. If he had suffered 
eome such torment, why did he not put some of hie worst 
enemies in a pit in the hereafter where ear-washing was 
forever going on? Probably Dante himself was too humane 
to subject any one to this eort of misery all through eternity. 
Society had decreed that a boy muet be clean when 
he presented himself at Sunday School. If left to himeelf, 
he would have scrubb~d a place on the front of hie head 
but never where he could not see, just as he blacked the 
toes or even the sides of his shoes. But Mother or Big 
Sister came into the picture and did her part of keeping 
the family name and the family eare clean. Though it was a 
long time ago, I can still feel the agony of having a weeklw 
accumulation of dirt being removed by pressure. My sister 
got as a washrag the cuff of a sleeve or leg of winter 
underwear, ridged just to scrape skin and dirt off together. 
Somehow she always rubbed me the wrong way, both physically 
and mentally. I let out such squawks as I now bitterly 
condemn in my son when he is enduring a similar agony. 
But a few minutes later at Sunday School I would know the 
wisest man, the strongest man, who built the ark, and 
all the rest of the questions without a trace of the agony 
I had gone through. Probably the reason I always listened 
when the preacher told of the indefinite extension of pain 
in the hereafter was the experience I had just gone through. 
I certainly did not want to take any chances on having some 
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such torment for a million years at a st1•etch. 
Now washing one• e feet was almost pure fun, a.t 
least in the way that I wasked mine. I cannot recall having 
been small enough to have them washed by any one else. We 
had, as all good homes had in those days, a little wooden 
tub that seemed especially designed for foot-washing. It 
had been the container of mackerel, a strong sort of dish tm t 
my father and other men of the neighborhood liked. The tub 
fit our feet perfectly and held the requisite amount of water. 
(A_, 
I am £raid, looking back a third of a century at the whole 
thing, that we merely soaked our feet a few minutes and 
rubbed off some of the outer layers of dirt on a mealsack 
towel. Anyway, we could. do our own washing and could hop 
into bed without any further inspection. To have washed 
one's feet gave a feeling of selfp-righteousness that I some-
how never feel now; there were said to be bad boys who 
actually went to bed with dirty feet that had waded dust 
or mud all day. 
The only other agony that I can recall that 
somewhat approximated washing behind the ears was having 
the finger nails cut. Sister was the inquisitor in this 
agony, too. She seized a small pair of scissors that 
Father had used in his earlier days as a surgeon and had 
discarded; she pressed down the corners of the flesh and 
made me feel like St. Lawrence, I am sure. He was the saint 
who was flayed a.live, I believe. I fully expected to 
die from nail-cutting and probably hoped I would and thus 
wrir1g my sister• s heart for her torture; but I escaped, as 
youngsters still escape, and wonder today why it was such 
an agony. Dirty claws and still dirtier ears were lots of 
fun when nobody 1nterfered. 
}7 0 
Stick Horaes 
A few days ago I was sitting in a parked oar 
on a fashionable street waiting for a friend. While I was 
pondering on how rapidly things have changed within the last 
few decades, two small children ca.me riding by on stick 
horses. I was rudely shaken from my dream of old times, 
for those two youngsters showed that things are not so 
different after all. Automobiles have beollll!le as common as 
farm wagons used to be, aeroplanes pass over without causing 
us to look up from our work or our play, but the disoredited 
horser bereft of the glory that was 
in play horses, a species of poetic 
equa1tJ-., 
once his own, lingers on 
' I ';:, 
justice that en-a rarely 
galore. 
In old Fidelity neighborhood we had stick horses 
Tobacco sticks make the best ones, for they are 
usually of hickory and can stand rough treatment. At one 
time the little girl who played with me decided that we 
should have a livery stable for our various horses. We 
took some limbs and converted a stump into a stable that 
any youngster _might have been proud of. Each horse in our 
stable had to be taken out and put through his paces; each 
one had a decided personality. Dainty broomstick horses 
had gaits that suited their fine polish and bright colors. 
Tobacco-stick horses 
half-tamed animals. 
could jump and gallop and run, like 
vu <?,'(' IL. 
Sometimes we beesme attached to a mere 
crooked limb that beoame for us a steed of many gaits. 
A little childish imagination was all that was neoessary 
! '; () 
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to transform a few unsightly sticks into a stock fam with 
prize-winners. 
When we went to drive up the cows or to run other 
errands, we rode our horses. We ran races down the paths or 
dusty roads; our nags shied at imaginary goblins and often 
us 
threw 'Y-1 rather violently in the dust or grass. Even big 
boys sometimes joined us and helped us break in especially 
wild horses. Probably the best pa.rt of it all was to get 
two big boys to stage a horse race. It took an enormous 
amount of urging by 11giddaps 11 and switches to get the winner 
across the line. Sometimes the jockey was so used up that 
his tongue would be fairly hanging out of his mouth when the 
race was over. As is too true in actual races attended by 
grown-up children, we sometimes had an inf~ement of the 
rules and a fight or stiff quatrel as a result. 
Through the years we became quite attached to the 
sticks that we had endowed with life. We rode some of 
them so long that we ground off several inches of them against 
the sand and gravel, For whole weeks and months these inamimate 
sticks had all the elements of romance, a romance that somehow 
does not ent}ely disappear with the years. 
Grapevines 
There is enough lore about any common object to 
justify a whole book, an interesting one at that. 
book could be written about grapevines. Here are 
gestions for e~;~book, whoever wants to attempt 
One such 
some sug-
if, ~. 
When I speak of grapevines, I mean wild ones, of 
course. In the early days of Kentucky there were grapevines 
in all the woods and along all the fence rows. In spite of 
man's efforts to destroy nature, there are still many grapevines, 
though I fear they are not so well known as formerly. Natural-
ly, grapevines suggest grapes and going grape hunting in the 
late summer and in the fall. Some grapes that grow wild in 
the state are good before frost, but the typical 'possum grapes 
need the tang of frost to sweeten some of their acrid sourness. 
Such wild c,Jllusters of vines as we used to climb among 
to harvest grapes! And such fine jelly was ma.de from these 
rather unpromising-looking little grapest Some people made 
a kind of wine from them that had a rather sour taste and a 
wildness that my palate could never exactly like. 
The long grapevine has other uses, among them that 
of furnishing a rope for school play. We got smaller vines 
for individual ropes and could :perform feats t.bat now are 
done with actual ropes. The big fun was to get a long 
vine for general playing and skipping. With two deft ones 
to throw it, usually boys or girls that were not especially 
adept at jump~ng, the rest of us went onrough tt:1:-:1: the various 
steps and jumps, with all the thrill attached to the daring 
young man on the flying trapeze, We called the entering 
the swinging rope by facing it as it CEIXlle towa1•d us "going in 
at the front door"; the reverse was the "back door, 11 of 
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course, and was supposed to be more difficult. Our term for 
hesitating to enter was called "catching flies, 11 as the 
delaying boy or girl would move the head in rbythm with the 
grapevine as it came over. Some less skilled ones would 
get a resounding whack on the head as they misce,lcule,ted the 
speed of the vine and ran in at the wrong time. Mischievous 
rope-throwers often caused trouble by making the rope go too 
fast or by elevating it above one's ordinary jumping level. 
When we had become quite proficient in our jumping, we could 
jump on all fours or ooula. keep up a steady rapid jumping for 
whole minutes. Sometimes several would jump at the same time, 
though our usual way was to run in at an angle and jump once, 
followed at each turn by some one else. 
In the woods were long grapevines that hung at such 
angles that they formed natural swings. Fortunately some 
of these were nearly always near a school or pinnioking place. 
Many a boy got gallant and swung his girl in such a i swing, 
so that the poets could sing about the romance of it all. 
Grapevines when dried made fine cigars, even though 
they bit the tongue rather horridly. Though a buggy whip 
handle tasted better as a "smoke, 11 it showed more vigor to 
use a grapevine and endure the hardship. 
And, finally, the sap of grapevines is said to 
have marvelous powers to grow whiskers and mustaches. 
You g~t out to the woods and out a ga,sh in the vine when sap 
is rising and then rub this sticky stuff on your lip and chin 
when nature is delaying a bit the adornment of your face with 
a grown-man•a beard. One roan I knew swore that his 
mustache was of an entil·ely different tint of red from his 
V'-
ohin w~skers because he had used grapevine juice on the 
former but not on the latter. 
• 
Slickers 
Not many will recognize the title of today's 
essay as applying to anything to eat. More refined people 
called them, even in my time and plaoe, dwnplings. If I can 
keep my mouth from watering for a while, I want to talk about 
them, call them whatever you desire. 
Hied chicken is good, baked chicken with dressing 
is one of our standard foods, but stewed chicken with dump-
lings is, to my way of thinking, the best of the whole lot. 
Since it is nearly impossible to eat such things without 
making noises that are now forbidden in civilized society, 
one seldom sees this old delicacy. Again I do not know how 
to cook them, except to say that the bony parts of the 
frying-sized chicken are stewed in some salted water; and 
strips or gobs of ordinary bread dough are added to the water 
at the appropriate time, so that the whole concoction gets 
done l~tb~t';-~~•time. What Mrs. Post would do with such 
a mess it is wild to surmise; I know how to tackle it, though, 
with or without manners. Get a spoon and a fork and wade 
in; use your fingers freelyJ make as many noises as you 
please; pile your bones on a plate or the edge of your bowl. 
That is sufficient, but what a thrill awaits one who has never 
tried slickers! 
P1ease do not mistake this for chicken pie. That is 
well enough in its place, but it is a refined dish, capable of 
being served as food, with napkins and table manners. 
Chicken pie is baked; slickers are st1JWed. Some people 
regard them as food for semi-invalids, but a full-grown Ill!l,n 
with an appptite equally grown has found them in recent months 
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as (pl, good as they were when he was a small ohild. 
Chicken soup or squirrel soup may be invalid 
food. The only objection I used to have to this kind of 
food was its watery nature; it seemed a bit too thin to 
maintain life. It is true that after a few hard ohills and 
the aoconrpanying fever even this watery stuff tasted pretty 
good. I But for a well person, good old chicken and dumplings. 
The next time you hear the old ballad that has been revived, 
"She'll Be Comin1 'Round the Mountain, 11 make a resolution 
to taste chicken and dumplings before you sing it again; 
then you will know how welcome she was, whoever she may have 
been. 
Shortening Bread 
The recent popularity of "Shortenin' Bread" a.s a 
song bas IDlJ,de many of us old-timers think back to actual 
days of shortening bread and all of its relatives. Since 
"baker's bread" has become a standard thing on thousands of 
tables, it seems possible that some of the arts of breadG 
making may be lost. Professionals make ~ bread tod.ey 
for millions of people; probably half of our women could not 
make any kind of bread, suoh as we forw~rly ate as a matter 
of course, thinking little of the great art involved in 
bread-making. 
Corn meal has given us many forms of bread: plain 
hoecake,, egg bree.d, muffins, johnny cake, crackling bread, 
and even corn lightbread. As I am not a cook, please 
do not expect me to furnish recipes for all of these; my 
°" contact with them has been as~censumer, sometimes a 
pretty active consumer. Ea.oh type is good in its place. 
Plain hoecake is good with turnip greens and makes fine 
eating when it is cut into V-shaped pieces and served in 
a bowl of potlicker. Corn dodgers are the easiest and 
simplest of all and are hard to beat when cooked properly. 
Some of the beet I have ever eaten were cooked by men on 
ca.roping trips on at a cook shack when the thresher came. 
Corn dodgers are eminently food for he-men; I can hardly 
think of a dainty lady munching one. Crackli.ng bread 
is by many regarded as the best of the species. Young 
people, born an age too late to know crackling bread as it 
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was made on the farm, have learned its tastiness from revive.ls 
of its making by people who have not lost the art. One such 
youngster, in the age when most of her generation like 
cake and candy, declared to me that she liked better than 
any pastry or confection good old crackling bread. 
I must confess that I never actually ate any johnny 
cake, though I heard of it often. Neither did I ever see 
a hoecake cooked on a hoe, tempting as such a thing must be 
to the taste and to one's poetic imagination. But(everything 
from the step stove or even the oven before the fireplace 
to the modern electric stove has contributed to my 
knowledge of cornbread in its many forms. 
When we used to have quarterly meetings or political 
rallies or Fourth of July picnics, we always had an abundance 
of home-ma.de lj.ghtbread. Though salt-rising bread as it is 
sold at the stores is good--in fact, e,11 bread is good--it 
lacks something of the flavor of the home-ma.de kind. No 
species of commercial yea~~ brings the taste that home-ma.de 
kinds used to give. Some of the women of Fidelity could 
make salt-rising corn lightbread, a delicacy I have not tm ted 
in many years. I recall that it was regarded as something 
very unusual and not often appee,red at the dinner on the 
ground. 
All of these things are or were digestible. We 
also had other species that were not. Many people I once 
knew fried plain dough in grease just as doughnuts, "fried cakes, 11 
were cooked. We boys tried the efficacy of our digestive 
system by gorging quanti 1;ies of these; I suspect the,t is one 
reason why I took seriously the preacher's picture of the 
place where fire is not quenched and the worm dieth not. 
In Praise of the Cow 
Our modern farm management may have degraded the 
horse from its former position, but it has given add,itional 
honor to the cow. Milk has coma,< to be one of the 
necessities of our time, in city as well as in country. 
Cows have had some place in poetry and other literature, 
but they deserve some more attention for the part they have 
played in building up our civilization. 
I will leave to others the cow on the dairy farm, 
where old Bossy is made to fit into a scheme of specialized 
farming; I want to talk about the cow on the farm, where 
all sorts of occupations have sway. From the earliest 
settled abodes of man the cow has been a valued animal, 
contributing to the 11fe and happiness of savage and 
barbarian and citilized man. After the days of pioneering 
in any part of America the sure sign of permanence was the 
arrival of the cow; then there would, be a continuous supply 
of food, a care for the cow and her calves, a building up of 
a livestock industry that betokened permanence of life 
and food supply. 
Some one ought to collect the nallles of cows in 
Kentucky. Each one would reveal some traditional or 
neighborhood way of doing things, some bias that shows 
racial origin or cultural background. Cows, like the old 
family nags, soon are called "old, 11 regardless of their age. 
After a few years they seem to have been a part of the farm 
life since time immemorial. Successive calves often bore the 
names of their mothers, long before there was any effort to 
establish proper ancestry for cows as well as for people. 
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When the uncultivated areas were still unfenced, 
it was a great sight to see the cows of a whole neighborhood 
wandering in their unlimited pasture. Only recently I 
had to slow down my car in some mountain counties to 
keep from hitting some cows on 
Bossy, we put(a bell on her, a 
the range. To keep up with 
\JI!.- I 
practice that may still/\observee<- I 
even when the cow runs on the owner's pasture. The notes of 
the various bells have been celebrated over and over, but 
not too much for me. I cannot help regretting somehow 
that I seldom see cov,s roving around as in older times. 
Milking time had its unpleasant features, especially 
in fly time and also in severe winter. But in fly time we 
could build smudge fires of chips and help allay some of 
the agony of old Bossy while Big Sister or Mother milked her. 
Then there was the calf to rope off, a joo that Dr. Gunsaulus, 
,f-,{,fp president of ah_ great art institute, once declared was 
not only the essence of poetry but also the very making of a 
boy. He even went so f'ar as to say that every boy needed 
the thrill of roping off a calf and that it ought to be made 
possible fer every boy to do so. That may be going a little 
too far, but it was great sport anyway. 
The cow as a domestic institution 1s here to saay 
for a long time, let us hope, even though as the years pass, 
it may be more and more common for the cow to be concentrated 
on a few areas rather than a part of every home. But ·the 
poetic cows were those that were almost a part of the house-
hold, like the cow in Burns' s "Cotter• s Satu1•day Night," 
which was chewing her cud beyond the partition separating 
the kitchen and her stall. 
- -
Itching 
If there are any fastidious deadera of this 
column, they had better not read today's contribution. 
Aa I am a man, I was once a boy. The natural state of a 
I tJ-'}t 
boy is itching, Jas Huckleberry Finn found himself itching 
I\ 
in eleven places when he was trying to lie still and make 
no noise. Mothers and other polite people have long ago 
thrown the weight of their influence against itching and its 
corollary, scratching; but they have not stopped the 
source of the trouble. Until they do, the very repulsive 
habit of scratching will continue, under cover most of 
the time but publicly if necessary. 
Every season has its own particular itching, 
In winter we once had a tough time of it with our jeans 
pants and home-knit yarn stockings. At night when we 
pulled off our stockings, it was necessary to clawy/ a bit 
for relief that was not always possible in the day. In the 
spring and summer nature helps out in this itching. Ticks, 
chiggers, gnats, mosqu6toes, and such like vermin seem to 
have been created just to add zest to scratching. Rather 
oddly, one is not ashamed to scratch hie itchy places when 
he is on a fashionable camp or picnic; in fact, it is a 
mark of having a good time to collect enough bumps to 
warrant some scratchi~nd some merthioJate or mercurO-
chrome. Blackberry-picking time seems to have been 
foreordained as the time to collect chiggers and seed ticks, 
Had it not been for fried-meat grease, some of us might 
have been devoured bodily by vermin when we used to pick 
('erriee, Driving home the cows was a good occupation 
\'l 
'".:. 
c:, 
lf1 
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to follow if one wished to get his share of chiggers. I 
did not know it then, but these same chiggers had probably 
multiplied on the cows and had been rubbed off on the weeds. 
My bare legs and feet formed a fine landing place for them. 
Somehow nothing itches so much or warrants so 
much scratching as nettles, either the ordinary horse 
nettles of sour soils or others that gro~n deep woods. 
As a boy I often ran into a patch of the latter ones and 
had whelks as big as nickels all over my bare legs. One 
time I feared that my running into nettles was a species 
of special punishment, some of the bad boys after Sunday 
School decided to go in a-washing in the creek; I knew that 
I might get crosswise with parental authority if I did; I 
tagged along to watch the other boys and ran into some 
stinging nettles. I cannot recall now whether my legs of 
my conscience hurt most. 
And here is the most unfastidious part of my 
subject, the disease called itch, or, in the vernacular, 
11 eetch." Plenty of fine people, with the proper amount 
of illustrious ancestry, have been through a siege of 
itch. In the very hard winter of 1917-1918, when 
water pipes were frozen in many houses of the towns and 
cities, itch broke out in some of the best circles. It 
very forcibly reminded us that it is only a step backwards 
to the time when sanitary conditions were so primitive that 
such diseases were common. 
effects. 
Talking about such a subject has psychological 
If you have read thus far, you can stop 
while I look in all directions to see whether the coaat is 
clear and use my finger nails for purposes that they have 
never forgotten. 
Boils, Carbuncles, and Risings 
The summer of 1938 has seen a great outcropping 
of carbuncles. Many of my acquaintances who are middle-aged 
have suffered some severe pains from carbuncles, and one, at 
least, has died from the /fipeffects. I have gone through 
am 
the agony of having a crop of the pesky things myself and. about 
ready to start trying the thousand and:one remedies that 
have been offered me. The standard one, of course, is 
nine buckshot, taken one a day, I have not tried this 
remedy; probably that is the reason I am still in misery. 
Some of those who ha,ve prescribed this remedy have felt a, 
bit hurt that I did not forthwith subject myself to the 
danger of lead poru$oning, Rather oddly, the doctors have 
seemed a bit antiquated and have not a.aid that any certain 
thing would put to rout these hateful sores, I have 
been civilized,and therefore hopeless as a folklorist, by 
following the dector's advice in detail, But I can still 
imagine how easy it would be to swallow buckshot or e,nything 
else when the pain was at its worst, 
Sores of all sorts ally us with Job and Lazarus, 
I have found myself considerably more kind in my attitude 
toward the patient Job than I was when nothing hurt me. 
Probably I would have taken Mrs, Job's advice and said some 
naughty things if I had had a crop of boils equal to his. 
High and mighty people, who rejoice a bit too much in their 
buoyant health, need the chastening of a few boils to bring 
n, 
them down to the lev,<- of common suffering hmnani ty, 
How proud we used to be of sores the,t we would now 
be dreadfully afraicl of! You see, there was distinction in 
' being able to bear pain without/making too much fuss about it, 
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just as a boy who got a licking e,t school proudly showed the 
bloody stripes to the other fellows in the woods after school, 
A boy with a toe tied up in a dirty rag is among the most 
arrogant of the people whom I have known, He is usua,lly 
outdistanced by the fellow(who has can arm in a sling, This 
arrogance is nature I s way of balani ng things for a, chap when 
£\ 
ow"" he is hardly able to hold his WGi'¼ among the rough boys. Toe-
nails stumped off used to provide plenty of envious discussion 
of the pains we had endured bravely, even though we knew that 
we cried like very sma,11 babies when it happened, 
Athlete's foot a.nd kindred aiiLments get a lot of 
attention in the newspapers IJ,nd magazines now, One would 
think that athlete's foot kills more than tuberoulosis 
and pneumonia, combined, The best I can figure it out, 
we used to have it all the time, that or hookworm, We 
called it toe-itch( eetch}' and cured it by tying a yarn string 
around the affected toe. Sometimes we put something on 
the string, I think, but the string itself did the work, 
I am sure, 
When dentists were rare, and when the forceps that 
extracted teeth sometimes left roots in the ,;awbone, gumboils 
were much commoner than they are now, "gumbiles" for some 
of the old-timers, Not to have one was to be immature, just 
as it was a sir;n of immaturity not to have a wisdom tooth, 
Boils are bad medicine for oldsters, but boys 
thrive, or thrived, on them, I suppose the mental uplift 
the fellows got from being so envied counteracted the poison 
from the sores; middle-aged and older people somehow cannot 
get the same thrill out of a sore that boys 
feel, Probably some of you will read this 
felt and still 
-\:."'-"-"'-
and/\go to the 
medicine shelf for some dope for tetter or some other skin 
defect, already allying yo,urselves witll Job and Lazarus. 
The Bucket and the Dipper 
1 1 
l ! 
Science has made me.ny strides forv,ard sin?e i;he 
r' / 
days when some of us were young. Germs were unhe~,of; 
I have heard people say, still later, that such things #-ido 
not exist,because they cannot be seen. The schoolhouse 
bucket and dipper existed in the pre-germ days. Of course, 
epidemics of sour mouth and similar diseases just came; the 
dipper had nothing to do with that, 
Now in their time the two partners in what the 
modern medicine men would have us thinlt was blaclc crime had 
some style. There were buckets and buckets, just as there 
were dippers and dippers. :mach one represented a socia,l 
order, with the poor old tinj' bucket a.nd dipper at the 
bottom of the scale, Tin dippers had a way of springing 
a leak, unless the makers of them deliberately left a. hole. 
The almost universal presence of this hole in the tin dipper 
leads me to thinlc that it was placed there intentionally, or 
at least that the dipper had a weak spot that would soon 
develop this mark of the genuine article, Cedar buckets 
could have their tin dippers, too, but style decreed that 
something finer s~ould grace the better buclcet. Porcels.in 
ware, under different names, branded the household s.s 
something above the ordinar~r, just as the dipper of the tin 
make was ahead of the homely gourd, Some stylish fs.milies 
had e;lass dippers and rs.ther rejoiced in the fact, I can 
recall how proudly some of our neighbors always brought s. 
glass dipper to Sunday School to dip up water from the spring 
and how many people wanted to drink from that stylish container. 
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J\l[any of us old fellows with false teeth and bifoce,l 
glasses rem1ember the thrill of passing around the bucket of 
water at school. At my particular school the cistern was 
rarely in commission; hence it was necessary to send two 
boys to a village a quarter of a mile away, where there 
was a strange institution, a public cistern, The boys would 
cut e, pole to 
miss classes. 
/> 
carryJ~he bucket on and set out, glad to 
... ,[:;'.c,-J 
W'hen they got back with tbe water that 
had not been spilled out, they passed it down the aisles, 
with the leaky tin dipper doing its work, Sometimes on a 
hot summer clay the water was exh0,usted long before the 
last child was reached, Then two other boys were dispatched 
for another bucket, I might mention grease and crumbs 
that accumulated in the bucket, but I am;:,traid I might 
na,useate some re_13pectable readers of this column, 
When water was plentiful, the bucket or buckets 
sat in the rear of the school building and were constantly 
visited by thirsty children, who found thus a way to 
punishment. Little fellows be moving without provoking 
, \f\,D t , 
could not be taught !\to lean 
were drinking, Some 
over the bucket while they 
'\'. vJ: ½ °" o I( 
little reprobates would ~ave whatever 
water was left in the leaky dipper, what had not leaked out 
while they were drinking. 
That we are alive and well is remarkable, Probably 
we were and are tougher than we like to admit. If germs 
could have killed us, they would he,ve done so in the days 
of the tin buc.ket and the leaky dipper, 
Some Miscellaneous Furniture 
Every house hc1,s or had the ste,ndard bi ts of 
furniture, even though the number j!lfb,of pieces me,y have been 
reduced to the minimum, Beds, tables, chairs, stoves, cooking 
utensils--these were almost as low as one could go, In 
more stylish old-fashioned houses there may be an unlimited 
number of thine;s the,t clutter up space and make a big display 
when an au~tion becomes necessary, It is this assortment of 
extra furniture that I somehow like to contemplate, People 
who have never 1 ived in a home that wa,s quite limited in 
money for furniture can hardly realize the thrill of 
mRking some luxury for the home, 
Settees could be bought if one had the money. 
Fair ones could be made from the headboard and footboard of 
e, discarded bed, The proper place for this home-made 
sofa or settee is the front porch, provided there is one, 
I have visited in many a home that had such a piece of 
furniture, often a rather creditable bit of workmanship, 
1'he hammock suggests leisure, a thing that summer 
country life seldom had, "Boughten" hammocks cost too much, 
But fine results can be achieved with a few strands of wire 
and some barrel staves, Light-weight people can repose with 
impunity in these, but I have always feared them for myself, 
When families were large, chairs sometimes 
were ha,rdly plentiful enough for the living room and the 
dining-room-kitchen, Hence the head of the household 
made or had mci,de a bench for the side of the table next to 
the wall, where the boys would sit. I have eaten many a 
square meal while sitting on a bench e,nd somehow miss seeing 
one when I am visiting in a good-sized family, 
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One thing that ought to have got into poetry is 
the padded brl ck that holds back the doors, I have seen 
some of the best handwork done ony'fhe covers for these 
bricks, chail\ and briar stitching in bright colors, just 
like the silk, embroi/dered / quilt on the bed in the front 
room, Some one who is fond of collecting ought to 
collect these bricks and their coverings, as a sort of lesson 
in how rural artistry can make a thing of beauty out of 
a very unpromising and prosaic brick. 
The wholfatter of extra furniture illustrates how 
necessity can turn to its own uses things that otherwise would 
be ugly, Nofearly enough has been said of the simple 
but persistent artistry of the simple people, people who 
liould never guess that they had artistic souls ths,t expressed 
themselves in these little bits of extra furniture, 
made right in the home, with no thought of their being 
important in the history of art. 
Doodads and Thingumbobs 
I hardly know how to classify the things I want 
to talk about today; hence the rather genera.I title. Every 
boy knew and knows how to make things with his knife. Some 
of these have definite names; others are nameless, n:very 
season brings something worth while in whittling or carving. 
In the spri.ng whistles are very much in vogue, 
As simple a thing as a whistle requires a bit of art. There 
are two main kinds: those made fi:om papaw and those from 
hickory, It takes some woodlore for one to know just when 
the bark will come loose easiest from the wood. I have seen 
awkward boys and men try to make a whistle at t};J.B wrol'lr, ea-€t-
o._1.,,.cl 
-of t1-le limb and ~ split the bark in trying to peel it off 
the big end of the limb, 
Flutter mills or water mills are disti.nctly a 
thing of fall in my life, but they can be made e.t imy 
time. It requires a joint of cornstalk with the hard 
outside peeled off, These same stiff peelings are then 
converted into paddles and inserted into the soft pith or 
pulp of the cornstalk. Two small forked limbs stuck in 
the mud on opposite sides of the small stream a.re all that 
will be needed to make a real water mill, Me.rjorie Kinnan 
Rawlings, in her recent popular novel THE YEARLIHG, has rightly 
made much of a water mill, a sure bactge of inVent1ve, playful 
boyhood, 
In summer try your skill at making a pumpkin 
pipe or whistle, Cut"' pumpkin leaf, with its hollow stalk, 
Cut awe.y the leaf proper e.nd split a long place in the 
stem nee,r the top, This, when it becomes slightly wilted, 
makes a good~ vibrator. The music can be regulated by 
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cutting off the stem. Skillful boys can make three stems 
that will sound a chord of music, By catching the sound 
in the hands, one can imitate, more or less accurately, all 
sorts of owls, wildcats, crows, and such like. 
he can run some of the neighbors crazy. 
Incidentally 
The cornstalk fiddle, though not listed by the 
great makers of musical instruments, is a time-honored 
device in our state for producing sound, Cut a joint of 
cornstalk that has a deep fluting on one side, A thin 
slice through each side of the fluting will form the strings, 
which are held up by a small stick inserted beneath them. 
A simile.r stalk ce.n be called a bow; then the sounds start 
r 
when the two are )fobbed together. 
Watermelon rinds are fine things to carve, particularly 
when one has eaten down as far as the red goes, It takes 
real skill to carve a watermelon-rind chain, with links that 
will hold, Try it some time. 
Incidentally it is a form of skill to peel an apple 
in one peeling1a.nd, of course, it is good ,ijpluck to keep 
it intact while you whirl it around your head three times and 
cast it behind you, where it ms,kes the first letter of your 
true-love's name, 
Long before manui.1.1. training had a mune, whittlers 
and carvers were making these time-honored little things, 
That some of this seeming waste of time had good results 
is evident in many of our ordinary homes, where there are 
evidences of genuine woodwork that would do credit to any 
of the artistic nations of }1";urope and would command 
the attention of scholars if they were only located across 
the ocean in another country. 
Flowers in Cans 
Flowers grow well for regular florists, who have 
all the knowledge and skill of their profession; they sometimes 
grow equally well in the remotest sections of our country, 
where no book knowledge is available to aid the growers, 
Particularly have I enjoyed throughout my life the flowers 
in cans and buckets that grace so many humble homes. Flower 
pots often are quite cheap, but even the pittance to be paid 
for them is more than some homes have, Not daunted by 
poverty, however, the women e,nd children, rarely the men, 
save the broken pota and pans and have containers for flowers 
anyway, Neighbors divide their stock of flowers, and thus 
in a single humble home there may be a large assortment of 
begonias, lantanas, geraniums, and other favorites. 
flowers of similar tastes are everywhere, growing as 
Garden 
luxuriantly as they could or would in a greenhouse or an 
arboretum, 
cans. 
Across the years come memories of the flowers in 
How skillfully many people oan re.ise plants from 
cuttings! How eagerly they save from one year to another 
their stock of se"ds or plants! Many a small house 
is not too small to keep alive through the winter a few stocks 
that will be treasures of beauty the next year. Even humble 
homes sometimes have a flower pit, where with a little trouble 
potted plants can be kept from fall till spring, I he,ve helped 
dig flower pits anfiave kept my own flowers thus for years 
at a time, Pits do not need to be elaborate, either, for 
a door made of brown dometic saturated in linseed oil will 
serve for a e;lass window quite well, as I know from experience, 
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Some planks for a roof and an old quilt or blanket for severe 
weather are about all that is necessary to furnish such a 
pit. If the door is made to slant toward the south, winter 
sunshine can do its part to help in the process of saving 
a bit of flower beauty and wealth from year to year. 
/somehow I seldom see now the flower stands that 
used to be common, a sort of stairstep affair, where the 
cans and pots were arranged according to height, Some mar-
veleus effects were secured thus, with the smallest investment. 
In any evaluation of our artistic, aesthetic life 
this impulse to create beauty for the humble home should not 
be neglected. So much is made of the artistic life of 
other lands and times that I wish some 01,e would "stand up 
in meetin'" and say a few good words for the artistry of 
much of our own humdrum life, an artistry that has ha,d to 
live under the buffets of mistaken zealots, many of whom 
regard beauty in e,ny form as dangerous, I have heard 
fea,rful things said about people who sought to satisfy their 
souls' longing for beauty, One of the greatest artists I 
ever knew was punished as a child for drawing pictures. 
Wor§II\, still, he was prayed for publicly for thus giving his 
talents to the devil. In spite of these handicaps he is 
today a great man in his profession and is honored by the 
very people who once stood in his way. In much the same 
we,y the creators of beauty, even by planting flowers in tin 
cans, are slowly being recognized for what they are worth to 
a world that needs beauty and he,rmony and satisfying aesthetic 
life, 
Folk Fears 
Some weeks ago as I was sitting in the outer office 
of a physician, I listened to the conversation going on around 
me. One elderly, re,ther garrulous person was asking various 
people in the office what ailed them. One sad-faced woman 
said she was suffering from rheumatism. The old gentleman 
who had asked her, within five minutes, while talking to 
some one else, in the sa.me loud tone, said, "There ain't 
no cure for cancer and rheumatism." That rem:rnded me 
of many of the folk fears that are still to be found. No 
wonder all sorts of folk remedies are applied, in a sert of 
ve,in hope that something will turn the trick, The idea of 
cause and effect is not very obvious in many minds, Disease 
just comes, and some of it is incure,ble, just as e, tree struck 
by lightning blights everything roe,de of it, and a fire so 
started cannot be put out with water, 
People who .live in good houses and h1we a respectable 
income often forget how much a creature of fear their more 
humble brother may be. First of all, there is the law, 
which many a man fears worse tnan death, Some people are 
thrown into a positive panic when a lege,l request of some 
sort is presented them, just e,s many Negroes fear that there 
is some trick in a check, Fear of the dark I have already 
!-I 
discussed in this co,lurnn, but much else could be said for 
what dr causes people to think/ and do, One of the 
w:orst fears concerns itself with what is strange and 
new. The old-fashioned steam engines were such fearful 
things that some people are still afraid of anything that 
resembles an engine, I know plenty of people who are a bit 
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excited and puxzled when they talk over a telephone. 
The old gentleman in the doctor's office voiced a 
fear that is found everywhere. In spite of the great 
advances that have been recently made in the world of 
medicine, rrra,ny a person still fears that many e·f the diseases 
(that the educated v,'## l<now can be cured are hopeless. 
I can recall when tuberculosis was looked upon as a curue 
that could net be avoided. I believe that many a person 
whom I knew would have been living today if he had not 
become e victim of fear. Rheumatism, that curse of the 
clays of bad tonsilEi and infected teeth, held terrors for 
many people and still does. The idea of eerms is 
gradus,lly making itself understood, but the chemistry 
behind rheumatism puzzles most people beyond words; hence 
the old roan' s assertion that it iFJ incurable. 
]'·ear of the weather and of storms does not seem so 
prevalent as formerly. I can remember when everybody dis-
connected his telephone when a storm came up, when people 
sat or lay on feather beds to avoid beine; struck by lie;ht-
nine;, when anything made of metal was quickly laid a.side 
during e, storm, Even. for the brave no thine; is quite so 
puzzling as the freaks of storms, but a sort of curiosity in 
what is coming next often saves the day. People who have 
not prayed in years have been known to break forth rather 
fervently in e bad storm. Thus we 
when fear comes in some spectacular 
are all of the folk 
unusual 
of' #;( gig,()'. f o rm. 
Some Folk Taboos 
It is astonishing to us who can look back a few 
\AO_,J 
decades to find how many thine;s that are/\discussed frankly 
were formerly taboo. I cannot believe that we are a,ny less 
modest today, fundamentally, than we were in the other times, 
but our irllllled iv,te ancestors, were they living, would be 
painfully shocked at our every-day language, 
Male animals just were not mentioned if possible, 
thoufh female ones were called by their '(eal names as often 
as one liked. One could feed the old sow a,nd her pigs 
but not a boar, at least not by tha:t nume. He could be 
called a male hog without offending any one, Sirnile,rly, 
the dear old cow was almost a member of the family; the bull 
was unmentiona,ble except under some softened name: male 
cow, hebrew, male, or even, in extreme western Kentucky, 
mayfield, I su1)pose as a sort of anagram of female, All 
sorts of devices were used to aNoid usine; the names of other 
male animals, so many that a, good-sized dictionary of modest 
Victorianisms could be compiled • 
with a kick1 
Religious words/\ except 
.o1 
:HJ ohurch 1were equally 
ruled out of ordinary conversation, Some of the softened 
worrls had emanv,ted from t,ie nursery but clung to the language 
of grown-ups. God was the Good lilan; the devil, the Ba,d Man, 
Some pious older people spoke of Old Ifaster when referring 
to divinity, Old Nick, with a slightly comic suggestion, 
was often used to refer to the devil, Heaven was on m1,,ny 
R tongue, but one softened up the word for hell: the bad 
pla,ce was the commonest substitution in my early dRys, 
Very ne.ughty boys some times told their playmates to "go to 
e;rass. 11 I suspect that an uglier pl1,,ce we,s mea.nt, 
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Taboos extended to clothing. The line of 
demarlmtion between the clothing of men and that of women 
was strictly drawn, Something of disgrac~:s attached to 
a member of either sex who tran!!gressed this law. After a 
boy had put on pants and had discarded his boy dresses, 
then he would not be caught in women's clothing again, no 
matter what happened, I have sometimes wondered whether 
some of the unnecessary dislike in the South for Jefferson 
Davis after the fall of the Confederacy was not due to his 
escape in women's clothes. I have known plenty of people 
who would have thought that such a disguise would have 
broue;ht disaster, even though Yankee soldiers were not on 
the trail. 
Even more disgraceful was it for a woman to wear 
men's ge,rments, It has not been twenty yee,rs since women 
w V,-'L 
ha""J'e-been 0,rrested in large cities for being 0,ttired in 
trousers, with no intention of deceiving 0,ny one 0,s to their 
sex, either. When 0, neighbor girl of mine used to put on 
her brother's pants 0,nd ride a horse astride, older people 
gasped 0,nd predicted dire things for her; none of them seem 
to have happened yet, unless being past fifty is the curse, 
and it has long ago brought down her critics, 
These taboos extended, and still do in some places, 
to occupations. In some sections men do not milk cows, 
though the heavens fall, I have known men to go hungry 
or to eat unpalatable food rather than do their own coolcing. 
There used to be an idea that occupations were as permanent 
as the sexes and that any crossing the line invited tragedy, 
If only some of the old-timers could have lived 
until our timef.ft 
I is 3 
A poet- -and, as Chaucer would say, "It am not I"--
should write B, rhapsody on the mu1e, the humble, ugly, stubborn 
critter that is associated in all our memories with the old-
fashioned farm and is still one of the forces in our cilvili-
za tion. Race horses ,!1J1Ve .ma11y a._g_hl!,m1)iOl1L_El_VEln the hunibler 
a 
39rses✓ can boast of/\resped:table literature in their favor. 
But the mule is at best a sort of scapegoat or a comic 
creature, humbly waiting for an immortality in verse. 
It would ,not be fair to imagine that one's pe,rticular 
form of rearing is the one and only genuine; yet it is a bit 
ha,rd to imagine a boy's growing up from chi1dhood to maturity 
without any contact with mules, 1'/[orally he needs to 
know mules, so that he can learn patience and long-suffering, 
from them and from his own having to put up with them. Physically 
he can profit by contact with them, particularly if they are 
lazy and 
V"t 
with"" the 
need frequent goading; muscles are thus developed 
expense of buying R punching-bag, One profits 
even mentally by pitting his cocky hum,m intelligence against 
whatever it is that a mule has, particularly a balky mule, 
Daily association for years with a mule hardens a boy to 
the kicks and gad-flies of life, so that he unconsciously 
acquires, quite unthinkingly, the philosophy that probably 
• 
keeps a mule from commi tt1ng suicide or from becoming cynical, 
If one wants to moralize and to use the mule as a 
creature foreordained to be used as a fii!lure of speech, 
it is easy enough to think how often this ugly brute does the 
2 
ha,rd work of the world and gets from his master nothing 
but more work. The old family nag, when worn out in her 
service to tl1e family and her rearing of a nunerous progeny, 
is lovingly kept in her declining days, like some old retainer. 
Wno ever heard of a;1J~i'a mule's being thus fed and ce,red for 
when it had got beyond the days of usefulness? The saddle 
horse is groomed until he shines; the buggy horse wears 
bright, e;ood-smelling harness; but Old Beck knows only b 
t,J i-U,.. "' e. 1A-'rl°'1 e.o...,,, 
the plow gear and an apologetic scro,tching
11
of her trace-
chain-rubbed sides. w4.4h-the-cu,rry7rcrmb, 
But it does not pay to be too tearful in thms 
pleading for some poetic justice for Old Beck. Underneath 
all this outward humil,!.i,lity lies the heart of a humorist, 
even of a miscl1ievous one. How often I have watched a mule 
chasing and biting other livestock, as if it were gifted with 
a sense of humor, a kind of bR~boy htw,ori 
No euloey of the nmle v!ould be complete without 
a reference to trrn Negro and the Mule, Side by side they 
have e;one dovm throurh time, especii,lly in Americe,; my fie:ure 
would be better if I implied that they had gone with the 
Negro behind the Mule. Outwardly we may think we, in our 
supercilious wisdom, understand them both; the wisebt ones 
know that lurking within them is the same inscrliltable mystery, 
No man knows how to appraise properly the mule unless .it 
is the necro,6 hi111self, who has followed the humble beast of 
burden so many millions of miles across the tobacco nnd corn 
and cotton fiEilds, 
Some dny probably 
The Village Actor 
Nea,rly every neighborhood in other days ha,d its 
mimic, 111ho could a,lways be counted on for entertainment, 
both public a,nd private. In Old Fidelity our postmaster-
druggist was just such a person. He bad a very flexible 
voice, which could imitate ,just about every person he had met, 
He ha,d the kna,ck of looking ibike the person or thing he 
was "mocking, " as we called:· When the Fi.deli ty neighborhood 
ran i. ts literary society through thl winter and rnet around 
--\\,,.. ... 
from house to bouse, he was often on"program, Whether be 
gave a reading, at which he was a specialist, or just 
pretended to be making a serious speech, he kept us convulsed 
with his Bntics. His beet performances were in the store, 
with the loafers or the people who hacl come for the mail 
for audience. 
As an aid to 'i',,Q,. his acting he developed a.LL sorts 
of occult tricks, He pretended to know all there is to be 
known about hypnotism, mind-reading, and simil&,r things, 
I was one of the numerous ones he fooled with his tricks; 
and yet I wa,s so ta,ken in the,t I did not dare think him 
laughing in his sleeve, 
~ oi~f~~y~.h2Jt1 °f 
His fine acting vovered up 'IFi;:s. 
dec.e p"t,'o '--'-, 
showman, 
In other times and places he would have been a 
Probably he would have done best as an entert&iner 
with a medicine show, then very poymlar, Our rather 
awkward boys and men could hardly help envying his skillful 
hands, his smooth exterior, hie flexible voice, 
Whenever there were practical jokes to play, he 
was in demand, for he was the one rnan of our acquaintance who 
could do the most preposterous things without ore.ckine; e, 
smi.le. Some unsuspecting young fellow,fresh from the fields, 
would look like fair game to the jokesters. Anybody could 
suspect them, e.nd they knew it, But the postma,ster was 
above reproach; wrw,tever he did- seemed serious, Hence the 
" unwary bi.t at the trick and was le.ugq__,,ed out of countenance 
by the loud-mouthed gang around the stove, 
But our postmaster had many other traits, ]'rankly, 
he could make a talk at a funeral that would have done 
crecli t to the best preachers of our ti.me, a talk that often 
had that aloofness that a true critic is supposed to possess. 
The best speech I ever heard hiro make was in the old Fidelity 
cemetery at the funeral of a man of rather doubtful reputation, 
Just how bad the man had been I never knew; neighborhood 
gossip made him pretty bad, But the cautiousness and 
graciousness of the postmaster left us a.11 feeling that it 
was not our province to say where our lc,te neie;hbor hnd gone, 
To this da;)' I do not know whether the speaker was acting 
nv,turally or vias merely playing a part. 
Playing-like 
There are so many ways for children of toda,y to 
amuse themselves that I wonder whether they enjoy pl_e.ying-like 
as much as we used to, Toys were rather few, travel was 
limited, and so we had to work out ways to kill time. Play-
houses were in a way a sort of institution. 'l'he outdoor 
kind was ls.rgely a matter of moss, gathered in the woods 
and la.id out in t.rrn form of beds and tables and chv,irs under 
some tree. Some of our moss 
that it was sns.tched from its 
seemed never to he,ve known 
so 
original home e,ndl\went right 
on growing, A Cf\J'.'eful search in the remaining woods near 
where our old schoolhouse stood might reveal some moss that 
owes its present location to childish hands of a half century 
ago. 
Indoor playhouses could be constructed anywbere and 
from anytbing. Attics, wbere tbere were such, were just 
about the best p.lace.rto play bouse. But the shedroom of tbe 
smokebouse, tbe buggy shed, or any of the other farm 
buildings would do. Tbe dim light from an attic window 
cast H romatic 'I:-#, glow over the ima.ginary realms that we 
were constructing with our /41ii41,/. dreams, What matter if 
we were surrounded~ chests of cast-off clothing and 
~ broken-down furniture; a little imagination could 
transform these into royal attire and a throne itself, 
Going to ~~ is the official game to pli:ty when 
one ~1,4,,tl, has a playhouse. Since chi 1dren are highly imi-
v)e.-"'-\ 
tative, the persons who e,& calling with their dolls were 
stri.kine;ly like the e;rown-ups of the neighborhood, Whipping 
was the official punishment for Hll infracti.ons of parental 
rules, in real and in play life. ~'he things tha,t were 
eaten in play-like going-to-see were reflections of the 
neighborhood ways of tbinking, of course, I am doubtful 
whether any genuine food ever tasted better than some of 
the imaginary concoctions that were served to us by our 
hosts and hostesses, 
In order to make going to see the more rei,l, it 
was necessary to dress up in some of the cnst-off clothine; 
tba t every fcllI'mhouse once had. A little e;irl with a lone; 
dress ce,n e,ct the pa,rt of mother to H family of dolls much 
/ 
better than the se,me little fellow in a pinafore. Sometimes 
smaller children were drafted to play the part of youn@J&ters 
and played thetr parts well until they grew tired of e,n older 
sister's superior airs. 
£:. q Gl,"11,e, 
Somehow most of lite seems a sort of ;r3.~J4·-rrg"'cl-i4B. 
L0 ts of the grown people I know keep playing-like, They 
know that we understand their lack of prominence i.n the world, 
but they still insist that 
old attic da,ys. Often at 
fortune to sit by or near 
they are tbis and tbat, as in the 
h.o-.J.-
a large dinner l bave "the good 
some one wbo insistei-l'on telling 
I w~ 
me how he hae.. done great things, though l &lll. hEcrdJ.y convinced, 
Nearly every day I catch some of the very me,nnerisms of 
children at play, when people who have left obildhood long 
ago are still ''strutting their stuff'' as tbey did with 
Dad's overcoat and Granclpa 1 s cane in the pl,i,yhouses, 
Pets 
In our time the cat and the dog are rapidly becoming 
the only pets of the average household; on the f"'rm in older 
times almost anything could be a pet, G. K, Chesterton has 
written H charming little essay on "Pigs as Pets, 11 declari.ng 
that only custom is re~ponsible for our devotion to dogs 
and that if pigs ever become fashionable as pets, all sorts 
of strange pigs will be devejoped: lap pigs, watch pigs, 
Mexican hairless pigs, Airedale pigs, e,nd so on, Mr. 
Chesterton was never on a farm in America, so far e.s I know, 
or he would not have written of pigs as pets as a sort of 
comical dream. I have seen plenty of them, have owned them, 
have heard their owners boaf3t of their pets' gree,t intelligence, 
wnough to ms,ke the owner of a mere dog jealous. A colleague 
of mine, while he was teaching a country school not far from 
where I lived as a boy, went to a neighbor's house to 
use the telephone, While he was talking, he heard a step 
at the door, looked up, and saw a pip; enter, scratch himself on 
the foot of the bed, and then, with all the necesse,ry accompanying 
grunts, settl~ himself for a nap in his bed. 
As small childrcri our favorite pets were chickens, 
little fellows that we had to feed carefully and watch over 
for the few brief days that most of them lived, We often 
ma,cle great Hdo over the death of these pets of e, few days, 
giving them burial in a specia.l graveyard, where sm1c1.ll 
blocks of wood), left 
se-x".,J._ 
fence,~for headstones 
from sawing the palings for the 
and footstones. Sometimes we had a 
mock-heroic funeral, a, little shame-facedly, HS I now rece.11 
t\+ ~VIA<,',-
it. :  our pet chickens grew up, thoui,;h, Ewd became 
ree;ulnr nuisances. lt was almost like cannibalism to 
devour these pets when they were fryi.ng-sized, 
Pet lambs were fairly easily raised. They 
became devoted little fellows, following us everywhere, 
except to school, after the fashion of lfory' s little lamb, 
Association with huma,n beings often ruined the more.ls and 
manners of meek lambs, especially buck 18.mbs. They beceme 
eager for a fight and sometimes chased visitors and other 
members of the family, 
IA]o,S 
One such lEJ,mb, a ble,ck one, beeame 
so bad th1,,t he became mutton for a dinner on the ground, 
Bttt the sheep family· did not profit by his tragic life, for 
later pet lambs developed the same sort of bs.d tra.i ts. 
Nearly every family tried its hand at keeping a 
wild animal as a pet, Raccoons were probably.the ones most 
often found, Very soon they bec(ll)le troublesome, but often 
saved their lives by their cute w,,nners, A 1,et squirrel 
laughed and chuckled in rne,ny a farm home, tnweling untold 
miles around and through its limited cage, 
people sometimes caged skunks, pretty animals as you know 
but hardly aesthetic to our modern taste, Caged birds 
were once common, before national. and sta.te laws probibi ted 
the capture B,nd impri somnent of wild birds except for s cientif1.c 
purposes. You might expect to find in the same home a caged 
mockingb~rd and a necklace of catbird's or bluebird's eggs, 
the le.tter a gift of some young swain to the grown daughter 
of the family. 
Down the Mississippi 
A popular song of recent years invites the listener 
to come with the singer down the ]hssissip.Qi; that is what 
I want you to do today, while we view a long-past institution, 
the flatboa,t, In its day the flatboat was an institution 
that seemed as perma.nent as the later "floating pala.ces, 11 
also now la,rcely a. memory. 
When the Mississippi was the great avenue of travel 
and trade, the f'lc,tboat procession dowfo New Orleans 
was an annua,l event like the migration of tbe duck¢'s and geese 
in sprine; and fall. People at the upper reaches of the rivers 
loaded :!:heir boats wi. th all sorts of things to sell and set 
out, with the current of the ri.ver as their chief motive 
force. These boats bore nmny names: arks, flatbouts, 
Kentucky bouts, Alexander Wilson, the great ornithologist, 
who visited Kentucky in 1810, having paddled a Bkiff down 
from l)i ttsburgh to Louisville, thus describes the arlcs: 
"In the course of the day I passed c1. number of arks, 
or, e,s they are usually called, Kentucky boats, loaded with 
whe.t it must be aclmow!l.edged are the most value.ble colll1!lodities 
of a country; viz., men, women and children, horses and 
ploughs, flour, millstones, &c. Several of these floating 
caravans were loaded with store goods for the supply of the 
settlements through which they passed, having a, counter 
erected, shawls, muslins, ccc,, displayed, and everythi.ne; 
ready for tra.nsacti.ng business, On appror,.ching a settlement 
they blow o, born or tin trumpet, which announces to the 
inhabitants their arri ve.l, • , , The arks are built in the 
form of a parallelogram, being from twelve to fourteen 
feet wide, and from forty to seventy feet long, covered above J 
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rowed pnly occasionally by two oars before, and steered by 
a lone; and powerful one fixed above. The arks cost about 
one hundred and fifty cents per foot, according to their 
lene;th; and when they reach their places of destinntion, 
seldom brine; more than oneFsixth their ori13inal cost," 
The flatbocctman became a sort of p~a,fessione,l, 
All the dbring youths we,nted to go down the rivers to the 
glamorous New Orleans; Lineoln, as you know, made a trip or two, 
Even whole families were known to go, thtough this was hardly 
the rule. After the long journey down the Mississippi came 
the long trek homeward, up the historic Natchez Trace, infested 
often with highwaymen, who fed fnt on the poor f'latbo&i.tmen, 
As for that, the river pirates did a thriving business in 
this same period, sor0e of them, as Otto Hothert, secretary of 
the Filson Club, of Louisville, has shown, becoming rich with 
the spoils of the flatboats, 
'rhe whole experience was 0,n adventure, cn.lcula tea to 
rou_se the imagination of the young bloocls, To outwit the 
wiles of the river itself, 11 01 1 Han River, 11 was not an easy 
thine;, with no government lights, no surveyed channel, no 
protecti.on ae;ai.nst dri.fts and sandbars. The appeal of this 
early trade or profession has not wholly died: since this 
column began, I have seen larp:e rafts in a, Kentucky stream, 
one of them m,wned by a, patriarch who bas made doz.ens of trips 
of a hundred miles or more. 'i/hen I last BEW/ hirn, he WEJ,S 
floe.ting around a bend in a he8.VY snowstorm, with the temperHture 
dropping towci,rd one of the coldest nie:hts of the winter. 
I saw him and all his predecessors in the brief moment I ran 
along the bank e,nd questioned him, 
"Yest Ma'am 11 
Customs come and go. In Victorian times it was 
boorish past all words not to say "Yes, sir, 11 and "Yes, ma'e,m. 11 
No better illustration of being ill-bred could be found than 
the child, _particularly, who did not say "ma' e,m" and "sir, 11 
A flat "yes" or ''no" was as unthinkable as for a nice lady 
to be seen with her hair down or for a he-man to be caught 
washing dishes. When a bad boy or girl wanted to show just 
how bad one can become, the respectful title was left off 
deliberately, often with disastrous results, At school I 
once saw a little girl get a whipping for being so naughty; 
aftefhe punishment she sa,id "yes, ma' am" with genuine 
feeling and has probably taue;h t),{ her children D,nd f~rand-
children to follow suit, 
When you did not understand what one said, you did 
not say "I beg your pardon"; you said "Ha'am?" or "Si.:rY" 
IGvery semester in my life as a teacher I have met this old 
style, a pretty goorl one, too. Probably most often the 
"Sir?" is "Suh?'L.D, genuine mark of the old South. 
When good (),ueen Victorie, was laid to rest in West-
minster Abbey, or wherever it was, it became stylish to 
drop forma,lity and even to be shockine;. "Ma, 1 a.m" and "sir" 
disappeared from many a vocabulary, along with "reticule" 
were 
and "bustle II and "hoop shirt, 11 A whole generation y{,(,;i te.ucht 
to let their cornraunica tion be "yea, yea II and ·11 nay, nay, 11 
Then ce,me the World v'lar. Whatever else it brought, it certe,inly 
revived the use of "sir," a military word that makes it plain 
that e,11 this nonsense about eirery one's being equal ~ 
'-every~0l'.J.g_eJ,.,;.e must not prevent a private from being 
formally courteous to a second lieutenant, By a transfer 
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of this courtesy, learned with such EJ,gony in the army, 
came e,e;ain "ma'am," so tlw,t ae;ain we old-timers find ourselves 
in style, The 
younger days is 
chief difference between now and our 
that(there is nothing exquisitely mwghty 
e,bout leaving off the title, though educated ea,rs are beginning 
once more to listen for the "ma' a,m 11 and "sir," 
Just as our familiar "you all'' gets shortened to 
"yall/" (if that is the wc,,y to spell it), so "ma 1 el!l 11 becomes 
71,e. f'\., 
"'m" in "yes!;m," sometimes spelled 11 yessum, 11 ~t-i:fr!e-S we 
he,ve "mum," in such sentences as "I'm sorry, mum, to tell 
you, " or "I ha.te to tell you, mum, but your little boy is 
sick. 11 'rhis, of course, may be a left-over from servant times, 
All of this reminds me of another phenomenon that 
I have seen go e,nd come, more than once: I refer to a, child's 
callint its pe,rents by their ree,l names rather than by 
well-recognized titles. When I was a little boy, it was 
thought very crude and boorish for a child to call its 
fat11er Ss,m e,nd its mother Mae;gie. Then cs,me a wa,ve of 
this usage, with children from the, best-ree;ulated families 
indulging innocently in whe,t would have caused a riot 
earlier. It seems to be on the way out agi:dn, but who knows 
when a mere infant may refer to himself and his daddy as 
"Me and George 11 ? 
Sorghum Molasses 
As I write this article, it is early fall, before 
frost but toward the close of the sorghum-making season, 
I have just eaten a breakfast of pancakes, butter, and new 
molasses. '.l'he tc1ste of the delicious syrup, mc1de here 
from cc1ne grown right in the heart of southern Kentucky, 
has brought up many a memory of a good-sized life, a life 
punctuated every fall with new sorghum mole.sses, In the 
absence of a major poet to sing the glories of sorghum, I 
must say a few words for a much-neglected delicacy, ,,,s worthy 
of a pla.ce in poetry e.s maple sugar and cane SUf::ar. 
The sorghum zone l. s a rather lr,rge one as compl!l.red 
with that of sugar cane, at lee.st in our country. For weeks 
now the odor of cooking sorghum juice he.s been abroad in the 
land. Out in the fields the mill has been grinding and the 
oven going, Skilled workers have been stripping the cane 
and hauling it to the mill, The ps.tient man ofoman who has 
converted the green juice into syrup is one of the uncrowned 
or unlaureled artists of our time, It is no accident that 
as unpromising a liquid as sorghum juice becomes molasses; 
it takes skill that has been acquired from observation and 
experience, 
While the workers at the mill and furnace toil 
through the day, it is usually at night that visitors 
come by to see the progress of tbe molasseB-mak:i.ne, Unwar:y 
one:, slip into tbe skimhole; all taste the newly-made syrup, 
using a split piece of cane for a spoon, Ge.y young folks, 
with a lirntern, come across the fielcls and we.tch the faBcine.ting 
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process, Tbey never seem quite able to believe that 
such 11nj1romi sing material can be glorified by a few hours 
of cooki.ng, 
But a new cycle begins when the syrup is made, 
Stored in kegs or barrels or buckets, it forms a part of 
the fe.rrn res/,ources for the winter; extra gs.llons find their 
WRY to ci.ty homes. All through the long winter we find 
molasses and butter and ho:!, biscuits forming a major, portion 
of many a breakfast and often of other meals. Some time or 
other I knew a name for the compound produced by stirring 
butter and molasses together, but I have forgotten it, Anyway, 
there are few better fle.vors in the world/ tba.n this mixture 
has. At frequent intervals there wi.11 come molasses cakes 
or gingerbread, Gingerbread and cider are eternally mated, 
like tµrkey;s and cranberries and ham and eggs. Molasses 
cookies or cakerJ are stronger and more masculine than tep,cakes, 
I prefer the 1d°?J. that are cut out in lone; strips and be.ked 
I\ 
in a big pan; this kind strikes a tenderer spot, Sorn.et irnes 
mo le.Bses has a w&.y of sugaring in the barrel; then it is 
necessary to twist out quantities of it and reheat it with 
some water to make i.t syrupy agFJ:in, When you are smoking the 
meat, notl'!i.ng is better than cl'lul!V_'\l<S of tl'!is strone; candy 
fished out through the bunghole of the molasses vs.rrel, 
'l'hen there is molasses candy, not so common, probably, a,s 
formerly, but still one of the delicacies, And popcorn 
candy, where mols.sses and popcorn form a, new unit, c1.lrnost 
like a specia.1 kind of nut or frlli.t, ]'rom cane to candy 
is a cycle, worthy of a who.le po em of the quali. ty of Whittier's 
"The Huslrnn,, 11 with its tribute to corn. 
,qo 
Some Old-time Medicines 
If one of us gets sick toda.y, ~~e dosed with 
stuff that bears strange new names and tastes. One almost 
longs for the old medicine chest and its tried-and-true 
remedies. 
I have been told on good crnthori ty that counter 
irri te.nts are not so common as formerly, a.nd these now in 
use are likely to be something different from the plasters 
we used to know. Vlhen a fellow had a severe case of cramps, 
a blister plaster turned the trick, and almost turned the 
patient, too. I can recall having one such plaster, and one 
was enough. 'l'he bad-smelling blo..ck ointment wa.s sp"8ad out 
on a cloth and a:1iplied to my stomach. Not long after that 
it seemed tha.t a hot iron wdp burming into my flesh. After 
some minutes of agony I was relieved to have the plaster 
nnd 0. mush plaster applied instead. Then I puffed 
had been scalded and by and by got well, pla.ster 
or a strong constitution being to blame. :NowJ a mustard 
plaster can create enough heat to startle one, but I vote for 
the blister plaster made of Spanish flies or cantharides. 
Are there still cri.clrn in the neck? If so, how 
about cupping? There used to be regular instruments for 
this, but a wide-mouthed bottle into which has been dropped 
a lighted paper will form a vacuum and draw the skin into 
as many fancy shapes as you wish, thus relieving the crick. 
If' there are cricks in the back, or any other back miseries, 
try a porous plaster. One's back, after it bas been subjected 
to a porous plaster for a few days, looks like the board on 
r9 D 
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which one could play some fancy kind of checkers. 
Spells of colic( Newspapers having a large percentage 
of mid-Victoria.n readers had better delete this word.) yield to 
A mild case will probably be 
stopped by ginger tea, with a little alcohol or whiskey 
added for flavor. Severe cases will require Indian turnip. 
I'fl fact, any one who survives a case of colic and Indian turnip -
~ should be given a medal for endurance, 
If an insect bites you, there are many things to do, 
For instance, mix soda ancl vinegar and apply while the 
' mixture is still fizzing, Chiggers and ticks y~eld to 
fried-meat grease, A severe bee sting will lose its agamy 
when j.f, the spot is covered with a fresh chew of tobacco, 
Biliousness, once a much-used word, had many a 
remedy, Most of the herb remedies aimed a.t this diBease, 
Good old calomel in its trarious forms, especially blue mass, 
so easily made into pills, gets a.t the seat of this trouble, 
If you want to be a little more stylish, buy for a dollar or 
two about ten cents' worth of calomel in some ki.nd of 
patent medicine, 
And then there are chills, "agers,• (),uinine 
is and vm,s the remedy, v1hatever strides we may have made 
in other ways. If you can stand it, take it raw; you will 
think yourself brave to swallow it thus. Capsules, with 
'tloth "cap" and •sule" full of quinine was the usual form. 
:,, 
When a fellow ha!! taken about six capsules of this drug 
in a. single clay, be ha~ noises in hi,; head that would make a 
rock-crusher sound like an accordion. Again, if you must 
be stylish, try a.ny nuinher of chill tonics, in which the quinine 
is cHsguised. 
Arn'! 11.lw11vp, thArA is h1iroock hi ttArB for tni.ne;s in p;en0ra.l, 
I 'I I 
Parties and Sociables 
De.ncing has again become so common that it is 
~ . the most recognized form of social amusement. But 
a generation ago dancing, harmless oill.ii square dancing 'fifl,at 
the.t, was very naughty. A few representatives of the world 
' and the flesh and the devtl still knew how to trip the light 
fantastic1 and did it, ~oo, in defiance of church and parental 
authority. Those,0 of us who were e.fraid of our parents 
e.nd the wrath to come sti 11 had our social life, a bit drab 
as viwwed by our descendants, Vie had youth, and that was 
something; we courted and got married, and thus it goes 
always, regardless of the form of social amusement. 
Our old-fashioned parties, after the square dance 
went out and before the "round II dance came in, ha.d certain 
definite features tha.t must have been rather common everywhere, 
Some communities, though outlawing square dances, a.llowed 
ple.y-party games: "Susie· in the Jling," "Hoxie Ann, 11 "Hosie 
Betsy Lina, 11 "Old Dan Tucker, 11 "Chase the Buffalo," and 
so on. As I have already spoken of these games, i.t would 
be unnecessary repetion to write something more. But the 
rigi.d people of some parts of the state looked upon these 
games as wicked and vius.l to the square dance. 
When we went to parties, then, we had to devi.se 
other means of entertainment, Our liveliest game was £nap, 
a ea.me that used to seem very exciting but now somewhat re-
sembles dr.Q.I> th!, hs.ndlcerchief, A couple stood up in the 
floor holding hands( the.t was a. eood part of the game). A boy 
would then snap his finger in front of e. eirl, who forthwith 
had to chs.se him s.round the couple until she caught him, 
he took the place of the boy holding hands, and the girl 
'l'hen 
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snapped another boy, This continued indefinitely, often 
with ri,,ther disastrous results to the garments of the two 
holding hands, e.s the players would swing around roughly a,nd 
take all :Carts of chances to keep from being caught. 
Then there were kissing ge,mes galore. Just why 
dancing was so wrong nnd kissing so right it might take a 
( 
philosopher to discover. I suppose that postoff.i.£.£ WHB 
the best-known kissing game; since I have not played it in 
many years, please do not expect me to remember the rules of 
the game. There may have been no rules; anyway, somebody 
got kissed and appeared innocent. 
Playing social v,as a standard gs,me, i:f one could 
call it that. The girls were seated at intervals all around 
•"' the room on chairs or,,_ seats made by ls,ying planks from 
chair to chair and spreading a·folded quilt over them to 
make the sitting more comfortable, Some boy acted as 
introducer or passer-on or whs,tever you could call it. He 
took a boy around and introduced him to a girl, leaving him 
to talk to her until someone else was brought around. 
was lots of fun until a fellow got stuck with some dull 
girl whom nobody wcmted to te . .lk to, Sometimes the boys 
That 
e,greed in advance to talk to sucb for a certain length of 
time, provided they would be relieved by other fellows who 
w,rnld make martyrs of themselves in the interest of ~ 
causing every one to have a good time. I i:..ould add, paren-
tbetioally, that there were dull boys, too, but they had the 
advantage of being able to get away better, 
Refreshments at any kind of 'lsi._ party were likely to 
be pickles a.nd caJrn, especially if the party were durinf,, 
Christmas week. Indigestible, yes, but always suggestive 
of socia;lbles and parties, 
garlier Commencements 
It is not merely older manners that are passine;; 
some of our newer ones have come and gone like models of 
automobiles, One of the# institutions of our country, of 
course, is the annual high school or college commencement 
day. When there were private collee;es galore in the state, 
or at least schools that called themselves colleges, some 
actual traditions e;rew up that died with the schools them-
sel-res, State-supported high schools have not existed long 
enough to ha-re de-reloped much tradition, 
Once I attended a small denominational collee;e, now 
long dead. It WEJ,S my first look-in on the big world, e,nd 
my diary e,nd I had a good time recording all the school 
happenine;s. Wnen the school term was oYer, the commencement 
was put on in a -rery dignified manner, even tbough there 
were only tbree grad1,w,tes, The college band, about a 
corponJ.l' s guard in number, formed the head of a co J.legifJ,te 
procession tbat wound arouncl the ca,n1pus and into the building, 
'l'he address was given in e;rea.t form, i.n }1;nglish, but the 
conferring of the degrees was i.n Latin, pure Ciceronian, 
I can assure you, 
/_}, 
To eacb of the three girls receivine: the 
diplo~,m, the%~ ttle speech was made, 
L0,tJ.n1zed, being changed es.ob time. 
only the name, properly 
I gaped at the odd words 
and wondered, since my knowledge of Lati.n aad not then bee;un, 
It was really dignified and worthy, tlien as well as in memory, 
Hy own ex.perience as a cor'llnencement speaker is now 
of ae;e, as it began twenty-one seasons ago, JJ;ven in that time 
many changes have occurred in high school cormnencements. As 
more than twenty of my hundred and fifty speeches were given 
2 
~ 
in communities that had nevr had a conunencernent before, you 
~ 
may know that I have he,d some interesting experiences. Oddly 
enough, some of th,rne same occaF;ions 
\)e,Ca..tA.,e Or I 
impressive,~ the sincerity of the 
I\ 
were among the most 
people who were present. 
One high school, which is now probably as regularized as 
bearer 
most of them, used 
~ 'ro4. V- .. -\ -1.. 
li ke theer1:<:0-n he 
to have a flower r!llY/t/f/¥#, dressed 
sat beside, to receive the gifts,;l;.o.r-t:l:Je 
These flower bearers were very small children, 
somewhat like the tots used in elaborate weddings. Ordinarily 
they had plenty of work to do, for presents fairly flowed in, 
At other high schools the ushers came up after the. ceremony 
with the gifts, sometimes with a, considerable flourish. 
graduated 
As for that, when I ffl/.#f/c from a junior college, the ,,, 
same practice was~ in vogue, I can still recall how 
left-out I felt, for none of my fmnily could come so far 
to my graduation, eiren though they had sent approprici,te 
e;ifts through the mail. 
Some of the co1nmencements had the air of a funeral. 
Tea.rs were conmion, on the faces of the graduates and in the 
voice of the numerous speakers, includine; the distinguished 
e;entl,"man 111ho had cor,1e by train or boat or buggy to deliver 
the chief address of the time, On one such occasion I 
shocked the audience, who had wept through a long harangue 
on "Hother, 11 tearfully given by the irE,,ledictorian, by 
sayine that it was not a tearful but e, joyous occasion. I 
have not yet been invited buck to tl1nt high school and nmy not 
ever be, 
There were no caps and e;owns in those days; it 
almost broke up the poor fathers to dress their children 
sufficientlv to make the proper impression.. In genl,)ral, 
I must conf~ss that our present-day graduatine; exe:rci.sr~s are 
more ctie;nifiecl, if more regular, than those of other times, 
City Folks at J,'ideli.ty 
The difference between country and to,m people 
is not so great as it once was, to the credit of both groups, 
Popular education, county hie;h schools, county farm and home 
demonstrators, summer carnps, district and regional tournanents 
in athletics and other,i things, and a freer atmosphere e;enerally 
account for this. A third of a century ago it was hardly 
thus. Sti 11 there were connections between the two groups, 
as rnost of the people who lived in town were one generation 
or less from the soil. 
Old Fidelity was poor but proud, It had never been 
other than a srns.11 villa.ge, but, like so many of us, it 
had. teen better clays. As long as the railroad kept away 
from our county, and it was necessary to go thirty miles or 
'\ ..,._o,l,,.. • 0 \,\ .., 
more to 11, r.,&,:d.1sad, J~idelity )f:llf;{-/j{# remained much as it 
had been since the earliest settlement. 'fhere were two 
tobacco factories, a water mill near the village, a union 
church, several stores, and some other attractions, including 
a Masonic lodge hall. 'l'hen came tl-iP. railroe,d through the 
county seat, and gradually the village began to show si13ns of 
decadence. Proud yet, in spite of its being off the railroad, 
it was lacking in any importancellexcept locally. Some of 
its citizens moved to the county seat or on to other towns and 
cities. ~nough ties were left, however, for the quaint old 
place to be attractive to visitors, as when some of the old-
timers returned for /./1:fflf, a few days and brought along their 
families, born elsewhere but taught the special merits of 
Fidelityo 
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Local citizens, proud of their well-dressed visitors, 
brought them to church and ,Sund0,y School, One returned 
citizen /dropped a dollar into the collection basket one 
Sunde.y, crea,ting a amall hurricane of excited whispers. 
If any of the visitors could be induced to talk, they were 
asked to teach the adult cle,ss or to comment on the lesson, 
Mos 1, of them wisely/declined and sat in the Amen-corner and 
looked pious, Housewives vied with each other in inviting 
the visitors to Sunday dinner and, in the current phrase, 
"put the big pot in the little one,'' Language took a sudden 
flight upward, for some of us dropped expressions that the 
teachers had been fighting for years, that is, we dropped 
them during the time of the visit of the city fihll:'k::,," 
If tlrn visit came in week da,ys, we tool{ the city 
people to see the tobacco factory where the negroes worked and 
sane;. T11is was probably the most outstanding thing we could 
do, for there we,s never anything else quite like this, The 
negro woinen sat in rows fs,cing each other and stennned the 
tobe,cco leaves, singing meanwhile spirituals or "white-folks" 
songs, giving their own musical interpretation to the words, 
People who visited that old factory have told me in reclnt 
years that nothing in their lives made such e,n impression 
]'or some days after a visit the younger generation 
put on airs at school because of the famous people who had 
been to Fidelity. We walked like them and talked lilrn them 
and envied them irnmodere,tely. The children who lived in 
the homes visited were quizzed indefinitely about the great 
people from the outs$de world who had strayed into our 
little rernote village. I wend er whetller any such excitement 
could be created anywhere today. 
Playing School and Meeting 
In addition to pla,ying house we used to play 
school or church. The p.ls,yin{:; of children, at least when I 
was e. child, was both consciously Rnd unconsciously a satire 
on the elders, Since we were not gifted witfv'are vision, 
we did pretty much the things the,t we had seen, making them 
more ridiculous, if the,t were possible, 
The old-fashioned school put up a good bluff. Viewed 
from the vantage ground of a third of a century, it does not 
look so fierce as it appeared and wanted to be, Rules, 
innumerable ones, sometimes, were l!k'l.de, apparently to be 
broken. When we 
the teachers did, 
played school, we even improved on what 
ilA,'it 
It was almost wicked /\to be. 'I'he slightest 
encros.chment on the teacher's dicta,torship brought dire 
punishment. The children puniahod in the play school, usually 
unlike the ones in the one~room district school, cried loud 
and long when they were punished, The teaching methods were 
excellent travesties of what we had suffered in school, c< ~)ome-
times, thongh, I have seen some genuine teaching and even some 
lee.rning in play schools, for hungry little children often 
forgot to be actors and enjoyed the play. Of course, the 
ba,d boys preferred to break up the school or to e.ccept their 
:punishment like men, to mal<e the sme.ller ones envious. 'I'hat 
times have changed since then was brought to my e,ttention 
not long ago when a woman with several children told me that 
her family when 1ilaying school did not use the switch but 
threatened the youn13sters with low grades in deportment, 
The children of old Ji'idelity knev, only the rod, fresh from 
the endless woods around the schoolhouse, 
{!: •' 
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It was not a,lwa:vs easy to plH,Y meeting, for some 
of the children were likely to have conscientious scruples 
Hbout me,king fun of sacred things. Then, too, parents and 
teachers often took a hE➔,nd when our satire was a bit too 
broad, Regardless of the religious preference of the children, 
our baptisms were always by immersion, preferably in a pile 
of leaves. Large boys resisted the preacher until the 
baptising often became a riot, with some deputies to help 
out those who were in char1;e, The prsachin1;, the ein1;ing, 
the call to the mourners' bench were etandarciizea, varying 
only a little from what we observed, The shouting was a bit 
overdone, sounding more like the ravings of crazy people, 
And this remindr3 me, even if it should not, of 
playing jail. 1'he wenkest boys were chosen t,s sheriffs, 
to g.ive the ga,ngsters a chance to work their tri.clrn with 
little punishment, The little sl1eriff got even1 occB,sionally1 
wi,th the e;ane; by deputi,;ing H lv,rge, rough boy to k,elp him 
quell the mob, 'l'he jail wri.s commonly a clei,ffed plE1,ce fenced 
in with huckleberry bushes; breHking jail was up to true 
gane;ster ideals, In one neip~borhood near where I lived 
the bo,rs dug a pit some tbree feet deep and built a rail 
pen over this for their jaile One boy was almost srnotlrnr,,d 
in the jail, a,nd the less closed-in type was used afterward. 
Whatever we did, we nearly alwa.ys had a fight, 
Young villains are very little different from older ones, 
But tl1e game wont on, from generntion to generation, v1hether 
we played school or church or jail or any of the numerous 
1;a,rnes of the country Dchool, 
Church-door .Johnny 
~arlier in this series I spoke of the formality of 
sending notes to the girls or of mv,king dates through a 
friend. I remember th&,t there was e,nother type, a sort of 
mB,keshift for b~,,shful boys who hardly knew how or what to 
wri. te or who sadly lacked t·he nickel to give the boy who 
delivered the note and waited for its answer, I'his method 
was to stand just outside the church, preferably in the evening, 
and take a, girl's Rrrn as she came out with her parents or with 
other girls, This deaf-ci,nd-dumb r0,ethod was quite effective 
in its way, though frowned on by the more stB,id and dignified 
ones of our neighborhood. The most embarrassing thing 
was to seiz,e 8, girl's arr1 nnd stRrt walldng awhy into the 
darkness, only to realize that some other fellow had her other 
arm. Always one or the otner grew faint-hearted and gave 
uJ.' the struggle, the blushing young woman remaining neutre,l. 
1'1j\is practice was particul,,.r.ly suited to the smi:i,l.l 
village or compact neighborhood, v1here many peol).le came to 
gatherings on foot. It would have .been unt,1inkable to 
follow a girl out to her f&,ther's wagon and ride home with her. 
To the wagon was as far as any regular fellow could go, But 
how attractive it was to walk home, even along with the family, 
under i;he stars an_9)the moon, the moon so famous in popular 
songs then and nowl 
I cannot recall whether the girl thus sought out 
ever rebelled; hence the practice must have been a kind of 
freemasonry that the elders did not underste,nd. Maybe the 
young swain looked across the church and said more in his 
bashful look than he could have said i.n formal notes, Anyway, 
i 
the girl aqui@sced in a system that seems a little too crude 
today, and she seemed to enjoy being thus sought after, 
Not all boys were bold enough to seize or capture 
a young li, .. dy as she emerged from churcb. Older boys would 
shove them just as some girl eame by, causing both boy and girl 
to blush to their roots of the hair, I have known boys who 
seemed to have accidentally walked into tho church with the 
girl as she waitrai li.ng her family; very rc1,re ly he had the 
nerve to sit with her after he hc1,d followed her in, From 
painful experience I know that when he had done this, the best 
defense when tbe boys teased him was to remain silent; for 
his words were passed on from mouth to mouth when he aaid anything. 
Growing up is hard work, and I am afraid the.t the 
youngsters do not get enough sympathy while they are engaged 
in such toil. In our time the older people seem hardly the 
ogres they once were, and, besides, the opportunity for 
boys and girls to be together is much easier than formerly, 
Since life is pitched on a more nearly normal scale today, 
it seerns odd that one still finds the shy boy who fl1{ff15 
can hardly get into society, 
Style in 'rowels 
Those society people who think that style is 
only 
applicabler,to what they do or say or wear should have had a 
few years' valuable training in Fidelity. There wa,s 
plenty of style in this qua,int old place, even though there 
wa,s no finery in the ordinary sense of the term. 
extended to such common things as towels. 
'rbis style 
Let us begin at the bottom of the social scale. 
Very plain people, with little or no impression to make, 
used towels ma.de from grass sacks, cut in two and hemmed. 
For very dirty hands these towels are not so bt•,d; they save 
a. great deal of washing, too, for boys. But it would be 
haTd to find anybody now who would admit having used such a 
towel. 
'rhe standard every-day towel for the farm hands 
was made from meal sacks, large two-bushel sucks at the,t. 
The cloth is heavy cotton stuff, nearly as thick as the 
hick~ry shirting that we once used and possessing just such 
lasting qualities. Less rough than grass sacks, these meal 
sacks also help scrub off the dirt after you have soaped 
your hands with home-made lye soap and started the dirt 
to coming off' anyway. I might add that you must wash your 
face with water scooped up in both hands and Y'l.Ust me .. ke a 
blowing noise vii th your mouth, whether any of the soapy 
water has got into your mouth or not. T!'ili s is merely a 
pa.rt of the process of washing the hands and face. 
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When company cor1es, unless it is some boy who 
hRs followed us home from~ finer towels are brought 
out, linen or nes.r-linen, B,nd sme,ller by half tl'mn the :/4{,j.f/plj 
meal sack towel. These towels, unlike the standard ones, 
are white)rather than gray in colorJand show dirt. Besides, 
it is best to use tinted toilet soap instead of Big Deal or 
lye soap. But the old washpan is still the container of 
tbe water, even with these fine towels, 
In every style there is a best, and towels were 
no exception to this rule, }~xclusive company used only the 
washbowl and pitcher in the front room, The t-awel supplied 
here was the best in tbe house and so0eti;,1es even had some 
embroidered flowers or inihtiHlS on it, The sr:w,p, too, 
was in a dish, not a broken cup or saucer, a dish tbat often 
had been a present from the be st boy friend of Big Sister, 
a. sort of companion to the water pitcher and si:x-gl,ISS set 
that often graced the front room. Holding up the train 
of royalty has never and will never fall to my lot, but I 
h1cwe walked with swelling chest into the front room with 
a pitcher of water and a nice towel, all for the distinguished 
guest who had honored us w:ith his company, J~ven better, 
I have heen the guest who usecl the washbowl and pi.tcbeq tbe 
scented, tinted soa11; the embroidered guest towel, 
you bet! 
Style/ 
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Cutting Sprouts 
When I begin to doubt the factB that I talk about 
in thiB rambling column, I turn back to my old dia,ries, lj:ept 
when I was teen-age boy, e,nd find all the material that 
I need and confirmation of everything I have thus far written, 
The diaries were written with no thought of their ever becoming 
of value; they merely recorded the day's weather and told what 
I did or where I went, with very rarely a few other things, 
Just now, in a diary written in 1905, I found this simple 
entry: 11 I have been cutting sprouts in the newground today, 11 
To many of the younger generation that means nearly nothing; 
to the old-timers it chronicles a whole cycle of life, 
Sprouts were of seve.al varieties. The kind I 
spoke of in my diary were those that had come up from stumps 
that sti.11 retained enough life to send up sprouts for a 
season or two after the clearing was cultivated, Sometimes 
these sprouts were a nuisance for years, particularly in the 
clearings in the creek bottoms, where the soil was rich and 
the mo:llfuture plentiful, But for the cutting of these sprouts 
it would have been pretty hard to see the corn i.n the newgro unrl 
after the last plowing was done. I have gone by fields that 
looked like young orchards with corn growing up among ttie trees, 
Our fathers warned us against just such places and tried to 
cheer us in one of the most tedious jobs 1 ever engaged in, 
Newground sprouts, though, were only a sme,11 chapter 
in this annual cutting, Upli.mcl fields that nm,y have 
remained in pE1,sture for a year or more grew up in sassafras 
and persimmon sprouts, I veri.ly believe that these shrubby 
trees have the most vitality of any of our native plants, 
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The labors v,i th the axe or the grubbing hoe, followed by the 
plow, seem to cultivate the deep-lying roots, so that the 
next year brings as big a job of clearing the land for the 
plow as ever, The state of the sassafras or persimmon+ 
"--+ l .. s 
sprout is like that of the man in the Bible, worse~than at 
first, Iji takes philosophy like this or even more to 
keep the boy clea1·1ng his young newground with axe and 
grubbing hoe, 
Orators used to tell us that cutting sprouts, like 
turning the grindstone, produced great men, I have looked in 
' 
vain for a large crop of geniuses from the rugged hillsl&es 
around old Fidelity. 
Even worse tha,n cti!tting Qrouts was and is 
cutting br1ars. Sprouts me,y whip you in the fe,ce when you 
hit them, but they leave no barbs. L0 ng e,go I lea,rned the 
way to prevent briars from hitting you is to hit them hard 
licks, severing them completely; blackberry briars are not 
to be coddled, But when bria,rs a,re all grown up with weeds 
e,nd grapevines, expect the worst. If you escape without 
bloody marks, you are a better bria,r-cuttefhan I have eve~ 
been, 
'I'here is one thing;( that a boy who is cutting 
sprouts can do to make time pass: he can s»arpen his grubbing 
b_oe or his briar blade, In theory, at least, he is making 
time; I am afraid that in practice he is usine us 1Jrec.i.ous 
hours, A sharp scythe usually means potential rather than 
actual hushes or briars cut. 
Just what do boys do now to become president or 
governor? I know that sprouts still exist, but I do not 
know whether cutting them 1mves tbe way to higb office. 
'l'he V/ickedness of Lrnilghter 
1:oday we la.ugh when we wnnt to, at home or a.t 
school or at school, and think little about it, In the more 
formal or more rigid days only the bad ones laughed, or so 
we were told, 
they are nov,. 
Consequently, things were funnier then than 
It took much more self-control to keep down 
a violent spell of laughing. Many devices were used, the 
commonest being holding tbe nose, which sometimes merely 
intensified the explosion, Then the teacher took a hand, 
J,a.ughing was, indeed, wicked, except, of course, e.t social 
gatherings e.nd on the playground, where things rarely seemed 
funny. 
It must be due to this attitude toward lau1shing 
that nmny of the events of our youth seem now so funny. "le 
hardly dared to lc1u1sh then; now we can never finish laughing 
at what took place then, 
.. 
In school laughing was almost as bad as talking 
~ 
aloud, It was a rare teacher who allowed us such a privilege. 
It pleases me to find in 1~y old diary this statement: "We've 
had several spells of laughing today," I did not state what 
we were laughing at; probably nothing particularly; we just 
had the giggles, a prevalent disease then and sometimes now. 
livid en tl{;,~he teacher had allowed us to laugh with impunity. 
\ 
Some of the little girls were victims of hysterical giggles, 
w; said their tickle boxes got turned over. 'l'hey laughed 
in a kind of nervous hysteria; we laughed at them, It is 
altogetner possible that the teachers who called us to striot 
s.ccount for laughing had plenty of good argui'lent on their sides, 
'l'he 1rnnishment for l0,ugh1ng at school was present 
and humi,liating; at church we feared immediate and future 
wrath. The preacher, our parents, society in general, and 
,;hen an invisible fear of later retribution managed to keep 
us fairly quiet, Sometimes, though, human endura,nce gave 
out, and(,ve cackled out as merrily as we might he.ve in 
our ovm homes, only to come to e, sudden and unmusical halt 
when we discovered what we had done, 
Sometimes I wonder whether our loud laughter in the 
fields and at socis,l gatherings, often horse laughter, was 
not an outlet for more refined feelings that had been pent up 
too fiercely, '.;fhile some of the things that used to tickle 
me until I was wea,k are still funny, most of them seem 
very commonplace and inane. nur sense of humor has been 
allowed to develop unfettered, so that laughter is no longer 
a stolen joy, with its punishment following just behind, 
'l'his ss,me repression of humor may also account for 
the tendency to practical joking that was once more co1~non 
than now, A rather dra.b life it was in th<" fields and woods, 
with only occasional opportunities for social life, How 
natural to scare some one, to play tricks on innocent children 
or unsuspecting older ones! If 1c1ll the reputed h,rnnted houses 
were ,iro perly invest i.gated, I would almost wager that they 
got thei.r reputa,tion flYam some mischievous boy who vms 
prohD,bly 0.fraid of scaring others but who rrc,jo:Loed at fi.ndine 
Umt he could create a le13end or tradition in a cm~munity, 
Hayrides 
Often I have mentioned style in this series of 
little essays about folk custo1ns, Hayrides once stood at 
the head of the column. Automobiles were still far in the 
future, but no car can ever bring quite the thrill that we 
once experienced on a hayride. 1'here i.s noth1ng very elaborate 
about such a celebration, All you need is a hay frame on the 
wagon, some hay, and a tarpaulin or wagon sheet stretched over it, 
'l'hen sit with your legs dangling off and bump over rough 
roads for five or ten miles,and you will have a hayride, 
Any place will do for c1.n excuse for a hayride, 
If you can find river at the end of the road, well and good, 
Then you can row the girls in paddle boats or engage a ferry 
boat to take the entire party on a trip up or down the river, 
A spring is another place that should be found on a hayride, 
for dinner goes with this custom, like cranberries with 
turkey, Chestnuts or hickory nuts or blackberries, v1hatever 
the season, ms,y give some spice( and chiggers) to life, lflven a 
church or an outdoor meeting can be attended on a hay wagon, 
New-timers may think Uw,t their ancestors were 
very pious folk by tlle way they went to church, :,That tlrny 
can never know, except by hearsay, is that church services 
comprised most of the events in our very drab lives, A 
church service can be as good an excuse as any for a trip on 
a hay wagon with a merry crowd. The gang may be vi:ell enough 
bred to behave tbemselves while the services are going on, 
but on the way anybody can mock the preacher or the singers 
or parody the most sacred songs. 
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Not to play practical jokes on some of the gang 
would be to admit that the hayride is not genuine. It is 
nearly impossible to get up a crowd without ha.ving at least 
one very loving couple, fa.r gone in romance, These can become 
the butt of all the jokes, especially if they are in the 
silent, ls.nr,uishing stage. Some one of the crowd is sure to 
be just breaking into society; he needs frequent roa.sting 
from the more experienced, Jiy all means there must be a mir,lic, 
who knows how to imitate anbmls and people, to laugh or 
chew or spit like the dignified members of his socia.l group, 
'.l'he vrn.gonette, now c.ompletely lost as an i.nsti tu ti.on, 
was good for sma.11 parties, This strange vehi•le was a 
long covered ca.rt or wagon, with seats along the sidej, The 
ones I knew best would seat about six couples, enough for a 
very merry party, with the added advantar,e of having a roof 
against the sun or possible rain, Sometimes it was the custom 
for the boys to furnish the vehicle and the horses, the girls 
to furnish the food, now called eats but then often called, 
quite innocently, grub, Such Dutch treats are good things 
and should not be allowed to pass a.way. I have shared many 
a. one and have no horror~ of seeing them return on a grand 
scale. '.l'here were no gold-diggers in those days; the girl 
rega.rded herself as part of the partnership, 
Since peanut butter a.ncl baker's ·bread have come into 
general use, I fear I could not make you hungry by telling 
you what we ate, One thing I know: no cook of today can beat 
the cakes we had then, However stylish a trip by car can 
be today, it sti 11 lacks something of the hale-fellow-well-met 
feeling of the old-fashioned hayride. 
